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News In Brief
County young farmers invited
to special tax strategies class
Members of the Kirksey and Calloway County Young Farmer
classes encourage area farmers to join them Monday night,
December 1 at 7 p.m. at the Murray Area Vocational Center for a
special class on Tax Strategies for Farmers.
Mr. Kenny Wade of Wade Farm Financial Service of Mayfield
will be the guest speaker. Mr. Wade has served many farmers in
the purchase area with sound financial and tax planning advice
for several years. The program will acquaint those present with
the major tax changes that will be coming in 1987 and will present
suggestions to help utilize tax breaks that are available this year
that will not be available in 1987.

Elsewhere...
ID the %slow lated Pre..

LONG BEACH,Calif. — The Aeromexico DC-9 jetliner that collided with a small plane over Cerritos apparently was off course
but actually farther away from the area where small planes are
supposed to fly, according to maps prepared by federal
investigators.
WASHINGTON — The. Reagan administration's policy of
aiding Nicaraguan guerrillas is in deep trouble on Capitol
following assertions that Iranian arms money helped bankroll
the program, supporters and opponents of the Contra aid program agree.
WASHINGTON — What did the President know, and when did
he know it?
The question recalls Watergate. Like Sen. Howard Baker then,
U.S. legislators are getting ready to ask it now.
Baker asked it of Richard Nixon in the wake of Watergate. Now
the question soon may be asked of Ronald Reagan.
MELBOURNE, Australia — Pope John Paul II tells a group of
fourth-graders that he likes rock music but doesn't know how
many rooms are in the Vatican. They tell him they want to know
what it is like to be shot.
NEW DELHI, India — A 61-year-old grandmother called
Mikhail S. Gorbachev "cute — not like a Communist," but asked.
"Is he sincere?" Her son said Gorbachev used a speech to the Indian parliament to "snipe at Americans, and that's unfair."
MANILA, Philippines — Despite claims of a major plot last
weekend, little evidence has emerged that dissident officers were
any closer to moving against President Corazon Aquino than during the weeks when Manila was rife with rumors of a coup.
WASHINGTON — Animal tests show that a new synthetic
chemical can block the intoxicating effects of alcohol, and scientists say the drug might be used to wean alcoholics away from
their destructive habit.
AUSTIN, Texas — An entrepreneur is selling drug-free urine
for $49.95 a bag in a business that a civil liberties official says
could boom as drug tests become more common.
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Report citing
the shredding
of documents
to be studied
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National Honor Society at 11111S

WASHINGTON (AP) — Investigators will try to determine
if a fired White House aide
destroyed documents relating to
the Central American diversion
of profits from U.S. arms sales
to Iran, government officials
say.
The probe also will consider
possible CIA involvement in the
transfer scheme, The
Washington Post reports.
Lt. Col. Oliver North, the
Marine officer who assertedly
ran the program diverting
money to rebels in Nicaragua,
had free access to his office files
for several hours after ,President Reagan announced Tuesday that North was being
removed from the NSC staff, the
officials said Thursday.
Combinations on the locks in
North's .-office were changed
Tuesday afternoon, after
Reagan's announcement, and
North's papers were put into
NSC vaults Wednesday, said the
officials, adding that they didn't
know whether any documents
were destroyed.
Meanwhile, The Post said in
today's editions that the congressional and Justice Department investigations into the
iront'd on page 16)

A total of 18 Murray High School seniors were inducted into the National
Honor Society during a ...pecial
ceremony Wednesday ifternoon at the schod. Inductees are, front row,
from left: Kelly Bolls, Laura
Greer, Shannon Wells, Melissa Gray, Amy Long and Marla Ford.
Second row: Lee Holcomb, Ricky
Jobs, Hugh Houston, Elizabeth Oakley, Kathy Friebel and Becky
Wolf. Third row: Dustin Ellington,
Ken Mikulcik, Ken Hainsworth, Bill Maddox, Mark West and Ben Voo.
The society recognizes outstan•
ding scholastic achievement across the country.
Staff photo b) David Tart

Martin Marietta officials want starting date Monday

Suit seeks to stop drug-testing program
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Officials at the Martin Marietta
Gaseous Diffusion plant here
want to start a drug-testing program on Monday, but union
workers at the plant have filed a
lawsuit in an effort to halt such a
move.
The Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers International Union

claims the drug testing would
violate the union's collective
bargaining agreement with
Martin Marietta Energy
Systems Inc., which operates
the plant under contract with the
federal Department of Energy.
The union represents about
600 employees at the plant.
The lawsuit. filed Wednesday

In federal court, seeks an injunction blocking implementation of
the drug-testing program.
In a related case on Wednesday, a federal judge in Knoxville, Tenn., denied the union's
request that mandatory drug
tests be prohibited at the Oak
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion plant
because the tests violated the

WASHINGTON I AP — The
Reagan administration's decision to put the 131st cruise
missile-carrying Efi-52 bomber
into service today, taking the
United States beyond the ceilings of the SALT II arms-

limitation treaty, drew fire from
leading congressional
Democrats arid Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., the
chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, said that

+

exceeding the limits of the
never-ratified treaty was "a
very bad decision" and maintained that the administration
was doing it now because the
move "shores up Ronald
Reagan with the right wing."

Thanksgiving at Oakhurst

MISS
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Subscribers who, have riot
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray incisor IL
Thum; by 5:30 p.m. Monday•
, Friday or by 3:30 p.m—Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 between 5:30 'p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours —
a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, a.m.- 12
p.m. Saturday.

noon,

(Cont'd on page 16)

TEL AVIV, Israel I AP
—
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
today said U.S.-Israeli relations
would not be harmed once the
facts were known about a secret
arms deal with Iran in which
Israel served as a mediator

HERE 5 TkE JOR. WAR
Fi_viNG ACE OUT ON
GIFT-6ATHERIN6

"When the dust settles and the
picture becomes clear, there is
no reason for our relations with
the United States to
deteriorate," Feres said in
remarks broadcast by Israel Army Radio.
"It will prove that we act with
mutual understanding and faith
and each side is considerate of
the other." he said. He did not
elaborate.

27 shopping
days to Christmas
Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy.
Low around 40. Light Wind.
Saturday: Partly sunny
and warmer. High 55 to 60.
East wind 5 to 10 mph.
Outlook for Sunday: Cloudy
with a chanee of rain. High 50
to 55. Low 40 to 45.

Aspin said on the "CBS Morning News," that conservatives
want to get rid of SALT II limits
and are experiencing "such
unhappiness with Ronald

U.S.-Israeli
relations not
harmed: Peres
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U.S. to surpass SALT °ceiling today
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union's collective bargaining
agreement.
After a three-hour hearrmg.
U.S. District Judge James Jarvis denied the request for a temporary restraining order.
Martin Marietta notified the
union in Paducah on Nov. 5 of

Members of the Racer football team at Murray State University enjoyed their Thanksgiving Day meal
it Oakhurst Thursday as guesb of President Kala M. Stroup and her husband Joe. Fifty-six players 4rnainbd on campusittuing the holiday for the final practice sessions in preparation for the trip to
Cliarleston, Ill., Saturday to clash with Eastern Minot' in the first round of the NCAA Div. 1-AA
playoffs. The Racer gridders sat down to a spread that included the traditional fare of turkey and the
trimmings.
5895 photo Ay John Hardie

4
.

The United States on Tuesday
said the money paid by Iran for
the weapons was transferred,to
Contra guerrillas fighting to
overthrow the Sandinista
government in Nicaragua. The
FBI has launched an inquiry in-.
to the affair.
Israel Radio reported today
that FBI investigators want to
(Cont'd on page II)
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OPT-mg for the
best in a dog's
training methods
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
A Calloway County woman
has developed a new technique
for dog training—a method that
originator Mary Adelman said is
more pleasant for both dog and
trainer.
The "Optimum Placement
Technique"(OPT)is a no-force,
no-pain means of training the
dog.
Adelman, Glendhenmere Kennel master, begins the training
by throwing a piece of dog food
away from the dog and telling
the dog to "find it." She then
holds a piece of food in her hand
and tells the dog "here."
After the dog begins to learn
"here", Adelman then puts a
leash on the dog and repeats the
exercise but adds a slight tug on
the leash when saying here. She
said the dog does not mind the
tug because he is getting the
food or reward.
By teaching the basics, then
building on them Adelman can
teach the dog other obedience
"tricks."
Adelman said dogs would
prefer to keep things "smooth
and even" and OPT allows them
to do this.
Another benefit of OPT is that
a mistake by the trainer is not
critical, she said. Adelman said
if the trainer makes a mistake,
then all they have to do is back
up and start again.
To help people learn the OPT,
she has made video lessons that
say available to people to -train
their dogs in their home. She
said the cost is $35.
Adelman said training is
especially important for guard
dogs. "Any dog that has the
potential to be a guard dog

should be trained at an early
age," she said.
The OPT method takes time.
Training is "not something you
get in five minutes," she explained. It takes 300-500 repetitions for a dog to know each part
of the training according to
Adelman.
A native of Arkansas,
Adelman is a part-time teacher
at Murray State University and
is a national authority on dog
training, particularly the German Shepherd and Australian
Cattle Dog.
She has been published In
several publications and currently has two books in print. In
addition, another book of hers
will be out in 1987.
Since becoming involved in
ARC, CRC, and Schutzhund
competition, she has put over 60
titles ad degrees on three different breeds in two countries.
Adelman said she is proud to
be the originator of the OPT obedience program which she
thinks will eliminate a great
deal of the jearking, pushing and
general roughness of many dog
obedience programs.
As trainers and instructors,
Adelman said, one must have as
a goal to work towrd more efficient and humane methods of
dog communiction. to build
bonds between dog and owner
than enhances desire to be
together and improves their
abilities to work togethr.
"There must be a mutual
respect and understanding that
takes into consideration 'the
abilities and limitations of each.
And above all, there must be
reward, praise and love or the
process has failed," Adelman
added.
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Dreamweaver's Henry Winehard CH (Zorro), a pointed black
German Shephard, takes a break with trainer Mary Adelnutn.
Adelman has developed a new method of obedience training
which eliminates the tugging, pushing and other force used in
other training methods.

Mary Adelman, trainer and kennel master, holds the hoop while
Glendhenmere's High Muruki UD (Muruki),an Australian Cattle
Dog, demonstrates her skill in jumping through a hoop.
Stan photos by Laurie Brumley

McGaughey invited to New York seminar
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey of
Murray State University has
been invited for the eighth time
to participate in the Faculty/Industry Seminar of the International Radio and Television
Society (IRTS) in New York City Feb. 4-8, 1987.
He is among 75 faculty
members from across the country to receive invitations to the
seminar sponsored by IRTS, an
organization made up of broadcast network and agency
professionals.
McGaughey, who is chairman
of the Department of Journalism and Radio-Television at
Murray State, attended the
IRTS from 1979 through 1984 and

again early this year.
At least one member of the
Murray State faculty has been
selected for the seminar each
year since it began in 1974. A
College Conference is conducted
by the IRTS each year in conjunction with the seminar.
The theme for the 1987
seminar will be "In Search of an
Audience — Serving Today's
Public." It will address new
developments in audience
measurement, the evolution of
product — from concept to purchase, the changing face of
news, the influence of special interest groups and several other
topics.

Leading professionals from
the ABC. CBS and NBC networks, as well as representatives of major advertising
agencies and allied industries
will be on the seminar program.
McGaughey, who joinea the
faculty at Murray State in 1969,
has been the departmental
chairman since 1974. He is coadviser to The Shield, the campus yearbook, and has also served as an adviser to The Murray
State News, the campus
newspaper. Both publcations
have consistently won honors in
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association competition.
Formerly of Hopkinsville,

McGaughey earned both the
B.A. and M.A. degrees at Murray State where he was selected
to receive the E.G. Schmidt
Award for the Outstanding Journalism student as an
undergraduate in 1988. He earned the Ph.D. at Ohio University.
McGaughey was honored as
the recipient of the Max Carman
Outstanding Teacher Award at
Murray State in 1984.
He is a member of a number of
professional organizations and
has written articles that have
been published in several journals and magazines. His faculty
rank at Murray State is
professor.
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Plea agreement reached

Country club fined; alcohol confiscated
The Murray Country Club has
been fined $100 and was ordered
to forfeit an estimated $1,600
worth of alcholic beverages
after a plea bargain was accepted in Calloway District
Court Wednesday.
The club had been cited for IIlegal possesion of alcoholic
beverages in dry option territory following discovery of a
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confiscated beverages.
Other items confiscated during the raid, including a 1977
pickup truck, were ordered
returned to the club.
The order accepting the plea
was signed by Judge J. W.
Graves Wednesday. Graves,
who normally sits in McCracken
County District Court, was the
first of a number of substitute

CCHS Speech Team takes
12th in major tournament

*\.

NOW ONLY

quantity of liquor, beer and wine
on the premises by Kentucky
State Police Saturday, Nov. 8.
The plea agreement, worked
out by Rick Lamkin, attorney
for the club, and Robert 0.
Miller, Calloway County attorney, stipulated that the club
would pay the maximum fine
under the law in addition to
court cost and-forfeiture of the

••,,,

The Calloway County High
School Speech Team successfully placed in its first national
showing for the 1986-87 season at
the 1986 Villiger Tournament in
Philadelphia, Penn., hosted by
the Villiger Debating Society of
St. Joseph's University. Of the
66 schools from 12 states,
Calloway County placed 12th in
sweepstakes honors. The Laker
Speech Team's competition
ranged from private and
preparatory academics to three
former national forensic champions. Calloway County was the
only high school representing
the Central United States, competing against high schools from
Delaware, Massachusetts,
Maryland, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Virginia and Wisconsin. The
tournament was in its seventh
year, drawing over 600 high
schools coMpetitors nationwide.
The 1988 Winger Championship School was Stuyvesant High
School of New York City with 181
sweepstakes points. Second
place honors went to Regis High
School of New York with 102
points. The Bronx High School of
Scicnce of N.- -.1.• York won Illir•;

place with 86 points. Fourth
place went to Monsignor Banner
High School of Drexel Hill,
Penn., with 46 points. Fifth place
was won by LaSalle College
High School of Philadelphia with
40 points. Pennssurg High Scool
of Fairless Hills, Penn., won
sixth place with 34 points. Marquette High School of
Milwaukee, Wis., won seventh
place. Syosset High School of
Syosset, New York won eighth
place with 28 points. St. Francis
deSales High of Toledo, Ohio
won ninth' place with 25 points.
Holy Ghost Preparatory of
Philadelphia won 10th place
with 24 points. The Loyola
School of New York .won 11th
place with 23 points. Calloway
County High School won 12th
place honors with 22 points.
The Laker Speech Team
qualified five entries for the
quarterfinal round:
Tim Black - Extemporaneous
Speaking; Kelli Burkeen Original Oratory; Jody Lassiter
- Original Oratory; Jeanne Carroll • Origtnal Oratory; and
Laura Jones - Declaration.
Of these five quarterfinalists,
Tim Black and Kelli Burkeen
qualified for the semifinal

round, while Black went on to
qualify for the final round. Black
placed third in Extemporaneous
Speaing, Kelli Burkeen placed
seventh in Original Oratory
while Jody Lassiter, Jeanne
Carroll and Laura Jones placed
In the top 24 in the nation.
The Vllliger Tournament was
the first crucial step to a national victory, which the Laker
Speech Team successfully accomplished. The Calloway County team will be competing next
at the Princeton Invitation Tournament hosted by Princeton
High School of Princeton, Ohio,
on the weekend of Dec. 12-13.
The Laker Speech Team'has
expressed its thanks to the
public for its loyal participation
In the annual Citrus Fruit Sales.
The Thanksgiving delivery will
be delivered throughout this
,week. Christmas orders are still
being taken by team members
for the delivery of Dec. 8.
Anyone interested in a
Christmas order can telephone
753-8141 at CCHS Communications Department.
Director of Forensics for the
Calloway County Speech Team is Larry England.

district judges who will be sitting locally until a Calloway
District Judge is appointed by
Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
The vacancy occurred when
District Judge David Buckingham was sworn in as circuit
judge for the 42nd Judicial
District(Calloway and Marshall
counties) earlier this week.

Stroup van
found gutted
A van belonging to Joe Stroup,
apparently stolen sometime between 10 p.m. Wednesday and 7
a.m. Thursday, was gutted by
fire after being abandoned in
southeast Calloway County,
local law enforcement officers
report.
The van, a 1984 Ford valued at
$20,000, was found on Lax Road
off of Ky. 121 S. about 2:30 p.m.
Thanksgiving day. Acr.ording to
Calloway County Sheriff J. D.
Williams and Murray Police
Detective Sgt. Charles Peeler,
the fire apparently had been
deliberately set.
The van was discovered nosedown in small creek along the
side of the road.
In addition to the van, tools
and other items inside it, including food-warming equipment belong to Murray State
University, had an estimated
value of $5,300. Stroup is the husband of MSU President Dr. Kala
Stroup.
The van was taken -from the
driveway of the Stroup
residence ,(Oakhurst) on the
MSU campus. The keys *ere
left in the van, according to the.
police report.
The theft had been reported to
the Murray Police Department
early Thursday morning. Police
have no suspects in the incident
at this time.
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PERSPECTIVE

By Alice McDonald
—The good old days" is a
phrase that conjures up a
nostalgic past — kindly horses
pulling picturesque buggies,
mothers baking cookies on big
iron stoves, grandmothers knitting warm mittens, and barns
filled with shadows and
mystery.
In the good old days, bread
was 4 cents a pound, a Coke was
a nickel, and the movie on Saturday afternoon cost all of 10
cents.
There was another side of
those good old days, however.
George Colvin, one of Kentucky's few Republican
superintendents of public instruction, and by any standards
one of its most outstanding,
wrote about them in his report to
the General Assembly in 1923.
He wrote proudly, recounting
accomplishments:
We have had the largest and
most regular attendance in the
history of our state. Attendance
in rural schools in the past four
years increased from 37 percent
to 85 percent . . . and in city
schools. . from 51 percent to 76
percent.
"High school enrollment has
increased from 20,700 to 38,179. .
. . The number of high school
graduates has grown from 2,500
to 4,600."
"Though still inadequately
supported," he wrote, "Kentucky's schools have received
greater financial support during
the past two years than at any
previous time in our history. . .
"The custom practiced for
years of using state school funds
for other purposes has been
discontinued . . . As far as I
know, this is the first time that
the law has been complied with
and that this has been done in
the history of our state."
He continued by writing, "The
largest per capita ever paid in
the history of our state is now being paid — a per capita of $8."
(That was the amount of state
money provided per child.)
In 1923, Colvin reported that
the average salary paid to
teachers had risen from $411 in
1919 to $725. The average salary
paid to county superintendents
was up too, from 11,064.38 to
$1,833.95.
"It is significant," Colvin
wrote (and today we would say
almost unheard of) that "during
the past three years only one
bond issue to raise school funds
has been defeated."
"It must be understood
always that there are some
districts in Kentucky where it is
difficult to secure a teacher or to
hold the teacher when secured,"
Colvin acknowledged."This fact
is due to local conditions, partly
economic and partly
sociological."
In 1919, 37 percent of Kentucky's elementary teachers
had not gone beyond the eighth
grade, Colvin reported.
"At the present time no
teacher is permitted to take an
examination to teach unless
such teacher has completed at
least on year of high school and
has had at least five weeks of
professional training," he
wrote.
On another subject, he wrote:

By Mike Royko

A bull market for a marketable bull

"The weakest point in Kentucky's educational system continues to be poor administration." He took pride in the improvements made in some counties. "In other counties,
however, honesty compels us to
state that in many cases administration is tragically if not
criminally bad. In our efforts to
change from a political basis to
a professional basis, progress,
as expected, has been slow."
Kentuckians who participated
in recent efforts to pass a constitutional amendment to appoint the state superintendet
will be particularly interested in
his next words.
"State administration will
never be permanently nor
positively improved until a different method of selecting the
superintendent is adopted, and
until the superintendent has the
right to succeed himself."
Despite the weaknesses he
perceived at that time, he
wrote: "On the whole, lam confident that Kentucky is approaching a great educational
awakening. The realization of
this hope may be postponed or
delayed by feeble or incompetent leadership. Even so, it will
come. The people of the state
have willed it, and no power will
be permitted long to postpone
it."
Colvin's recommendations for
new legislation included:
1. The ex Offide political State
Board of Education should be
abolished. A representative lay
board should be created in its
stead and all powers vested in it.
2. All certification laws should
be repealed. A new law should
create just one certifying
authority — the state. All
teachers' certificates should be
based on credentials instead of
on examinations, and all
teachers should show definite
academic and professional
training. "We must forever rid
ourselves of fraud and
favoritism in granting certificates," he wrote.
3. A better method should be
developed for financing the
school
4.
compulsory attendance
law ould-be enacted.
Last year in Kentucky, the
percentage of attendance was
94.3. Total high school enrollment (grades nine through 12)
was 208,445; 38,532 students
graduated in 1984-85; and 45.3
percent went on to college or advanced training.
Teachers' average salary in
1985-86 was $20,948, and that of
district superintendent was
$43,576. State revenue (not counting any funds from local or
federal sources) was $1,645 per
child in average daily attendance in 1985-86. And all Kentucky teachers have graduated
from college and have outstanding qualifications.
Today, every child has the opportunity, and is expected to
take advantage of, free public
education from kindergarten
through the 12th grade.
In the good old days, those
who finished 12 years of school
were the exceptions to the rule.
And that included the
teachers!

It is said that there is an Rand-D crists in this country.
That means Research and
Development: inventing new
products, creating, devising, improving. And our leaders say we
are lagging behind other eagerbeaver countries.
To them, I say bull!
At lewd that is what I am saying since becoming aware of an
American company called International Biologics Inc.
This small firm, showing the
kind of original thinking that has
made this country the world's
leading producer of almost any
kind of thingumajig imaginable,
has now found a way to successfully make commercial use
of an, uh, of, uh, a uh. . .
I'm not sure how to say it. So
why don't I just go ahead and
print the advertisement, exactly
as it appeared recently in a
magazine called Potentials in
Marketing.
The ad, accompanied by a picture of a pretty model holding a
golf putter, said:
A GOLFPUTTER MADE
FROM WHAT?
You may not belive it, but the
golf putter this young lady is
holding is made from the pizzle
of a bull.
That's right. The entire intact
male reproductive organ of a
grown ',bull
. . . and this
beautifully finished, full-sized
functional putter would make a
unique gift for your colleagues,
employees, or some of your blist
customers. .
Also available are walking
sticks, billiard cues, gavels,
ashtrays, back scratchers,
pointers, etc., all made from the
same raw material.
Send for your brochure and
prices today.'
I've always been intrigued by
the workings of the inventive
es-,frole3vth 46634,Rnit
Cater 0.6.2044rx

mind, by the ability to see the
same things others see, but in a
creative way.
For some great minds, the
ideas came in an instant revelation, as was said to be the case
with Newton and his apple. For
others, such as Edison, it could
be a long hit-and-miss process.
So, after seeing the ad. I
became curious. Under what
circumstances does a person
look at, as the ad put it, "the pizzle of a bull" and envision it as a
golf putter, walking stick,
billiard cue, back scratcher, etc.
A few phone calls led me to
Walt Mackey, a rural
veterinarian in New Brighton,
Minn., and head of International
Biologics, which is located
there.
Dr. Mackey, a cheerful, outgoing man of 55, was eager to talk
about his creations, of which he
is quite proud.
"I'll tell you how the idea
came to me. It was many years
ago, when I was a youth. I saw
that a farmer had hung his
deceased bull's appendage on a
fence to dry. I asked him why he
did that, and he said they used
them as the handles for
bullwhips.
'So, I've always remembered
that. And b. few years ago, I was
thinking about it and it occurred
to me that they can be used- in
Other ways, too. I began experimenting. You see, as a
veterinarian, I spec Lalized in
large animal medicine, so I
knew a lot about all parts of
bulls.
"I found I could make all
kinds of products with the pizzle,
so that's how the business got
started.
"It fits in with the ecology
movement. People today are
conserving or recycling cans
and cardboard. Well we can

recycle that part of a bull."
How does one go about obtaining that portion of a bull's
anatomy
"Well, when a bull gets old,
and he's not able to do what bulls
are well-known for doing, then
he is retired from his earthly domain. He ends up in a packing
plant.
''Now, these plants claim they
use every part except the
squeal. But that's not true. They
don't use that part. They throw
it away.
"So, we can make their claim
come true. We buy our pizzles
from the packing plants."
Is it possible for you to explain, I hope in delicate terms,
how one goes about converting a
bull's pizzle into a golf club grip,
or a cane, or a billard cue?
"I'll try. When the pizzles arrive from a packing plant,
naturally, they are kind of, uh,
uh, limp."
Naturally.
"Fortunately, Mother Nature
has provided us with a solution
to that problem. We insert an
aluminum rod in order to make
them firm and functional. Then
we dry it until it is as dry as a
potato chip. Then there is sanding and cleaning and finishing
and the result is a very
beautiful, shiny, lustrous. sturdy, functional
When you speak of using them
as a walking stick or billiard
cue, I assume,you are only referring to the handle.
"Not at all. For some items,
such as the putter, it is only the
handle, which would come from
a modestly endowed bull. But
for walking sticks, canes and
pool cues, the entire item is the
pizzle."
There are pizzles that long?
'Definitely. Believe me, there
are some impressive )1:1 hi,11,

CAMPAIGN

"Okay, folks, we're going to do what they did on 'DALLAS'... you were dreaming, and
I've come out of the shower as if none of this happened!"

Letters To The Editor

Americans should learn from Chernobyl
Dear Editor:
Do you know that we and the
Russians have about one million
Hiroshimas worth of nuclear
weapons? If only a few of them
went off, as by accident, it would

philosopher from Holland,
Benedict Spinoza, wrote:
All excellent things are as
difficult as they are rare.
Words like these remind us that
excellence is much more(or less)
than a matter of high profit, high
grades, or even high test scores.
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cause many Chernobyls; death
and pain and loss to millions of
people. We are sitting on a growing time bomb.
At last, though, Mr. Reagan
and Mr. Gorbachev want to rid
us of the nuclear addiction.
Thank God! It has been long
depriving us of bread, jobs and
services.
For real national security, we
must decrease trade deficits,
prevent more foreign
takeovers: reconvert war industries to useful production.
This will make many more jobs,
as studies have shown. And we
will again compete successfully
on world markets. Only then will
we reduce our national debt.
What happens to a business, or

a family, which always
overspends? Bankruptcy. So
with nations. Therefore, true
patriots must vote against excessive military spending, and
for programs to stop our
domestic wars; crime and
drugs, for example, and the
slaughter on our highways
which kills 50.000 and handicaps
nearly 2 million every year.
Yes, the elimination of
nuclear weapons is indeed in our
national interest. Let's hold Mr.
Reagan and Mr. Gorbachev to
their promises. If they fail, we
may not leave to our children
much worth defending.
H W. Rand
10804 Lakewood Shores Cr
N. Ft. Myers, FL 33903
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this land of ours. Obviously, a
pool cure would take a
llendowed beast."
I'll say. Now the word "pizzle" itself. Did you make that
word up?
"No, when we first began
advertising, we had a problem.
Most publications would not accept our ads using the more
clinical word. Then somebody
told me that the word 'pizzle'
meant the same thing. It wasn't
In my dictionary, so I called the
St. Paul public library and asked the lady there if she would
look in some of the real old dictionaries for the word pizzle.
She asked me what it meant.
I said I'd rather not say what it
meant. So she went and looked it
up and when she came back, she
said: 'Well, it means what you
probably think it means! And
I'm glad you did not tell me what
you thought it meant!' I guess
she was kind of shocked."
How is business?
"Great. It started slow but
now that we have the word pizzle
and can advertise, it's really going. One man in Texas ordered
70 putters to give to his friends.
And the putters sell for $80.
That's our most expensive
item."
Do you expect that the mortality rate of old bulls will be
high enough to keep you in
pizzles?
"I think so. And I'll tell you a
joke that's going around. Folks
are saying that we've got every
bull in Minnesota nervous. Ha?"
That's a real thigh-slapper.
"I'll send you our brochure.
You might want to think about
something we've got for your
Christmas list."
Do that. One never knows
when he will meet a cow.

Looking Back

IRAN ARMS SWAP
WOLFF AFFAIR
HASENFUS ME
SUMMtr
1JBYAN DiStNFORMATICN

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
There is much talk in business
and education circles these days
about "excellence," so much talk
In fact, that we might begin to
wonder if this word is being
overused or misused.
Three centuries ago the Jewish

Milerray Ledger & Times

Royko Says

Remembering the
'good old days'
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Dear Editor:
Thank yOu for 'running the
Adult Basic Education article in
'your newspaper.
We appr4ciate the assistance
you are giving us in the vital effort fq,r adult education in

Kentucky..
Sincerely yours,
Ltirry Salmon, Ed D
Regional Coordinator
Adult Basic Education Program
Murray State University
Murray. Ky. 42071

Ten years ago
Construction is nearing completion on a bridge located on
Cecil Holland Road, east of
Highway 641 North. The bridge
which has been out for approximately two years crosses
Clarks River.
World-renowned pianist Van
album will appear in concert on
Dec. 2 in Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, under
sponsorship of Murray Civic
Music Association.
Donnie Parker. Michell
Turner, Eddie Rollins, Cliff Dibble, Merle Sims, John Lawson
Jr., Neil Sykes, Donna Smith
and Todd Rose are pictured with
deer taken while hunting.
Senior citizens are pictured at
a picnic at home of Vernon
Turner on Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Twenty years ago
Robert Edward (Ted) Coleman, 48, died early yesterday
in a fire which consumed his
mobile home on Kentucky Lake.
Blll Furgerson has been named as football coach at Murray
State University.
Calloway County High School
will have a Christmas basketball tournament on Dec. 14. 15,
16 and 17. Other teams will be
Murray High, Mayfield: Carlisle
County, Sedalia, Fulton County
and Lowes.
Mr and Mrs. Homer Lassiter
of Raleigh, N.C.. and Mr and
Mrs. Oury M. Lassiter of
Louisville were recent guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter. and their sister,
Mrs. Laura Jennings.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Roller Rink and
Murray Grill in old location of
Collegiate Inn on West Main
Street will open on Nov. 30 with
Mr. and Mrs. James Mills as
managers.
Recent births at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Max Crouch and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Richard
Nance.
Miss Anita Rowland, daughter
of Pat Rowland of Murray, and
Paul Mansfield, son of Mrs.
. Noah Mansfield of Hickman,
were married Nov. 24.
Carolyn Fulton, Sharon Finneman, Glynda Sikift, Brenda
young, Sharon Gordon, Barbara
Washer, William Edwards, Linda Lawson", Rob McCall* Jane
Jones and Delbert Newsome are
Members of cast of play,
"Mister Coed," to be presented
Nov. 30 by Senior Class of
Kirksey High School.
.11
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MURRAY TODAY
DATEBOOK
Jaycees to host meeting
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees will host the
West Region Jaycees in a visitation night on
Tuesday. Dec. 2, at 7:30 pm. at the Jaycees'
meeting room of Jaycee fairgrounds on Highway
121 North. Randy Saladin of Edward D. Jones
and Company will be the guest speakir. He will
speak about "Financial Management." Garrot
Lyons. regional director of Kentucky West
Region Jaycees, and Chuck Himmelhaver,
district director of District A, West Region
Jaycees. will be present. All persons, ages 18 to
35, are invited to attend.

PTO program Tuesday
Murray Independent School Parent-Teacher
Organization of Robertson and Carter Centers
will present a Christmas program, "The Little
Bell That Wouldn't Stop Ringing," on Tuesday,
Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of Murray
Middle School, Eighth and Main Streets. This
special program will be performed by students
of the Fourth Grade at Carter School. The public
is invited to attend this program. a PTO
spokesman said.

WOW event Tuesday
All Murray lodges of Woodmen of the World
will have their family night Christmas party on
Tuesday, Dec. 2, at 6 p.m. at WOW Youth Camp,
Highway 641 North. All food and drinks will be
furnished. An installation of officers will be conducted. Santa Claus will be present.

WAILT plans programs
WMU of First Baptist Church will observe the
Week of Prayer for Foreign Missions, Nov. 30 to
Dec. 7. Meetings will be held at 9:30 a.m. on Monday, Dec. 1, Tuesday, Dec. 2, and Thursday, Dec.
4. in the chapel of the church. Also this will be
theme for prayer service on Wednesday. Dec. 3,
at 6:30 p.m. The Rev. Richard Poe, foreign missionary to Chile. will speak at 10:45 a.m. service
on Sunday, Dec. 14.

dig

Class planned Monday
An Arts and Crafts Class on "Machine Applique Pillows" will be held Monday, Dec. 1, from 9
to 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church. The cost will
be $5 per person. Anyone attending who has a
portable machine is asked to please bring it to
the class. For reservations call Cheryl Crouch,
753-0252.

WAR:plans meetings
WMU of Memorial Baptist Church will observe
the Week of Prayer for Foreign Missions, Nov. 30
to Dec. 7. Meetings will be held at 9 a.m. on Tuesday, Dec. 2, and at 1:30 p.m. on Thursday and
Friday, Dec. 4 and 5. The Lottie Moon Christmas
offering will be taken.

ROCKFORD, Ill.
(AP) — Steven and
Carmen Sunday will
have four extra mouths
to feed come next
Thanksgiving.
The couple had fraternal quadruplet
daughters Wednesday.
Jackie, Rachel,
Kimberly and Janne
were delivered by
section and
111- weighed from 3 142
pounds to 4 pounds 10
ounces. They were in
good condition at
Rockford Memorial
Hospital.
The Sundays have one
other child, a 20-monthold girl.
"It's exciting." Mrs.

a...Caesarean

Sunday, 28, said Thursday. "We have known
about it since I have
been seven or eight
weeks pregnant. ... It is
going to take a lot of
work, but we have a lot
of family and friends
willing to help us."
Mrs. Sunday, who
said she had not been
taking fertility drugs,
had been pregnant for 35
weeks and was
hospitalized for six
weeks.
A hospital spokesman
said quadruplets are
born naturally once in
every 1.5 million births.
Sunday, 32, is a supermarket stock clerk.

BOB GREEN'S

CHRISTMAS LIST
ii Ranges
_Washers
1Dryers

1 Executive Blvd
443 8000
Toll Free
1 800 592 3481
Paducah. Ky

-Rwer‘Front

Choose from Hotpoint, Quasar, GE and Roper
Microwaves
•Lowest Prices Around
'Layaway for Christmas
•90 Days Same As Cash
'Up to 24 Months to Pay

Miss Keni Louise Buxton and
Craig Daniel Druffel were married in a candlelight ceremony
at St. Thomas More Catholic
Church, Pullman, Wash. Fr.
Huang officiated at the double
ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Buxton of
Auburn, Ala. The groom is the
son of Richard Druffel of
Pullman, Wash., and Mrs. Joan
Emerson of Spokane, Wash.
Music was presented by Donna Druffel, organist, and Joan
Moser, vocalist. As Mrs. Moser
sang "The Wedding Song," the
mothers of the bridal couple
each lit a candle from the
candelabra and then gave the
candle to the bridal couple who
together lit the unity candle.
The bride was given in marriage by her father.
She wore a wedding gown of
white silk organza designed with
a Queen Anne neckline edged in
silk venise lace and appliqued
with pearls sprinkled on the
bodice.
The sheer full bishop sleeves
came to small cuffs with the
traditional cala points on the
hands. The controlled a-line
skirt fell from a basque waist
and swept around to a chapel
train.
The bride made her veil using
pearl arches with tiny white
rosebuds and baby's breath. She
carried a bouquet of white mini
roses and carnations with purple
statice and baby's breath.
Miss Holly Buxton of Auburn,
Ala., was maid of honor for her
sister. Bridesmaids were Miss
Alin Buxton, sister of the
bri e, Miss Shelly McKeirnan of
Wash., and Mrs. Joy
ligit of Pullman, Wash.,
sister of the groom.
The attendants wore midlength dresses of diamond textured turquoise with jewel
necklines and tulip sleeves.
They carried bouquets of Sonja
carnations with sonja and turquoise streamers.
Tawsha Druffel and Carnina
Druffel, nieces of the groom,
served as flower girls. Their
dresses were designed and

Quadruplets born

West Ky. Appliance
- Refrigerators
Dishwashers
Microwaves

Buxton-Druffel vows solemnized

Scout Core plans events
Murray-Calloway County Neighborhood Girl
Scout Core will have a potluck supper on Tuesday, Dec. 2, at 7 p.m at the Girl Scout Cabin on
Sharpe Street. On Wednesday, Dec. 3, at 9 a.m. a
brunch will be held at the Scout cabin (or those
unable to attend the Tuesday event.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

.10 Burkeen. editor

Mr. and Mrs. Craig D. Druffel
made by the bride to match the
bridal attendants. They carried
white baskets trimmed with
Sonja and turquoise streamers.
Lee Druffel, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Doug
Rodewald, Kip Barner and Jess
Scourey. Russ Druffel, brother
of the groom, lit the candles.
The bride's mother wore a
peach gorgette ensemble. The
groom's mother wore a white
and black ensemble.
The parents of the bride were
hosts for a buffet reception and
dance in Colton, Wash. Music
was by the Cavin Fever Band.
Scott Buxton and Paul Buxton,
brothers of the bride, served the
cakes of the bride and groom at
the reception.
After a wedding trip to Mt.
Ranier, Vancouver and Victoria, British Columbia, Mr. and
Mrs. Druffel are now residing at
Pullman, Wash.

Out-of-town guests also included Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker of
Murray, Ks.. grandmother of
the bride; Mr. and Mrs. Vern
Welter of Orofina, Idaho, and
Maria Baker of Birmingham,
Ala.
The groom's father was hostfor the rehearsal dinner held at
Hilltop Restaurant, Pullman.
Bridal events held in honor of
the couple included the
following:
A bridal shower given in
Auburn. Ala., with Dr. and Mrs
Emil Wright and Myra Provo as
hosts;
Sissy Hubbard, Holly Buxton
and Allison Buxton entertained
with a bridal shower at the Hubbard home in Auburn;
A gift wrapping party was
hosted by Ester Marshall at
Auburn;
A bridal shower given by
Diane Druffel, sister-in-law, at
Pullman.

Southern Pacific

Low-calorie
sweetner is
approved

November 28-29
Show Only Dinner & Short

.6-4 104,

'750 21800
Dottie West
December 6
Show Only Dinner & Show

21050

Hwy 641 N.
Murray
753-4478

$21 00

Conway Twitty
December 12-13
Show Only Dinner & Show

$2625

$1 575
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The Shelton Singers from Calloway and Marshall Counties will be the
featured group for a gospel singing on Sunday, Nov. 30, at 6 p.m. at New
Mount Carmel Baptist Church, New Concord. Members of the group, pictured, are from left, Jimmy Henson, Tom McGregor, Dianne Gibson, Darrell Gibson, Randy Shelton, Terry Skaggs, and Gary Smith (no longer with
band). Members not pictured are Jerry Burkeen, Clinton Lester and Kirk
Dripps. The Singers have recently recorded an album, "The Shelton
Singers...our first time around." Randy Shelton, Rt. 1, Hardin, Ky. 42048 is
booking agent for the group. The church and the pastor, the Rev. George
White, invite the public to attend this special gospel singing.

After Thanksgiving Sale!

1 /2 Off

All Snowsuits,
Girl's Hats,
Mittens & Gloves

Walt Disney's

40% Off

All Dresses
& Coats

SONG
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SOUTH
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All Boy's Wear
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Maternity and ChIldrens Shoppe

Central Shopping Center

CHICAGO (API — The
U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved the use of the
low-calorie sweetner
aspartame in four more
food and beverage
groups, the NutraSweet
Co. says.
The FDA gave the goahead for aspartame,
marketed under the
name NutraSweet, to be
used for refrigerated
juices in ready-to-drink,
concentrated and frozen
packages; ready-to-eat
frozen desserts on a
stick; breath mints; and
ready-to-drink teas in
can or concentrated
form, the company said
Tuesday.
"These new
categories will give consumers a wider choice
of great-tasting products that are
nutritious, sugar-free
and low in catories,"
NutraSweet Chairman
Robert B. Shapiro told a
Chicago news
conference.
The FDA last week rejected a claim from consumer attorney James
S. Turner that aspartame may cause
seizures and should be
banned from grocery
shelves. Turner says he
will appeal the agency's
ruling with the FDA or
through the courts.
Aspartame is formed
from two amino acids,
materials which make
up proteins in the
human body. It is used
as tabletop sweetener
and as an ingredient in
carbonated beverages,
breakfast cereals and
other foods.

Antiques and ColleMbles
at
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S

•Friday,
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Beth Belote presents program for chapter
Beth Belote of Murray
presented the program
at a meeting of Gamma
Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamman, honorary
organization for women
educators, on Saturday,
Nov. 8, at 9:30 a.m. at
Mayfield Middle School
cafeteria, Mayfield.
Mrs. Belote began her
program by stating, "I
have had 20 years of involvement in another
culture through the
teaching of French."
In her presentation
she shared three integral ways that her
teaching French had
imacted her life, she
began with her observations of her first European trip that lasted for

KET presents plaque
Irma La Follette, right, member of the Board of Kentucky Educational
Television, presented a special plaque to Barbara Peiper, left, president of
Murray Woman's Club, for the continuing yearly donation made to KET
each year by the club. The Executive Board of the Murray Club will meet
Monday, Dec. 1, at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. Plans for the annual
Christmas program and open house on Sunday, Dec. 7, at 2 p.m. at the club
house will be announced. The Music Department will present the program.
The club house has been decorated by the Garden and Zeta Departments.
The Creative Arts Department will be chairman for the social hour with
assistance of hostesses from nine other departments - Alpha, Delta,
Garden, Home, Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta and Zeta. This 'is an open
meeting on Dec. 7 and the public is invited.

six,,weeks in which she change parent and the
learned the language, ties that the program afcustoms, social and fords any family. She
cultural ways of other stated, "the best way to
countries.
learn of another country
Mrs. Belote . shared is to live with another
her experiences as a family of that country."
high school French
Dorothy Spahr, chairteacher. She stressed man of the World
the challenge of Fellowship and Interassisting her high school cultural Relations ComFrench students as they mittee, introduced Mrs.
strived to teach French Belote.
to elementary students.
Dr. Pauline Waggener
The program, begun in of Murray, president,
1974, has helped elemen- presided and welcomed
tary students ex- the 49 chapter members
perience another present. Ruble Smith
culture that they or- led in prayer.
dinarily wouldn't have
Sue Roberts
had.
presented the RecruitFinally, she conclud- ment Grant GuidAines
ed with her experiences that the committee foras a foreign student ex- mulated. These were
_
voted to be placed in the
_
handbook. Special
tribute was given to
Evelyn Bradley who
started the original
grant.
Dr. Waggener inform-

ed the organization of reminded members that
three $1,000 scholar- each chapter is reships to be awarded quested to donate three
from the state level to gifts at the state
anyone working on an meeting to be held.
advanced degree in the March 27-29 at Brown
next three years that is Hotel, Louisville.
Hostesses for the
a member. Interested
members should con- meeting were Carolyn
tact the president by the Sparks, chairman,
Evelyn Kesterson,
next meeting.
The chapter will meet Mary Seay, Rebecca
in December at the Cur- Peebles, Darlene
ris Center, Murray. Workman and Betty
Each member is re- Rogers.
Attending the meeting
quested to contribute to
the auction. Member- from Calloway County
ship forms for new were Georgia Adams,
members are due at the Beth Belote, Alberta
Chapman, Ruth Cole,
December meeting.
New member cer- Karen Crick, Sue
tificates were presented Fairless, Vanda Gibson,
to new members who Mildred Hatcher, Mary
are Rebecca Peebles, Alice Humphries, Jane
Mary Gail Johnson, Lane, Mavis McCamish,
Mary Seay and Brenda Ruble Smith, Juanita
Gail Faughn. A new Sparks, Ruby Suffill,
transfer member from Lorene Swann, Louise
Illinois is Juanita Swann, Halene Visher.
Pauline Waggener and
Sparks.
Dr. Waggener Judy Kelso

School lunch menus

Chil(Iren's
Fashions

Troopers help to deliver baby
to mother enroute to hospital
helped deliver Baby
Carl, said Cpl. King Lee.
The couple had been
en route to the hospital
when they realized they
wouldn't make it.
"He was delivered in
their pickup truck," Lee
said.
Mother and baby were
doing well today, said
Margaret Powell. a
nurse at Abington
Memorial Hospital.

Trooper Genero Mitchell delivered the baby
with help from fellow officer Dave Santiago,
who titled the police
report "Stork in
Progress."
To show their appreciation, the- parents
gave Carl the Middle
name of Mitchell. The
baby weighed 5 pounds,
3 ounces.

District
ADK has

W7nner at pageant
Karla Kay Blakely, 7, daughter of Larry and Kay
Blakely of 1 urray, won the title of Southern
Dream Girl in age group of 7 to 16 and second
runner-up in her age at Southern Charm Pageant
held Sunday. Nov. 2, at Executive Inn, Paducah.
She received a crown, trophies and banner. Her
sponsors were Photography By Hal and Mr.
Gatti's Pizza. She is a second grade student at
North Calloway Elementary School. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Keys Blakely of Murray. Mrs. Nerds Mason of Farmington and Otis
Wheeler of Sedalia.

Frank Sinatra sends
van to senior group

meeting
Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa hosted the
Western District
meeting recently at Curris Center, Murray
State University.
Mildred Wright. past
grand president and
member of the International Executive Board
of the sorority, was the
featured speaker at the
luncheon. She discussed
the progress and
changes in the sorority.
State President
Rosemary Weddington
of Frankfort presented
the state goals and gave
instructions concerning
forms used by chapters.
During the workshop
portion of the meeting,
Kay Colston, immediate
past grand vice president of the Southeast
Region, talked about
protocol. Mrs. Colston is
a resident of Memphis,
Tenn.
Also on the program
was Jannette Miller of
Bowling Green, immediate past state
altruistic chairman. she
explained how to report
altruistic activities.
Among the other
special guests were Tennessee State President
Sue Brown of Jackson,
Tenn., and three
members of the
Omicron Chapter from
Martin, Tenn.
Presiding at the
meeting was Betty S.
Riley, Western District
chairman and Rho
Chapter member. Sue
Adams, Rho Chapter
chaplain, presented the
thought for the day.
Western District includes chapters in
Owensboro, Madisonville, Hopkinsville,
Bowling Green, Beave
Dam/Hartford,
Cadiz/Princeton.
Mayfield, Paducah and
Murray.
The theme for the day
was "Bail on with
ADK." Yellow and
silk flovrent -arranged in a sailboat
Motif were used for
daeorations on the luncheon tables. These
were made by Lucy Ann
Forrest, Rho Chapter
Member.

i
State President Rosemary Wedding-ton of
Frankfort presents state goals at meeting of
Western District of Alpha Delta Kappa sorority
at Curris Center, Murray State University.

CORNING, N.Y.(AP ) An accompanying card,
- All she expected was addressed to residents
a little advice, but of Dayspring II, said,
Clarice Freese and "May the year and
fellow residents of a every year after be a
housing complex for the smooth ride for all of
elderly ended up with a you," signed "Frank
van courtesy of singer Sinatra."
Frank Sinatra.
"This place has been
Ms. Freese, who said in an uproar ever
she lived across the since," Ms. Freese said.
street from the singer "Everytime we think of
and his first wife, Nan- it we get near tears."
cy, in Jersey City, Nr..).,
Dayspring II
many years ago, wrote residents were planning
to him for advice about to send a thank-you
fund-raising. The card, Ms. Freese said.
residents at Dayspring
Sinatra, who is
II wanted to replace recuperating from iltheir used van, bought a lness in Palm Springs,
few years ago and topp- Calif., got the van from
ing 80,000 miles.
Lee Iacocca, head of
A 12-passenger 1987 Chrysler Corp., said a
van arrived, surprising Dayspring II official
the 79-year-old Ms. who asked for
Freese and her friends. anonymity.
•••

ZC
Mildred Wright, past grand president and
member of International Board of Alpha Delta
Kappa sorority, speaks at meeting of Western
District of ADK at Currie Center, MSU.
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Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Serving:

Betty Riley of Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
as chairman of Western District of ADK preftid
ed at a meeting at Curris Center, MSI

Quick Print & Copy Center
Dizialand Shopping Cantor
759-4796
Owned & Oparatari by Hal Winchastar

SPECIAL
10 Envolopsz &
(Block on WhIto)$18 par thousand. .
with 5000 or more
11211 par thousand
loss than 5000
((xpiros D.31, 19116)

- "Quick Print — Our Speciality"
W. Do All Typos of Printing

ming-at-lleart

otheart Inc.

Staff photo by David Tuck

PLYMOUTH
MEETING,Pa.(AP)"Stork in Progress" is
the title of a police
report from troopers at
this suburban
Philadelphia command
post.
It was just six minutes
after Linda Thomas, 26,
and Randy Branning,
11, of Morrisville, pulled
into the post Thanksgiving Day that troopers

sponsored liN

Fried Chicken Breast Filets
Salisbury Steak
Buttered Corn
Green Peas
Batter Fried Mushrooms
Whipped Potatoes
Limo Beans
Broccoli w/Cheese Sauce
Tossed Salad w/homemode dressings
Cream Coleslaw
Fruit Bowl
Bean Salad
Cottage Cheese
Sliced Peaches
Spiced Apple Rings
Homeingde Rolls
Pineapple Pudding
'$5.50 Adults
& $2.50 Children Under 12

Boston Tea Party
Holiday Inn

NSW

Diners Club/Cart Blanche
U.S 641 South-Murray
753-0910

Menus for the
various lunchrooms
in city and county
schools for the week
of Dec. 1 to 5 have
been released by
Judy Hina, food service coordinator for
Murray City Schools,
and Joanna Adams,
food service director
for Calloway County
Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional
change beacuse of
the availability of
food and other
special occasions.
Menus are as
follows:
---MURRAY CITY
---Murray High
Monday barbecue pork w/bun
or hot dog w/relish
and cheese; Tuesday
- charbroil rib sandwich or taco w/lettuce and cheese;
Wednesday - Sloppy
Joe w/bun or grilled
cheese w/vegetable
beef soup; Thursday
- spaghetti w/meat
sauce and French
bread or hamburger
w/bun; Friday corn dog or BLT
sandwich. Pizza,
hamburgers, French
fries, variety of
vegetables and fruits,
milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - burritoes w/cheese or
hamburger; Tuesday
- hamburger steak
w /gravy or
cheeseburger;
Wednesday - pizzaghetti w/French
bread or hamburger;
Thursday - hot dog
or hot ham and
cheese; Friday chili w/sandwich or
fish sandwich
w/cheese stick.
French fries, pizza,
choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
fruit drink are
available daily.

713-011115
111‘.. bll MurraN.

Carter Center
Monday barbecue beef sandwich or hot dog;
Tuesday - Krystal
burgers or peanut
butter sandwich;
Wednesday - taco
and salad or grilled
cheese; Thursday ribette sandwich or
hamburger; Friday
- burrito w/chili or
Chef salad. Choice of
fruits and vegetables
and milk are
available daily.
Robertson Center
- Monday - hamburger or grilled
cheese; Tuesday pizza or barbecue
pork sandwich;
Wednesday spaghetti and meat
sauce w/rolls or,
chuckwagon sandwich; Thursday hamburger or
chicken nuggets; Friday - pizza or ribett e s %Li/barbecue
sauce. Choice of
fruits and vegetables
and 'milk are
available daily.
---CALLOWAY
COUNTY
The Calloway
County School
System serves
breakfast at each of
its elementary
centers each morning
from 7:30 to 8 a.m.
Each breakfast consists of milk, juice
and a grain item.
Some days a protein
Item is served. Those
students who are
receiving free lunch
are also eligible to
receive free
breakfast. Reduced
breakfast costs 25
cents and full-priced
breakfast is 50 cents.
Breakfast menus are
as follows:
Monday - poptart
or cereal, milk,
juice; Tuesday toast and jelly or
cereal, milk, juice;
Wednesday - muffin
or cereal, milk,

K.

juice; Thursday donut or cereal, milk,
juice; Friday peanut butter and jelly 'sandwich or
cereal, milk, juice.
Menus for noon
meals are as follows:
Calloway High
- Monday barbecued rib or corn
dog; Tuesday - pi,zzaghetti or tacos
Wednesday - fried
chicken or barbecue
sandwich; Thursday
- burritoes and chili
or turkey club sandwich: Friday - beef
parmigiana or chili.
Pizza, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, salad
bar, milk, fries, fruit
drink, vegetables and
fruits are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - pizza or
barbecue sandwich:
Tuesday barbecued ribs or
cheeseburger;
Wednesday - pizza
or footlong chili dog:
Thursday - spaghetti with meat sauce or
Two-Fers (crystal
burgers); Friday pizza or bologna and
cheese sandwich.
Milk, fruit drink,
bread, fruit, salad
bar, vegetables and
desserts are
available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday - fiestada
or bologna and
cheese sandwich;
Tuesday - crispy
fish or cheeseburger;
Wednesday spaghetti wieh meat
sauce or corn dog;
Thursday - chili dog
or Two:Fers 1 miniburger. like
Crystal's ); Friday breakfast for lunch pancakes and
sausage links or
toasted cheese/bacon
sandwich. Milk,
bread, fruit drink.
fries, vegetables.
salads and fresh fruit
are served daily.

1118 South 12th Street
Sizes Infant thru 11

sv,
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By Abigail

East PTA
dedicates
new track
purchased

14 Oz. T-Bone
•Thurs

Fr, & Sat

$525

Nov 27th 29th

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

$45°

•Every Thurs, Fri & Sat
Evening

1906 Coldwater Rd

759-1864

Hello,
stranger!
Searching for answers to all those who,
what/where questions about- your new
city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
its my job to help you get over the hurdles
ot being a newcomer.
- By bringing You some useful gifts. Community into. Advice on reliable businesses
in your new neighborhood. And more.
Hostess,
Kathryn
Outland
753-3079

CALL
_

.

ekome

Asst. Hostess
I—
/17,{iir
King
141 LH
(
492-8348
•
'

ingeborg

Woman's Student Lover Wants
Graduate Course in Marriage

The Aerobics Track at
East Calloway Elementary School was recently dedicated in a ribbon
cutting ceremony.
Shown in top photo are,
from left, Max Cleaver
and Myra Melson,
1985-86 PTA presidents,
Judy Ingersoll, 1986-87
PTA president, Bob
McDaniel, school board
member, and Jim
Fejtner, school principal. The East ParentTeacher Association in-`4stalled the aerobics
track-power trail with
funds earned from the
various fund raising activities during the
1985-86 school year.
Shown in bottom photo
are students enjoying a
portion of the aerobics
trail.

Homeplace Family Restaurant
*Includes choice of potato,
tossad salad and Franch bread.

Van Buren

Psychologist warns exercise may become
.an addiction to many amateur athletes
CHICAGO (API
sity, was published in
Exertise is definitely the 1987 Medical and
better for you than a Health Annual, released
cigarette, a dry martini this week by the
or a line of cocaine, but Chicago-based Ena researcher says too cyclopaedia Britannica
much of it can have the Inc.
same result: addiction.
"The push for more
Connie S. Chan, a mileage, more
clinical psychologist strenuous and more freand amateur athlete, in- quent workouts, and
terviewed patients at
more time devoted to
Boston -area sports exercise meant that
medicine clinics and athletes who started out
reviewed research on as recreational exerthe role of exercise in cisers became overly
the release of pleasure- dependent upon, or in
causing chemicals in fact 'addicted' to, exerthe brain.
cise," Ms. Chan wrote.
The report by Ms.
"Even two days away
Chan, assistant pro- from exercise can effect
fessor of human ser- addicts psychologicalvices at Boston Univer- ly," she said. "They

•fl

start experiencing guilt,
depression, irritability,
moodiness and anxiety.
Longer periods produce
major symptoms of
withdrawal. In extreme
cases, where major injuries keep compulsive
athletes from their
sports for two or three
months, they may even
turn anorexic or
bulimic."

Couple will
separate
NEW YORK (AP) —
Maria Burton Carson,
the adopted daughter of
Elizabeth Taylor and
Richard Burton, and
talent agent Steve Carson have decided to
legally separate, a
spokeswoman said.
"Maria hopes and anticipates the separation
will be amicable for the
sake of their daughter,
Eliza, 4 ," a
spokeswoman for Miss
Taylor, Chen Sam, said.
The couple was married
in February 1981. She is
25 and he is 36.

DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend is a
wonderful guy who's in -college and
will graduate in two years. The
problem: Len thinks we should get
married now, and I should help him
finish school. I realize that this
would be beneficial to both of us in
the future; however,I don't feel good
about the idea at all.
I'm an attractive, 27-year-old
woman with an 8-year-old daughter.
Len loves me and my daughter and
wants more children soon. I make
$20,000 a year, which is enough for
me and my child to live comfortably
and not orry about Len's education or is desire to have more
children.
. Perhaps I should mention that
I'm an alcoholic who's been "dry"
for a year. Len helps me to stay dry.
I lack confidence to live alone and
maintain my sobriety. What do you
advise?
THINKING IT OVER
DEAR THINKING: Maintaining your sobriety should be your
top priority, and if Len helps
you to stay dry, you're lucky to
have him. It appears that you
need him as much as he needs
you, but if you don't feel good
about the idea of marrying him
and helping to put him through
college, don't commit to anything as permanent as marriage. You need to sort out your
feelings before making a decision. Nowhere in your letter do
you say you love Len. When you
can answer that question truthfully, you won't need a Dear
Abby to tell you what to do.

DEAR ABBY: I am a post-menopausal woman who wants very
much to have a baby with family
genes. I am thinking about asking
my unmarried 20-year-old daughter
to have an egg fertilized ex utero by
the sperm of my 18-year-old son.
Would this be incestuous?
WONDERING
DEAR
WONDERING: It
would be not only incestuous, it
would be illegal, immoral and
outrageous.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I am 21 and am
expecting a baby in December. I live
with my boyfriend, who is 29. He

just moved in, and even though we
are very happy, we have no plans to
marry until after the baby is born.
My boyfriend's physician told
him that his chances of having
children were almost nil because of
a low sperm count, so this baby is
a blessing as well as a surprise. We
love each other, but because our
relationship is relatively new (10months), we don't want to rush into
marriage.
My questio'n is, should the birth
announcements read: "A child was
born to Jane Doe," or "A child was
born to Jane Doe and George
Smith"T
I prefer the latter, but I've never
seen any announcements prionted
that way. If it matters,the baby will
have my boyfriend's last name.
CHRISTMAS SURPRISE
DEAR SURPRISE: I also
prefer using both your names.
In view of the circumstances, if
you are concerned about the
"proper" way to announce the
birth of your baby, I suggest you
send handwritten personal
notes, and forgo printed
announcements.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: You recently
printed a letter from a 20-year-old
"mature" college girl who was
living at home rent-free, but said
her parents were "ruining" her life
by making her live by the house
rulek.
You told her to quit complaining
and count her blessings.
May I add my 2 cents' worth? Our
eldest son lived with. us (rent-free)
until he married three'years ago.
(He's now 31.1
Our youngest son is still single
and chooses to live at home (rentfree) because "we're not so bad after
all." He works full-time and abides
by the house rules.
We have had this sign posted in
our home where both our sons could
see it daily:
YOUNG ADULTS AND TEENAGERS:
IF YOU ARE TIRED OF BEING
HASSLED BY UNREASONABLE
PARENTS, NOW IS THE TIME
FOR ACTION!
LEAVE HOME AND PAY YOUR
OWN WAY WHILE YOU STILL
KNOW EVERYTHING!
NO NAMES, PLEASE

TV couple is now engaged
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Mark Harmon, who
has just completed the
movie "Summer
School," and Pam
Dawber of the CBS
series "My Sister Sam"
are engaged to be married but no wedding date
has been set, a
spokeswoman for the
actor said Wednesday.

They met last spring directed by Carl Reiner.
through a mutual Another film, "Let's
Get
friend," said Heidi Harry," is due for
Schaeffer, publicist for release soon.
Harmon.
Miss Dawber is best
Harmon starred in
NBC's "St. Elsewhere," known for her role as
but left the series Mindy in the ABC comearlier this year. He has edy hit "Mork and
just finished a starring Mindy."
role in the comedy
Neither has been mar"Summer School," 'led before.

FINAL MARKDOWN
\\\1

All Men's Wear Now
ckSA

;
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Price
Kodacolor V11-35 Camera K10

0

*Full 3-year warranty
*Sharp 35mm f/35
*Automatic focus, lens
exposure control, film
speed setting

86.99

Kodacolor VR-G
Film 200
36 Exposure

2.84

$1 and $2
Mail-In
Rebate
Coupons
Available
In Store

$10 Rebate on Kodak Disc 3600

.,Charlie's Pharmacy
"their prescription prices unbelievable...our prices unbeatable"

Nurkingliam 14g KO

Olendale at Whittle/11
753-4175

DOWNTOWN STORE ONLY

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Aerobics class
is just one option
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - What are the
pluses and minuses of a woman, age
39, participating in aerobics?
DEAR READER - Aerobic exercises are a national craze. We seem t3
forget that we have been doing aerobics - such as walking, dancing, skiing, swimming and bicycling - for
years. We really don't need instructors in leotards leading us through
boring exercises to the beat of disco
music. In my opinion, the main value

of exercise classes is that the participants commit themselves to a regular
workout. Exercise, in moderation,
helps middle-aged people feel better
It can cause weight loss, providing dietary calories are not increased. It
helps tone up the cardiovascular system. It is usually fun.
However, aerobics classes can also
be expensive and can cause lots of
muscle pains and aches. So before you
start an exercise class, ask yourself
why you want to do it and whether you
couldn't obtain the same goals from
other forms of activity, at less expense and inconvenience.
In general, a 39-year-old woman
would profit from any kind of regular
exercise. You need not rely solely on
organized aerobics classes to achieve
a degree of physical conditioning.
DEAR DR. GOTT - As a result of
a childhood injury to my tailbone, I
have experienced extremely painful
and debilitating bouts of arthritic
spasms in that area for 20 years.
Short of surgery, is there anything I
can do to avoid the attacks or minimize the pain? Heat applications and
pain killers have not helped.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Injuries to the,
DEAR READER
coccyx (tailbonei occur frequently
and are seldom serious Although a
bruised coccyx can remain painful for
several weeks, it does not require
treatment. For obvious reasons, patients will try to avoid further injury
while healing is taking place For in
stance, the use of soft-bott.omed
chairs is mandatory for comfort
Even if the coccyx is fractuitsd the
bone heals in about six weeks and
causes no long-term disability

Saturday, Nov.29

Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens
office and sites at Hazel,
Douglas and Ellis will
be closed today. No
meals will be delivered
to private homes.
---Calloway County
Public Library will be
closed today.
---Calloway County
Court House and Miller
Courthouse Annex will
be closed today. The
sheriff may be reached
by calling 753-5131 or
753-1621.
---Games will be played
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.

guests not bring gifts.
---Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
LaFever will be honored
on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. at
University Branch of
Bank of Murray.
---Nursery at First
United Methodist
Church will be staffed
by members of Senior
High United Methodist
Youth Fellowship from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
charge will be $1 per
hour for first child and
50 cents per hour for
each additional child in
family.
---Games are scheduled
by Murray Single Connection. For information call Dick at
436-2174, Martha at
759-4940 or Linda at
753-9414.

Murray
- State University Racer basketball
, team will play William
Penn College at 7:30
p.m. in Racer arena.
- Al-Anon will
AA and
Meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
Saturday, Nov.29
The Rev. and Mrs.
R.J. Burpoe will be
honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 5
p.m. at Grace Baptist
Fellowship House. The
family requests that

Dr. GottS new -Health Report.
WHAT Y01 SI1011D KNOW.4B017
NURSING HOMES, offers a step-bystep guide to rating facilities and finding the best care available For your
copy. send $1 and your name and address to P.O. Box 91428. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3428 Be sure to mention
the title
1986 NEWSPAPER I.:STERNUM].AS.SN

Saturday, Nov.29
Hunt, Quota Deer Gun
Hunt, Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Unendangered
Species at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
----

Sunday, Nov. 30
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
Information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Quota Deer Bowl
Hunt; Quota Deer Gun
Hunt; Living Landscape
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk
at 2 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Iron In=
dustry at 10:30 a.m. and
1 : 30 p.m. at The
Dance featuring'
music by Nite Shift will Homeplace-1850.
---be from 8 p.m. to midThe Shelton Singers
night at Murray Moose
will be featured at a
Lodge. This is for
gospel singing at 6 p.m.
members only.
at New Mt. Carmel Bap---tist Church.
Murray State Univer---sity Racer basketball
University Church of
team will play Belmont Christ will have a
College at 7:30 p.m. in church-wide bonfire and
Racer Arena.
prayer session at new
---building site at
AA will meet at 8 p.m. Highways 641 North and
at American Legion 121 Bypass at sundown,
Hall, South Sixth and weather permitting.
Maple Streets.
---I••••
•
Mr. and Mrs. William
Events in Land Bet- T. Gibson will be
ween the Lakes will in- honored on 50th wedding
clude Quota Deer Bow anniversary with a

Babies, dismissals listed
One newborn admission and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Nov. 26, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Huebschmann baby
boy, parents, Connie
and Jerry, Rt. 3, Box
136-22, Calvert City;
Dismissals
Mrs. Susan Jones, 416
West Jeffrey St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Arlene
Hartsfield, Rt. 2, Box
444, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Mrs. Hye-Ock Yoo
and baby girl, 605 College Courts, Murray;
Mrs. Patricia Lowery,
Rt. 3, Box 338, Paris,
Temn.;
Willard Jeffries, Rt. 2,
Box 227A, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Carolyn
Collier, Rt. 2, Box 386,
South Fulton, Tenn.;
Miss Amy Meloan, 311
North 10th St., Murray;
Carlie Elliott, Rt. 5, Box
586, Murray;
Miss Jody Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Box 64, Almo;
Scott Rickman, Rt. 7,
Mayfield;
David Mathis, E-4
Coach Estates, Murray;
Mrs. Trudy Wyatt and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 129,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Rickie Rodgers, Box
931, Mayfield; Richard
Eckert, HC 248M, New
Concord;
Dyrus Stubblefield,
Rt. 4, Box 105A, Murray; Mrs. Flossie
Mercer, 1000 West Main
St., Murray;
Lawson Paschall, Rt.
1, Box 43, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Sallie
Lawrence, 1503
Belmonte, Murray.
----

day, Nov. 27, have been
Dana Westerman, Rt.
released as follows:
4, Box 219A, Murray;
Newborn admissions
Mrs. Nancy Callicott,
Nance baby ,girl, Rt. 2, Box 246, Sprparents, Tina and ingville, Tenn.;
Henry, Rt. 1, Box 272A,
Miss Dixie Howard,
Farmington;
Rt. 1, Box 86, Cottage
Wilson baby boy, Grove, Tenn.; Donald
parents, Fredda and Steffey, 1605 Belmonte,
William, 820 Powell St., Murray;
Paris, Tenn.
Richard Eldridge, 243
Dismissals
Riveria Cts., Murray;
Paul Copeland, Rt. 2, Mark Paschall, Rt. 4,
Box 186, Murray; Mr§„,...Box 122, Murray;
Claudia Earles, 616
Theodore Schlueter,
South Second St.,
(Cont'd on page 18)
Mayfield;

Lynn Grove Class has reunion

;Bright, Vivid'
I
Color
(
Prints!
In Only
I
1 Hour! I

Two newborn admissions and, dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thurs-

Sunday, Nov. 30
reception from 2 to 4
p.m. at Highland Christian Church, Mayfield.
- - --

The 1956 Ci9,88 of Lynn Grove High School held its 30-year reunion on Saturday. Nov. 15,
at The Boston
Tea Party at Holiday Inn. Members present were, from left, front row, Ann Black Roberts,
Betty Armstrong Gentry, Jeanne Williams Cook, Bobbie Kelso Troutman, Roy Mae Mansfield
Crook, Marie
Rogers Jewell; back row, Lottle Taylar Van Etten, Ray Sims, Bobby Fain, Max Morris,
Glenn
Cochrum, Prentice Darnell and Janice Armstrong Overcast. Members unable to attend
were Jerry
Ford, Volonda Ford Glisson, Linda Waters Fisher and Ray Warren.

New blood test to detect cancer is studied
DA%11E1,44. H.ANE1
AP hclence Writer

BOSTON - A new
blood test appears to accurately detect all
forms of cancer and
may someday provide
the first simple means
of routinely screening
people for the disease,
doctors say.
Working with only
small samples of blood,
researchers were able
to clearly distinguish
cancer victims from

people who were
healthy or had a variety
of other diseases.
"Our accuracy is well
over 90 percent," said
the test's developer, Dr.
Eric T. Fossel of
Boston's Beth Israel
Hospital. "It's much
higher than any other
blood test."
Fossel said the test
might someday become
part of a routine
physical exam. But he
said studies first will be

necessary on large
numbers of people to
learn whether the test
will reveal cancer in its
earliest and most
treatable stages.
A test that will reveal
minuscule cancerous
lumps before they can
be felt or show up on Xrays is a major quest of
medicine, but until now
it has eluded scientists.
Some tests will disclose
substances that spill out
of tumors, but none of

In Aurora

Kiwanians hear students
Exchange students Veli-Pekka Nurmi, center. and Matti Rauko, right,
from
Finland, talked about their country and showed slides at a recent meeting
of
Murray Kiwanis Club. The students are visiting and studying in the
Department of Safety and Health Engineering at Murray State University,
preparatory to returning home and working in Finnish Industries.
Dr. Marvin Mills, left, introduced the students to the Kiwanians.

'Limit on* coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires Dec. 6, 1046

Snap Shot
Phot9
1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING 1
Olympic Plaza, Murray
759-9347
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 co.m.-6 p.m.

MI OM

Annual Sale
Stotewide Discounts

10%-50% off
474-2266

HOLIDAY HOURS:
Beginning Friday, Nov. 28
Mon.-Fri. 9:00am-8:00pm
Saturday 9:00am-6:00pm
Sunday 1:00-5:00pm

e
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A PlacelbDiscover."

This Christmas,look
what's waiting for: you
in the shadows
at Merle Norman.

QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"

these secretions is pre- it sounds, then it's very
sent in all kinds of good indeed."
cancer or clearly difDr Philip S. Schein, a
ferentiates healthy peo- cancer specialist at the
ple from those with the University of Penndisease.
sylvania, said that if the
The new test uses test ultimately is sennuclear magnetic sitive enough to permit
resonance, also called early detection of
magnetic resonance im- cancer among people
aging, to reveal dif- with no symptoms. "it
ferences in the will be of great value in
magnetic properties of our effort to provide for
the blood plasma of the earliest possible
cancer victims. The test detection of cancer."
finds these differences
The researchers
in the fat, or lipid, por- speculate that the lipid
tion of the blood, but the change is somehow part
reason for the dif- of the body's response to
ferences is still unclear
cancer. No one knows
Many experts were how big a tumor must be
unfamiliar with the new beforr this happens.
development, which
The test is called
was described for the water-suppressed profirst time in a paper ton nuclear magnetic
published in Thursday's resonance spectroscopy
issue of the New of plasma. Fossel and
England Journal of colleagues tried it on 331
Medicine, and generally people,. including
were cautious.
healthy people, people
"I think the jury is with benign tumors and
still out," said Dr, patients with cancers of
Frank Rauscher of the the breaSt, lung. ovary,
American Cancer Socie- blood, colon and other
ty. "If this is as good as organs.

Hitching Post Gifts

"
r

I
I
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Because you have experienced
symptoms for 20 years, I doubt that
your pain and spasms are the result of
the original injury Check with a doctor to investigate other, more likelr.
causes for your problem

Coming community events listed
friday, Nov.28
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It's a real eyeopener 14 gorgeous shadows. a
$73 50 value, for only
$16.50 with any $8 50
minimum purchase of Merle
Norman products
And you'll find it easy to spend that $8 50 at Merle
Norman There are elegant gift sets of skin care. specially
designed and beautifully packaged There are also
exciting travel sets filled with cosmetics and all the necessary luxuries .
Get into the spirit' of giving and receive this extravagant shadow box. a $7350 value for only
.
. $160
VOrnan to Woman ..*

-

MERLE noRrffin
Bel Air CenSer

753-8926

Your
One-Stop
neighborhood
shopping
center for all
the Holidays!

Pier 1 Imports
Storey's
Murray Insurance
Bel-Air Laundry
Deep Tan
Revco
Murray Florist
Overby Honda
Memories
Keel's Vacuum
Sears
ASCS
Merle Norman
Judy & Shere's
Cablevision
Sirloin Stockade
Decor
Artcraft
Bel-Air
Unique Body Fitness Center
Murray Sewing Center
Treas Do-It Center
14 Kt Solid Gold Jewelers

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Hay. 641
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Talking it over

Parents helping
at local theatre
"Stage mother" is a "But her interest out
term often associated weighed the time
with negative feelings. factor."
But without the active
Once in the show, the
involvement of the parents seem to put in
mothers and fathers, just as much time as
the fifty children in the their children. "I think I
cast of "The Nut- put in more time than
cracker" would not be the kids," said Teresa
In the production at all. Pervine. Besides getIt's usually the child's ting them to and from
idea to audition, but the rThearsals, she is makparents often have ing costumes for her two
reservations. "We were children, Tracy and
a little worried about it Trevor. But that's not
taking up too much unusual. Because of the
time." said Kathy size of the cast, all the
Cleaver, whose mothers are asked to
daughter Ashley is in make their child's
"The Nutcracker"
costume.

a . o4tiscal
410lie
_r
tyark,
especially if it's just for
the sake of their
children. But Teresa
Pervine said it best. "If
I didn't enjoy it, I
wouldn't do it."
Well, not everyone
does enjoy doing it, but
they will enjoy seeing it.
Performances of "The
Nutcracker" are
December 4. 5, 6, 11, 12
and 13 at 7 p.m. and
December 6, 7, 13 and 1,4
at 2 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library. Tickets are
available by calling the
theatre box office at
759-1752.

Even though they
may first get involved
because of their
children, a lot of the
parents become very
active on their own. The
Cleavers first got involved last summer
when Ashley was in
"Annie". Since then,
Mother Kathy has acted
In one show while
Father Max has been in
two shows and is now a
member of the Board of
Directors.
Some people may consider getting involved at
the theatre a big investment of their time,

Ensemble for Early Music set
for next MCMA performance
Celia Boone, Ann Boone, Kathy Cleaver, Russ Cleaver, Theresa Pervine, Trevor Pervine and Dana
Miami' discuss rehearsal schedules at Playhouse in the Park.

WKMS Highlights
Friday, November ta Ursa& Thursday. December 4
Monday — Friday
5 30 a in Morning Edition
9 00 a m Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news
headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4.00 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news
magazine of the air
600 p m Radio Reader with Dick Erten
Friday, November Di
. 6 30 p in Evening elastics — Classical Encore with C B Hunt ,
8 50 p.m Nightbeat Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and progressive Am from the '50a through the 70s
Saturday, November Mt
6 00 a m Our Front Porch The Toronto quartet, Rare Air perform in
strumental music

.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1

UNCLE
JEFF'S
== DISCOUNT
== PHARMACY
Walter Mehr
—
Pharmacist-Owner =

16,
ip
==

Ship
all your
packages
UPS, here, E
and
Save up to E
40%!

91.3 FM
7 00 a.rn Weekend Edition with Scott Simon NPR's news magazine for
weekend listeners.
8:00 a.m Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music from
the WK11,9 library with Linda Morgan and Lyon Jarrett
12 Noon The Flea Market Host Jim Past offers a program of
bluegrass. Irish ballads, and traditional string band music
3.00 p.m_ The Times, They Are A.ehangin with John Griffin and Jim
Carpenter.
4. DO p.m All Things Considered
5:00 p.m. A Prarie Home Companion Host Garrison Kelller broadcasts
live from the World Theater with Vern Sutton, Phillip Brunelle, Janis
Hardy. Kate MacKlenzie and John Neimann
7:00 p m Marian McParUand's Plano Jazz Adam MakovIcz Is guest.
800 p.m Jazz Saturday Night.
9.00 p m Jazz Horizons with earn Williams
Sueday. November 30
. 6 00 a.m Chamber Music
8:00 a.m. Opus 86 with Margaret Hunt. "Music from Murray" features
recital performances by M.S12 faculty and students from the music
department
11.00 a m Music of the Baroque Bach Cantatas No 140. 100. and 82
Plus chorale-preludes for Advent
1:00 p m The Big Broadcast of 1986 Host Bobby Bryan features the
music of Glenn Miller, Lawrence Welk, Gerald Wilson, the Mills
Brothers, and others
4.00 p in All Thing's tbnaidered
5.00 p. m . Our Times
6 00 p m NPR Playhouse — -Pioneers" depicts the trip of Rebecca
Ketcham who traveled the Oregon Trail unescorted by any male family
members in 1853
6 30p in New Sounds. John Schaeffer features music by Gavin Bryan.
7 90 p m Audiophile Audition with John Surlier features an interview
with Harvey Rosenberg of New York Audio Labs Excerpts from Zellnka,
Frank Martin. Brahma. and Durufle are also featured.
8:30 p.m Easy Street with Kent Jenkins Music by Erroll Garner, Marshall Royal. Tee Carson. Anita O'Day, and others.
10-00 p in Music from the Hearts of Space
Mlesday. December I
6 30 p m Evening Classics — The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
Zdenek Macal conducts Beethoven's 'Emperor" and Prokotiev's Symphony No 5
8 30 pm Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists Include Marion McPartland, Woody Herman, Bill Evana, Nat Cole, and others.
Tuesday. December
6:30 p.m Evening Classics — The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Haydn: Symphony No 96. C Minor. Bruckner Symphony No. 7: Sousa
The Stars and Stripes Forever Sir Georg Solti. Conductor
8 op in Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artieta include: Errol Garner. Snooky Young. Cal Tiader, Joe Williams. and others
Wedseaday. December 3
6 30 p in Evening elastics — New York Chamber Music Series Sour
Cream !Frans Brueggen and Friends 1 offers an program of traditional
and contemporary recorder music.
8:30 p.m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include
Oscar Peterson, Soot Sims, Joe Pass. Carmen McCrae, and others
Thursday. December 4
6 30 p in Evening elastics — The New York Philharmonic. In a concert recorded in Tel Aviv, Zubin Mehta conducts Beethoven's Leonore
Overture No 1 as well as works by Mendelsohn. Bruch. and Berlioz
8:30 p.an Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists Include
Dave McKenna, Scott Hamilton. Thad Jones, Rosemary Clooney, and
others
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Murray Civic Music
Association presents its
fourth program for the
year, the Ensemble for
Early Music Thursday,
Dec. 4 at Murray State
University's Lovett
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The Ensemble has
had a banner year of
touring,
At the end of May, its
production took
Jerusalem by storm. In
October, the Ensemble
toured the production
around the United
States and in November
toured in Italy for
several weeks with per-

Auditions for two productions announced

/ OFF
20%-50°0
CORN-AUSTIN
Downtown Murray

Playhouse in the Park
announces auditions for
a pair of upcoming productions: "Timothy
Tinyfoot" and "George
M!"
Tryouts for "Timothy
Tinyfoot," set for an

"THE WORLD FAMOUS" WHITE STALLIONS OF VIENNA

The ROYAL
LIPIZZAN STALLIONS
ALL NEW SHOW/inciudin

Los Angeles, Murray, ambience of a parLancaster, Troy, ticular era through the
Westfield and Winston- use of authentic inSalem on tour and at struments and voices.
Alice Tully Hall of LinTickets are available
coln Center the Cloisters
of the Metropolitan at the door or by contacMuseum of Art in New ting Jacquie Farrell at
753-2368. Murray State
York.
students are admitted
The origins of the by showing ID cards.
"carol" are traced from
The program is
Middle Ages to 17th cen- presented by MCMA,
tury England in a Murray State Universimagical evening by the ty, the National EndowGleeman and in- ment for Arts through
strumentalists of the a:c- the Kentucky Arts
claimed Ensemble.
Council.
Founded in 1974 by
Ramps for access by
Frederick Renz, the the handicapped are
Ensemble recreates the available.

The Ensemble for Early Music is scheduled to present the fourth program of the season for the Murray
Civic Music Association Thursday, Dec. 4 at Lovett Auditorium.

A MUST TO SEE!

.` •

formances in Rome,
Latium, Me ssinal ,
Catania and Palermo.
For its appearance
here the Ensemble will
offer a program titled
"Christesmas in
Anglia" which has
become a hallmark of
the Ensemble since its
recording of these
works for Nonesuch was
hailed as "the best
Christmas Record" and
"Recording of Special
Merit'' by Stereo
Review.
This program of
carols is also being offered in Baltimore, Harrisburg. 'Jacksonville,

THE AIRS ABOVE THE GROUND!

SAT., DEC. 6 AT 3 & 8 P.M.
SUN., DEC. 7 AT 2 P.M.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY — EXPO CENTER
Good Seats on Sale Now At:
EXPO CENTER BOX OFFICE
DENNISON HUNT SPORTING GOODS
Paris, Tenn., Paducah, Hopkinsyille & Murray
AND AT THE DOOR AS LATE AS SHOWTIME:

elementary school tour,
will be held Sunday and
Monday in the meeting
room at the Calloway
County Public Library.
The Sunday audition
will be at 7 p.m., and the
Monday auditions will
be at 4 p.m. There are
parts available for two
girls and two boys, all of
middle-school age.
The show will go into
rehearsal in January,
and will tour elementary schools in the area

in February and March.
"George AU", a
musical dinner theatre,
will be presented at the
Boston Tea Party
restaurant in the Holiday Inn the first two
weekends in February.
Audtions will be held
Manday and Tuesday
nights, Dec. 15-16, at 7
p.m., also in the library
meeting room.
Or, people interested
in auditioning who cannot make either of those

!"TOUT SHOP
e
.
"

AFTER
THANKSGIVING
SALE
Co-Ordinated

Sportswear

20% m 300/0

on

AN In L.;hrge! Sizes
Shaker Sport - Fire Islander
2302 Kentucky Ave.
Paducah. Ky.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST EQUINE EXTRAVAGANZA'

Production staff for
the show icludes Liz
Bussey, director; Tony
Powell, musical director; and Karen Balzer,
choreographer.

GWEN'S

Lady Devon - Jordache

TICKET PRICES:
$8 ADULTS $6 CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER,SENIORS 65 PLUS!

times can call the
Playhouse to make an
appointment. Persons
audtioning should
prepare a number to
sing, and should bring
any musical instruments that they
play.
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Sermon topics, special events,ü listed by local churches
services at Memorial Cochran, Webb
Goshen Methodist
Various churches in
The pastor, the Rev. Baptist Church. Randall Caldwell, Bobby MarMurray and Calloway
County have released Calvin Clark, will speak Winchester will serve as tin, Michael Caldwell,
Tommy Sanders, Barry
information concerning at 11 a.m. service at deacon of the week.
Milton Gresham, Johnson, Mike Jones,
their services on Sun- Goshen United
day, Nov. 30, to the Mur- Methodist Church. Len- minister of music, will Sam Parker, Max
ray Ledger & Times as tils Hale will be lay direct the special music Cleaver and Chuck
assistant. Randy Wilson by the Sanctuary Choir. Wilson.
follows:
will give the childmn's Kay OuUand will sing a
Bible classes will
---devotion.
solo, "Great is Thy start at 9:45 a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
Robert DeSimone will Faithfulness" at the
The bonfire scheduled
The Rev. George
Culp, pastor, will speak direct the song service morning hour, Saturday, Nov. 29, at
about "The Failure to with Pat Brum and Margaret Wilkins and sundown will be held at
Share Our Faith" with Suzanne Coleman as Brenda Hart will be the Sherrill Gargus
farm instead of the new
accompanists.
scripture from Psalms accompanists.
Sunday School will building site.
126:6 at 11 a.m. service
First Baptist
and about "The Last
Grace Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, start at 9:40 a.m. and
Judgment of the Unsav- pastor, will speak about Church Training at 6
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
ed Dead" with scripture "God's Reassuring p.m.
pastor, will speak at
from Revelation 20:12 at Love" with scripture
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
University Church
6 p.m. service at Col- from Romans 8:31-39 at
services at Grace BapRobin Wadley, tist Churon The ordwater Baptist Church.
10:45 a.m. service at
Bobby Manning will First Baptist Church. minister will speak at dinance of The Lord's
direct the music with He also will speak at 7 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and Supper will be observed
6 p.m. services at at evening hour.
Marge West and Jen- p.m. service.
Ricky Smith, assisnifer Culp as
The ordinance of The University Church of
accompanists.
tant music director, will
Lord's Supper will be Christ.
Assisting will be Er- direct the music. The
observed at the morning
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister, hour: Charles Hale, nie Bailey, Leroy Church Choir will sing
will speak about "Jesus deacon of the week, the Eldridge, Wayne "Consider the Lillies"
Ate with Sinners" with Rev. G.T. Moody, Williams, John Nanny, at the morning hour
scripture from Matthew associate pastor, and Dwain Taylor, Ron Dwane Jones and Anita
be
9:10-13 at 8:30 and 10:40 the Rev. R.P. Hodge, Nelson, Pete Waldrop, Smith
a.m. services and about minister of Mark Waldrop, Kelly accompanists.
Sunday School will
"The Disaster of the youth/education, will Nelson, Tony Wallace,
W.H. Brooks, Clif start at 9:45 a.m
Church that Tolerates assist.
Wayne Halley,
Sin" with scripture
from Revelation 2:18-21 minister of music, will
at 6 p.m. service at direct the Adult Choir as
Seventh and Poplar members sing
"Fellowship of Love" at
Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry morning hour and
Bolls, Ray Karraker, "Showers of Blessings"
Don Spiceland, Kenny at evening hour. Mr.
Hoover, Fred Douglas, Halley will sing a solo,
Joel Fisher, Paul "Dear Lord and Father
Ragsdale, James 0. of Mankind" at evening
Lamb, Jimmy Allbrit- hour.
By James H. Cain
ten, Jack Rose, Steve
First Methodist
Dublin, Jack Ward, Ted
The Rev. Rick Dye,
Howard, Ed Bucy, Steve associate minister, will
Steele, Ron McNutt, speak about "Hurry Up
Lenard Wood, Wayne and Wait" with scripWilson. John L. ture from Matthew
Williams, Danny Dod- 24:36-44 at 10:50 a.m.
1. The Bible is alive, it speaks to me; it has
son and Larry service at First United
feet, it runs after me: it has hands, it lays hold on
Weatherford.
Methodist Church. Perme.
sons are asked to note
Russell Chapel
2. The best thing about the future is that it only
The Rev. Marvin L. that only one morning
comes one day at a time.
Napier, pastor, will con- service will be held star3. We are not the caretakers of the past, but
duct worship service at ting Nov. 30.
contractors for the construction of the future.
9:45 a.m. at Russell
The Chancel Choir
4. A moment's insight is sometimes worth a
Chapel United will sing the anthem,"0
life's experience. Justice Holmes
Methodist Church.
Come 0 Come Em5. It seems to me that people who admit they're
At 6 p.m. a charge manuel," with Bruce
wrong get a lot father than people who prove
conference will be held Chamberlain as directhey're right.
with Dr. William tor and Bea Farrell as
6. Everyone thinks of changing the world, but
Vaughan Jr., district organist.
anyone thinks of changing himself.
hardly
superintendent of Paris,
Memorial Baptist
you wish to be agreeable, you must preIf
7.
Tenn., as speaker.
The Rev. Jim Simtend to be taught many things you already know.
Palestine Methodist
mons, pastor, will speak
Palestine United at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Methodist Church will
hear the pastor, the
Rev. Marvin L. Napier,
7:30-5:30 MON.-FRI.
PANELING
speak at 11 a.m. service.
SAT. 7:3113:iwi
The evening service will
(100 Patterns
not be held so members
may attend the charge
Armstrong
conference at 6 p.m. at
4x8 Lattice $10.95
Russell Chapel Church.
Treated Lumber for
Vinyl $2.50 up
Assisting will be
Patios and Decks
Stanley Duncan, Fay
Childress Glen Jones
Faucets
Tub Units
and Ralph D. Lovett.
Doors
Sinks
Vamtles
Showers
Poplar Spring
Door Units
Commodes
The Rev. Chester P.
Culver, pastor, will
speak about "We Must
Make Christ Known" at
Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
11 a.m. service at
Martin, TN
Poplar Spring Baptist
901/587-3000
Church.
Phillip Garrett will
direct the music with
Hazel Brandon and
Carol Kelly as
74 YEARS IN MAYFIELD
accompanists.
At 6:30 p.m. there will
be "Talentspiration"
with various members
74 SUCCESSFUL YEARS IN
BUY
USE
displaying their talents.
NOW
OUR
BUSINESS IN MAYFIELDFOR
LAYAWAY
Lake-land Apostolic
THANKS TO ALL OF YOU!
CHRISTMAS
PLAN
The Rev. James H.
Cain, pastor, will preHAGGAR SUITS
HAGGAR
HAGGAR SLACKS
sent a lesson on "Love
New Fall shades &
New
Fall
&
Al
Season
SPORTCOATS
Shed Abroad" with
Materials
Materials
scripture from Romans
Reg. $106 to $122
Reg. $75 to $100
Reg
$26 to $35
5 : 5 in 10 a.m.
teaching/preaching ses57495 to
$4995 to $6995
to $28
"
sion at Lake-Land
Apostolic Church.
DRESS
PULLOVER
VEST
Dan Walker will preSHIRTS
SWEATERS
SWEATERS
sent another lesson
Reg. 1115.95 to $20
Reg. $16.95 to $29.95
Reg. $15.95 to $29.95
from the minor prophets
The
p.m.
at 6
$ 1 295 to $23
"
evangelistic service will
begin at 7 p.m.

South Pleasant
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
pastor, will speak about
"Advent: Duration, or
Celebration?" with
scripture from Psalms
90 at 10:45 a.m. service
at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church.
Truman Whitfield will
direct the music with
Tommy Gaines and
Kathy Erwin as accompanists. Assisting will
be Emily Mahan, Man-

dy Waldrop, Mr. and
Mrs. Mahlon Treas,
Beverly Shelton, Maxine Burkeen and Imogene Paschall.
Sunday School will
start at 945 a.m.,
Chrismon Service at
5:30 p.m. and Choir
Practice at 6:15 p.m.

from Jeremiah 235-6, ship leaders
Luke 2:11-12, 29-32,
The David Perkins
Isaiah 9:2, 6-7, John
family will light the first
1:1-5, 9 and Psalm 150.
This will be Advent candle
celebrating the first
Also assisting will be
Sunday in Advent with a
Howard Titsworth,
special hanging of the
David Eldredge,
greens service. An exMarilyn Stickler, Paul
planation of the Advent
Austin, Betty Gore, Bill
Wreath,
the Chanel
First Christian
Koca, Don McCord,
Dr. David Roos, decorations, the sancJune Vander Molen and
tuary
greens
pastor, will speak at
and the
Jo Williams
10:45 a.m. service at Christmas Tree will be
First Christian Church. given by Dean Caldwell
Sunday School will
His scripture will be and Dan McKee!, wor- start at 9:30 a.m.
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LARGE SCALE
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ANNIVERSARY SALE
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$12" to

First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about "From
Darkness to Light" with
scripture from John 1:4
at 10:45 a.m. service at
First Presbyterian
Church.
The Church Choir will
sing the anthem,
"Fairest Lord Jesus,"
with Daniel Craig as
director and Susan
Chamberlain as
organist.
Holy Community will
be celebrated and there
wilt be an Infant Baptarn .ceremony during
the worship service. The
first Advent Candle will
be lit by the Aaron McConnell family.
Church School will
begin at 9:30 a.m.
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WE ACCEPT
VISA &
MENS WEAR INC.
MASTERCARD
Doportelablo since 1912
RA NKCARDS Downtown
on the Square-Mayfl•id, Ky.

TURBO
PANTHER
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88
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$14.95 to $22

Reg. $20.95 to $21.95 No Purchase Required
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$1695 to $1759

FREE
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HONDA

Bomar Quality Western

PRICES
GOOD 'TIL
CHRISTMAS
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Where Quality Counts

FOOTBALL SPECIAL
nom one of our Luxury Vans
re and have a safe driving record,
, can save you money on your car
Aim the
Pi State Auto
t.tt-dost Auto Policy Call
Insurance

mirfl Companuts

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

11)WO 41
Coll Gene
S02 753 2617
Tay tof
Chevrolet, Inc.

407 Maple
Southstoe of the Cl Square
753-4451

Thornton Tile
&
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GAME NOTES
Murray State Racers (7-3-1, 6-1 OVC)
vs. Eastern Illinois Panthers (10-1, 5-1 GCAC)
November 29, 1986, 1 p.m.
O'Brien Stadium (10,000)
Charleston, Illinois
GAME 12
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THUS FAR: Murray State epded the regular season with a 7-3-1
record. A 5-1 record against Ohio Valley Converence competition was
good for a first place tie with Eastern Kentucky University. Murray
State won the lettgue's automatic bid by virtue of a 17-15 win over
Eastern Kentucky, who received am at-large berth and plays Furman
today.
THE COACHES: Frank Reamer is 42-22-2 after six seagions as head
coach of the Racers. A 1969 graduate of Virginia Tech, he joined the
Racers staff in 1979 as defensive coordinator under Mike Gottfried
and helped Murray State to its first OVC tile since 1951.IOU is 60-26-3
since Beamer joined the Racer staff. He needs only one more win
to tie Fred Faurot for third in MSU coaching victories at 43. Today's
game is Beamer's first against Eastern Illinois. He is 0-1 against Al
Molde-coached teams, as he lost to Molde's Central Missouri squad
by a 10-0 score in Murray on September 18, 1982.
Al Mottle is 31-14-0 after four years at Eastern Illinois, 105-56-6 in
16 years as a head coach. A 1966 graduate of Gustavus Adolphus College, he has several as head coach at Sioux Falls College (5-12-1 in
2 years), Minnesota-Morris (52-21-1 in 7 years), Central Missouri State
(17-94 in 3 years), and now Eastern Illinois. He took EIU to the NCAA
I-AA *playoffs in 1983, his first season with the Panthers.
RACER ALL-CONFERENCE SELECTIONS: The All-Ohio Valley
Conference team was announced by the league earlier this week. Murray State players selected to the team were: Stanley Howard, Wit;
Willie Bester, DL; and Tony Wcodie, DE. Racers receiving honorable
mention were: Charley Wiles, OG; Bill Bird, FB; and Luke Curry,
LB.
ELSEWHERE IN TODAY'S PLAYOFFS: Idaho at Nevada-Reno,
Tennessee State at Jackson State, North Carolina A&T at Georgia
Southern, Nicholls State at Appalachian State, Sam Houston State
at Arkansas State, Delaware at William & Mary, Eastern Kentucky
at Furman.
CONFERENCE CORNUCOPIA: For the first time, the Ohio Valley
Conference has placed three teams in the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs. Eastern Kentucky and Murray State join the league's newest
member,Tennessee State, in the newly-expanded 16-team field. Tennessee State was admitted to the league in June, but will not be eligible for championship competition in the league until 1988.
MEANWHILE,BACK AT THE RANCH: Murray State plays its second basketball game of the season against Belmont College tonight,
with tip-off at 7:30 p.m.
RACERS VS. PANTHERS: Murray State has met Eastern Illinois
on the gridiron a total of five times and holds a slim 3-2 lead in those
meetings. The first encounter came on November 15, 1946, when MSU
gained a 38-13 win in Murray. After a 28-year wait, Eastern Illinois
again traveled to Murray and again came away short, being shut out
13-0 by the Racers on November 16, 1974. The following season, MSU
traveled to Charleston and lost, 14-6. In 1977, EIU lost in Murry,35-7.
EIU won the most recent meeting, on November 11, 1978, by a 35-14
score in Charleston The home team has won every meeting in the
series. Murray State leads in overall scoring, 106-69, and the Racers
win an average game by a 21-14 score.
RACERS AND GRASS: Murray State has played on a grass field
twice this season: its 42-17 season opening win at Southeast Missouri
and a 38-25 loss at Central Florida. During the last ten years, the
Racers have compiled a 10-8-1 record on grass, with the lone tie coming during the 1985 season, a 10-10 affair in the Liberty Bowl against
Memphis State.
THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: Murray State has played only
one football game on this date. In 1934, then Murray Normal went
to Hattiesburg, Mississippi, but could muster only a safety as it fell
to Mississippi College, 1.2-2.
RACERS,100-YARD GAMES,AND EIU: Don Clayton recorded the
only 100-yard rushing game by a Racer against Eastern Illinois on
November 16, 1974, when he gained 153 yards in 29 carries in MSU's
1370 win in Murray.
THE FIFTH IS A FIRST: Tailback BILL BIRD rushed for 105 yards
against Austin Peay last Saturday, marking the first consecutive
game.that MSU has received a 100-yard effort from one of its backs.
That's the first time in Racer history that's occurred.

GETTING TURNED AROUND: Here is a statistical comparison of
the first six games of the 1986 season (In which the Racers were 2-3-1)
and the last five games (in which MSU was 5-0). The numbers reflect
yards per game average for the game in the time frame,.
Rushing Offense
•
•First 43"
Variance
Last 4
,.
•
Rushing Yards
c•4
121.2
221.0
+998•
Passing Yards
Drt 184.3
-19.3
165.0
Total Offense
4-80.5
305.5
386.0
Racer Defense
First 6
Variance
; Last 4
Rushing Yards
156.7
101.8
Passing Yards
210.5
-34.3
176.2
Total Offense
367.2
-89.3
278.0
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: Since Frank Beamer
became head coach in 1981, the Racers have scored first in a total
of 52 games and have built a 36-15-1 record in those games, including
a 5-1-1 record this season. The five wins this season have ben in the
last five games. The 36-15-1 record is good for a .702 winning
percentage.
•
RACERS AND NOVEMBER: With a 4-0 record this month. the
Racers now have an overall November record of 108-74-15, which is
good for a .586 winning percentage. That includes a 42-45-9 1.184) road
record.
BEAMER, RACERS, AND NOVEMBER: Since Frank Beamer
became MSU's head coach, the Racers have compiled a 15-3 record
In the month of November. Only two schools have beaten Beamer's
Racers in November: Western Kentucky (1982 and 1985) and Austin
Peay (1983).
PROCTOR RANKED NINTH: Freshman quarterback MICHAEL
PROCTOR already is making his mark in the MSU record books. His
1,508 passing yards is ninth among all-time MSU passers. He needs
821 yards to move into eighth.
BIRD BREAKS THROUGH: Junior tailback BILL BIRD has enjoyed a season to remember. He's doubled his career touchdown total
and is one away from the MSU modern-day career touchdown record
of 21. His 1,209 career yards places him 11th in the category, 403 yards
away from tenth, and his 120 career points ties him for ninth in that
category.
PAYNE SHINES, TOO: Sophomore tailback RODNEY PAYNE
owns two of the top ten single-season rushing totals in Racers history.
Flis 960 yards last season ranks sixth, which his 838 yards this year
Is ninth, just one yard ahead of Nick Nance's tenth-place total of 837.
He is poiste just two yards away from becoming only the sixth Racer
back to break the 1,800 career rushing yards mark, ranking sixth with
a 1,798 total. He needs 35 yards to surpass former backfield mate
Wile Cannon's 1,833, which is fifth.
HOWARD CAME CLI4SE: With his 57 yards in receptions against
Austin Peay,junior wide receiver STANLEY HOWARD came within
one yard of breaking the 1,000-yard mark for career reception yardage. His single-season total of 732 yards is third on the all-time singleseason list at MSU.
RICKERT CLOSES IN: Junior placekicker PAUL HICKERT moved closer to the MSU record for career field goals with his three successful tries against Austin Peay. WIth a career total of 30, he needs
only five more to match Jeff Lancaster's school record ot 35. He added
ten points to his modem-day record of 176 career points, but still trails
the all-time record of 241, set by Harlan Brodie from 1927 to 1930.
Hickert also has extended his string of PATs without a miss to 44.
shattering his old record of
set during his freshman season.
the first time in its five Ohio Valley
IT'S NICE TO SHARE: F'
Conference titles, Murray State is sharing top honors. The four
previous years (1948, 1950, 1951, and 1979) the Racers were sole champions. The 1948 title was the first awarded by the OVC. This year's
5-1 record matches the OVC mark MSU had in 1951. The Racers were
3-1 in 1948, 5-0-1 in 1950, and 6-0 in 1979.

13,

THEN AND NOW:Three members of the MSU football party were
involved with MSU's last championship season: head coach Frank
Beamer was an assistant coach, assistant coach Bud Foster was a
player, and SID Craig Bohnert was a student at Evansville and did
game film of the Racers-Aces game that year.
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Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices
The Starter, Alternator & Generator
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Go Racers!
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Nissan
Chrysler
Dodge

Dodge

S. 12th
753-7114

McNutt Motor Sales, lere.
759-1839 700 Main
THAT CHAMPIONSHIP SEASON: Ironically, the last time the OVC
title was won by the Racers, they were 1-1-1 after their first three
games. This season, they got off to the same start.
19'79 (9-2-1)
1988 (7-3-1)
At Southeast Missouri, T 21-21
At Southeast Missouri, W-42-17
At Evansville, W 24-14
Southern Illinois, L 31-0
Southeast Louisiana, L 19-11
Western Kentucky, T 10-10
Tennessee Tech, W 24-3
At Central Florida, L 38-25
Morehead State, W 31-7
Eastern Kentucky, W 17-15
At Tennessee-Martin, W 24-0
At Akron, L 24-13
At Middle Tennessee, W 29-8
Tennessee Tech, W 23-16
At Indiana Central, W 21-7
At Morehead State, W 45-11
Eastern Kentucky, W 24-7
Youngstown State, W 17-14
Austin Peay, W 24-10
Middle Tennessee, W 21-7
At Eastern Kentucky, W 30-20
At Austin Peay, W 24-14
Lehigh, L 28-9 (NCAA Playoffs) At Eastern Illinois (NCAA
Playoffs)

For all Your Lawn & Garden,
and Hobby needs come to...

Bill Kopperud
captain of the

:
.
11/
,k •

Home Team
See Bill For All Your
Real Estate Needs

at, Af
'

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
753-4110
205 N. 4th Murray

Home: 753-6620

Office: 753-1222

The '87's Are Here!
DOUBLE DIGIT DEALINGS: Entering today's game, the Racers
have scored in double digits in 32 of their last 33 games. They had
a streak of 23 straight games in double figures until the 31-0 shutout
loss to Southern Illinois in the second game of the season snapped
the string. Since then the Racers have begun a new string, which now
stands at nine.
GEARING UP FOR THE GROUND: Intering the 1986 season, the
Racers had recorded only two games of 250 yards or better in team
rushing in the previous 19 games,and only five in the 22 games before
the season's start. With three games at 250 or better on the ground
(Southeast Missouri, 287; Morehead State, 253; and Youngstown
State, 270), the Racers now have had five 250 -•- games in the last 30
and eight in the last 33.
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The New

Murray
753 4488
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Lunch Special
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MurrayState University head football coach Frank Beamer is carried onto the field after the Racers captured
a share
of the Ohio Valley Conference championship with a 24-14 win over the Austin Peay Governors in Clarksville, Tenn.

Banquet Room up to 200 people
For More Information Call 753 44881
Serving Chinese & American
Carry Outs 753 4488
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MSI" quarterback Michael Proctor cuts toward the sideline during Saturday's game with Austin Peay. Proctor completed 11-22 passes for 150 yards and gained 33 yards on nine carries.
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Johnston looking to increase
spending to protect wildlife
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Sen
Bennett
Johnston says one of tlls
first priorities as chairman of the Environment
and Natural Resources
Committee will be to
greatly increase federal
spending to protect open
spaces and wildlife.
This, the Louisiana
Democrat says, is in
line with a pending
recommendation from
the President's Commission on Americans
Outdoors that the nation
spend SI billion a year to
acquire land for recreation, wilderness and
wildlife habitat,
The amount would
represent a four-fold increase over the current
level, which reflects the
Reagan administration's sensitivity to huge
budget deficits and its
policy of slowing federal
purchases of land for
parks and refuges.
Without a spending increase, Johnston told a
news conference Tuesday, "I think we risk a
lesseniiig,of support for
parks and wildlife
habitat. We need to fund
that. I would expect that
to be a major thrust."
While conservation
group lobbyists will applaud this action, they
will give no standing
ovations to Johnston's

views on two moneylosing federal programs
that subsidize the
private sector.
Johnston said he
forsees no major
changes to reduce
timber sales from national forests or alter
the arrangement that
provides cut-rate cattle
grazing on federal
rangelands in the West.
Mike Harvey,
Johnston's top committee aide, said the
Reagan administration
can look for at least one
major change in the
committee next year
when Democrats take
over,after six years of
Republican control.
He said it will be taking a much closer and
critical look at the administration's energy
and natural resources
policies because "we're
not as concerned (as the
Republicans) about embarrassing the
administration."
One particular area
for oversight is the impact on the Department
of Energy's budget of
President Reagan's
"Star Wars" program,
which is supposed to
give the nation a
defense against ballistic
missiles.
Harvey said increased spending on the pro-
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New 1987 Pontoon Boats
Now In Stock

•Harris Flote-Botes .Riviera Cruiser •Crest
40-50 To Choose From!
Super Products!
Super Deals!
The McClure's

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1 ,/, mi. on Hwy 94E., Murray, Ky. 753-6116
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EDITOR'S NOTE —
In the 19th century
North Manitou Island
was home to a thriving
lumber town with permanent buildings and a
network of dirt roads.
The roads are still
there, dutifully maintained by the county
government. Therein
lies the rub. The federal
government, which purchased the site two
years ago, won't allow
cars on the island.
By MARK FRITZ
Associated Press
. NORTH MANITOU,
Mich. (AP) — This
island is both paradise
and paradox, a lonely,
lovely, primitive piece
Brad Erwin killed this six-point, 91-pound
of Eden that is a 114 boat
In Land Between the Lakes Saturday, Nov. 15
ride from civilization.
while on a youth hunt with his dad, Jim Erwin.
It has a rich human
history but hardly any
people. It has roads that
everybody pays for but
nobody uses. It has a
robust deer herd that is
considered a threat to
According to a 1984 was boarded up. I bet it the environment.
survey by the was close to two weeks. North Manitou Island,
Washington, D.C.-based I decided to climb over which juts from Lake
Humane Society of the that board fence and see Michigan 12 miles from
the northwest Lower
United States, more what was going on.
than 11.6 million dogs
"Well, I found a ton of Peninsula, is 15,000
and cats are given up to sheep in there, without acres of contradictions.
"It's the most easily
shelters annually, 7.6 any water or any feed.
million of which are put There were a few lying accessible isolated
to sleep.
there dead. The guy who place in lower
"Sometimes we just was to pick up the sheep Michigan," says Cathy
turnintoa missed a whole pen of Bietau, a National Park
slaughterhouse," says them. It was just an Service ranger.
It is a lavish display of
Renn, director of oversight."
the Allegheny County
Smith can't keep the' cool blue waters and
Humane Society in Pitt- animals at home park-like forest, uusburgh, about 50 miles because he lives in a trampled meadow and
to the north.
trailer court where pets dune-lined beach, home
Smith began his daily are forbidden. Officials to three humans and 300
treks to the fairgrounds at the fairgrounds, deer.
The primitive nature
long before he left the where standardbred
mines with a back in- horses are boarded and of the island belies its
jury in 1968. When he trained for harness rac- history as a thriving
was working, he'd go ing, have allowed him to 19th-century lumber
before and after work use a small shed and town. But the crude
and would stay longer if fenced-in pen for the roads built then remain,
and crumbling, turn-ofworking nights.
dogs.
Now he stays about
As a result, Smith the-century buildings
six hours, taking long doesn't advertise his scattered through the
walks with the dogs to "shelter." Although his forest give the island a
nearby Ten Mile Creek, heart is big, his ghostly, Hansel-andgrooming and feeding a resources are small and Gretel quality.
Since 1935, taxpayers
neglected horse, and he doesn't want to test
have been paying to
snooping around the the patience of the
maintain the roads that
grounds for more fairgrounds' staff or
nobody uses, nobody
forgotten animals.
paying customers.
can get to, and which
"I always check
"I try to do the pest I
lead
essentially
around the stalls," he can, but there's a race
nowhere on an island
says, nodding to rows track here and they've
where cars are banned.
and rows of white clap- got some pretty good
And that has left North
board buildings. "A horses on that track,"
Manitou in the middle of
while back one of- them
he says.
a standoff between the
federal government and
a little county on the
nearby mainland.
"We haven't done
anything because we
wanted to give Congress
or the state a time to
find a solution to this
problem," says Dave
Herrera, spokesman for
the National Park Service in Frankfort, Mich.
"But it doesn't look like
that's going to happen."
The federal government bought North
Manitou from the nonprofit Angell Foundation in 1984 and made it
part of the Sleeping
Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, a towering
tourist lure on the
mainland coast.
The 42-mile system of
dirt roads on the island
was exempt from that
sale, and remains
counted as part of the
road system of
Leelanau County. A
county employee who
lives on the island uses a
pickup truck and a
grader to keep the
foliage from swallowing
the roads.
"Our contention is we
cannot allow the county
Ned Washer of Stella killed this 13-point,
forever to continue to
180-pound deer Saturday in Calloway County.
use mechanized equip-

Retired miner dog's best friend
EDITOR'S NOTE —
In a rural Pennsylvania

county with no animal
shelter, a retired coal
miner is a dog's best
friend. Even a mule's
best friend, for that
matter. Meet the man
who for years has been
feeding and, caring for
abandoned animals at
his own expense.
WAYNESBURG, Pa.
( AP) — Radcliffe
Smith's •large,
weathered hands probe
for burrs in the tangled
fur of the Airedale
sprawled at his , feet
while several tail wagging dogs pace excitedly around him.
He calls them by their
new names — Bear, Tippy, Roy Rogers, Bea —
and gives each of these
canine castoffs a pat on
the head and a smile.
Twice a day for more
than 25 years, the
68-year-old former coal
miner has been going to
the Greene Courkty
fairgrounds to feed and
care for animals he's
found abandoned there.
In that time, Smith
has cared for
everything from owls to
sheep and cattle to
mules. He's now feeding
a horse, seven dogs and
several dozen cats, all
at his own expense.
"I always said if I
ever hit the lotto, I'd
really take care of
them," he says with the
drawl of the country folk
in southwestern
Pennsylvania.
Because the rural
county has no animal
shelter, Smith has to
draw the line when it
comes to taking in pets
that people simply grow
tired of. Shelters in
neighboring counties
take in thousands of unwanted pets each year,
and he simply doesn't
have the room or money
to provide for that
many.
Rather, he's the last
resort for the hard-core
cases, for the cats hit on
nearby highways, dogs
caught in traps, or starving farm animals left
after a county fair.
"I've found many
dogs and cats that have
been hit by cars and
dropped off here to die
and others half-starved
and frozen. People have
offered to pay me to
take their dog, but I
0••• can't do that. There are
too many and I don't
have pens for them."
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Tune-Up, Computer Ignition
Carburetor & Fuel Injections Service

gram, known formally
as the Strategic Defense
Initiative, is diverting
money from other DOE
nuclear projects, including research on
civilian reactors.
"We're not sure this is
a good idea," said
Harvey, suggesting that
Star Wars spending
should come from the
Defense Department's
budget.
In outlining his
priorities for 1987,
Johnston also said he
would hold hearings on
the world oil situation to
dramatize the depressed condition of U.S.
petroleum producers.
He conceded,
however, that he sees
little chance of enacting
a fee on imported oil
because of White House
opposition and a lack of
consensus in Congress.

Michigan island has become
both a paradise and a paradox
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"It's our county road,
there's no question
about that."
Noonan is pessimistic
about a settlement. "It's
not just the money, it's
the principle," he says.
Alan Isola, a
Michigan Department
of Transportation
engineer, says the
$35,000 in state money
earmarked annually for
the roads is far more
than the county actually
needs or spends to maintain them.
But it does represent
about 8 percent of the
county's local road
fund, and the money is
used elsewhere, he says.
As long as the county
certifies the roads as
roads, he says, the state
is obligated to pay
maintenance money for
them.
"The law doesn't
speak to traffic on the
roads," he adds.
The Sierra Club,
meanwhile, is growing
impatient with the
bureaucratic standoff
and has asked the U.S.
Department of the Interior and Gov. James
Blanchard to intervene.
Neither has acted.
"We don't believe the
county has a valid
claim," says Ann
Woiwode, a Michiganbased staffer for the environmental group.
"The county has continued to rattle their
sabres and say they're
going to cut down trees,
just to show that they
have a claim out there."
Noonan denies that,
but says plans are afoot
to repair a countrtlock
on the island. Herrera
says the federal government, which plans to
build its own dock, may
sue to stop the road
commission.
Meanwhile, campers
and hikers have slowly
begun to discover the
island, which has 20
miles of beach and a
diverse, picturesque
terrain. The park service last year granted a
concession to a ferry
service to shuttle
campers to the island
twice a week for $14 per
person.
Unlike federally owned South Manitou
Island, which is three
miles to the south, there
are no washroom
facilities, stores or
telephones for campers.
There also are far fewer
visitors, only 3,000 from
June through August.
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"This could be the
Caribbean," camper
Alex Wagner of Ann Arbor, Mich., recently told
the first human she encountered after a halfday of hiking.
While the island thrived as a lumbering community in the mid-1800s,
residents gradually
moved away as the
timber market lagged.
By the 19308, most of
the island had been
bought by the late
William Angell, an auto
magnate who turned the
island into a private
hunting preserve. The
government bought it
for $12.2 million two
years ago.
There are few plans
for the island, Herrera
says. The park service
would like to see the
roads return to vegetation, replaced by
smaller hiking trails.
A limited yearly deer
hunt likely will continue
to keep the deer herd
from getting too big, he
says. The 300 deer,
descendants of five
animals brought to the
island in 1928, substantially, reduced low-lying
vegetation in the woods,
creating a park-like appearance that evokes
the forest in "The
Wizard of Oz."
"North Manitou is
somewhat unique
because it is a pristine
environment that is
open to public use,"
Herrera says. "I don't
think you'll find too
many islands in Lake
Michigan like that."
For Cathy Bieutau,
of the National Park'
Service, life on the
island means chilly
nights and desolate
days, both bereft of people to talk to. But she
likes it that way.
"I think that's why
I'm out here. I want to
live with the bare
necessities," she says.
She and another
ranger alternate 10-day
shifts on the island during the spring, summer
and fall months. Part of
her job is to serve,
police and register the
trickle of campers who
have been visiting the
island since it was acquired by the federal
government.
But most of her duty is
patrol, hiking seven to
12 miles daily.
"Any isolated place
gets lonely once in a
while," she says. "It
takes a certain type of
person to live like this."
But she's not entirely
alone; Ken and Rita
Rusco also share the
island. Rusco is the one
paid by Leelanau County to maintain the dirt
roads.
Bietau and Rusco,
employees of battling
bureaucracies, live in
fragile co-existence.
"It has been tense
sometimes," she says.
"It's too bad there has
to be so much turmoil."
The Ruscos greet the
ferry that arrives twice
weekly with campers
and supplies. They
declined to talk about
their lives on the island
or the controversy over
the roads.
"There's just a feeling
you get out here,"
Bietau says. "Maybe
it's the remoteness, but
it's also the history. You
get a sense of it. It was
just a rugged way to
live. It's the way I'd like
to live."
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We Install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.
512 S. 12th

Leelanau County
Road Commission
Chairman Glen Noonan
sees the conflict as a
Davidand-Goliath
battle.
"I view it as the national park intruding on
county government," he
says. "We've been there
ever since the island
was first settled. The
national park has only
been there a couple of
years and they're trying
to tell the road commission what to do.

RESTAURANT

fill

-r

ment on the roads,"
Herrera says.
The federal government, which banned
cars on the island,
wants Congress to
declare North Manitou a
wilderness area and the
county to get lost. But
Herrera says Congress
has been reluctant to
authorize a settlement
that would pay the county to leave the roads
alone.
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Inside a diskette
A diskette, or floppy disk, is a thin disk enclosed within a protective jacket usually
made of vinyl. The disk's jacket has a small cut-out that permits data to be read
from or written on the disk. The surface of the disk looks very much like a magnetic
tape and is just as fragile.

01110.1111111ititMIAMI .

5/
1
4- or 8-inch disk

Do:
•Keep the diskette in its protective
sleeve when not in use.
•Store diskettesjis you would
records: upright, not on their sides
•Make a back-up copy of all
important diskettes.

Hub: Mounts
disk on disk
drive

Don't
•Touch the exposed areas of
a diskette.
•Bend, fold, mutilate or
Read/write slot
staple the diskette
•Paper clip anything to a diskette or
put a rubber band around it.
•Place diskettes near stereo speakers
or color TV sets.
•Expose diskettes to extremes of heat
or cold [less than 40 degrees or greater
than 120 degrees Fahrenheit].
•Remove a disk frbm a disk dnve
while the drive is spinning.
•Wnte on the diskette label with
anything but a felt-tip pen.
•Smoke while at your computer
[smoke particles can ruin a diskette].

Disk
Liner

3/
1
2-inch disk

Center hole

Tuesday of National
Security Adviser John
Poindexter and North's
dismissal.
Bani-Sadr, in a
telephone interview
from his home near
Paris where he lives in
exile, said the two
Americans made the
first visit to Iran at the
end of May and the second in early
September, according
to the newspaper's
report.
Bani-Sadr said
McFarlane and North
made their first visit to
Tehran in a private
plane piloted by an exiled Iranian, Farzim
Azimi, following a
meeting with Iranian officials in Zurich, the
paper reported.
It quoted Bani-Sadr as
saying McFarlane and
North arrived for the second visit aboard a U.S.
plane carrying 23 tons of
armaments:
Bani-Sadr, quoting
unnamed sources, said
Iran paid $19 million for

the planeload of
weapons, and that of
this sum, $12 million
went to the Contras. $3
million to the Pentagon
and the other $4 million
to intermediaries involved in the deal, the
paper said.
On Tuesday, U.S. Attorney Gen. Edwin
Meese said that between
$10 million and $30
million was diverted to
the Contras.
Following the overthrow of the late Shah in
1979, Bani-Sadr was
elected as the first
president of the Islamic
Republic of Iran by an
overwhelming popular
vote on Jan. 25, 1980. He
fled Iran in July 1981
after hardline Iranian
clergy denounced him
as weak and pro American and was
granted political
asylum in France.

Drive hole

Chocago Tnbuno Grapruc

Larry Boone and Kathy
Mattea.
The toy-raising campaign is sponsored by
the Marine Corps
Reserve in cooperation
with the Music Country
Radio Network. The
show will be taped to air
over the network before
Christmas.

Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.
Auto theft is out of
control, according to
police and insurance investigators. What was
once the territory of
teen-age joy riders has
become a full-scale industry of professional
thieves who steal cars,
cut them up and sell the
parts.
One in 50 registered
vehicles in the United
States is stolen or
broken into each year,
according to the National Automobile Theft
Bureau, a private group
affiliated with the insurance industry.
More than 1 million

vehicles have been
stolen in each of the last
seven years, at a cost of
about $5 billion a year,
the bureau said.
Massachusetts has
the dubious distinction
of having the most auto
thefts in relation to
population, followed by
Michigan and California. In sheer numbers,
California, the drivehappy state, is the auto
theft leader, followed by
New York, Texas and
Massachusetts.
In the old -days, about
90 percent of stolen
vehicles were
recovered, primarily
because joy riders abandoned them. Today,
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$hoppers Mall
(Formerly Wiggins Furniture Bldg.)
2 mules North of Murray on 641
"Lots of Little Shops Under One Roof"
•Decorated
'Jeans & Things
•Ceramics
Sweat Tops
•Jewelry
•Antique
•Brass
'Count'y Wood
Reproduchons
•Bedding
Shop
'lamps
& Supplies
*Pillows
•Tools
•Toys
"Copper
'Gold Choir by
•Stoneware
•Glassware
the Inch
'Quilts
*Potted Silk
'Plaster Crafts
'Fireplaces
Flowers
•Baskets
'Clods
'Furniture
•Riboon Pam,
•Belts
*Pictures
'Patio Supplies
•Woodburning Plaques
*Nice Christmas Gifts

Open Every Week
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 9-5
Sun. 12 to 5
Be There!
• SATURDAY & SUNDAY • BE THERE

Gail

Parker

(formerly of Pierce & W'right,
announce the formation of a new partnerqlip

PIERCE & PARKER

Nothing will stop expert car thief
NEW YORK ( AP ) —
Chicago, one of the naBurglar alarms can tion's largest reposseswail until doomsday, sion companies.
anti-theft device's can
None of this, however.
choke an engine and means car owners
drivers can scout for the should forgo alarms and
safest parking spots, but other anti-theft devices.
nothing will stop a thief As the New York Police
who really wants to Department says in its
steal a car.
consumer booklet on car
"A good thief is going theft: "As selfish its it
to get it," said Lt. may sound, if a thief
Robert Morgan of the wants a car
let it be
New York City Auto someone else's."
Crime Division.
Such steps can also
Kevin McGivern, who reduce insurance
can legally steal cars, premiums. Alarms and
agrees. "If you're not anti-theft devices can
worried about the reduce comprehensive
damage you do, you can coverage 5 percent to 10
take any car," said percent at most inMcGivern, president of surance companies,
Equitable Services of said Philip McCarthy of

'14

recovery is less than 60
percent. Two people
with torches can
dismantle a stolen car in
45 minutes..
"Auto theft is the second biggest
moneymaker for
organized crime, second
only to drugs," said
John Eanniello.

Certified Public Accountimts
with offices at 310 Main Street. Murray. Kenruck‘
Telephone -53-02

OUTDOOR LIFE
line
We still have a lot of
folks fishing on days
when the wind isn't too
bad and catching good
fish. I think crappie are
still the most sought
after game fish, one
reason being they travel
in such large schools
during the winter
months.
Another, and probably the most important reason crappie are
held in such high
esteem, is the fantastic

flavor they have when
taken from cold water.
Actually, all of our
game fish taste better
during the cold-water
months.
Tommy, Johnny
Mack and Tommy Ray
Phillips brought in some
slab crappie last
weekend from the Blood
River area. Tommy
caught 25 by himself
Friday and then he and
his sons went again on
Saturday and caught 21

Kenlake Manna
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
R I Hardin 502 74-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171
EX_

by Jerry Maupin

all of Which were genuine old-time slabs.
Joe Jackson and Les
McCreerey stopped by
the station with a live
well full of channel catfish. They were using
nightcrawlers for bait
on rod and reel lines.
They had more than 50
pounds of mighty fine
eating and from the look
on their faces they could
already taste a big platter of them. This is the
second time I have seen

Joe and Les with this
many catfish, too!
I almost forget to
mention that the
Phillips' crappie were
taken on jigs 12-16 'feet
deep.
We should be seeing
some good sauger and
smallmouth bass as
long as this good
weather holds out.
However, a lot of us are
still deer hunting.
Happy fishing!
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Your U-Maul Headquarters

to Hw .641 South
to

753-91

12 GOOD
REASONS WHY
I SHOULD
TRADE AT HOME
1. Because this is the place I make money and
this is the place to spend it.
2. Because my interests are here.
3. Because I believe in transacting business
with my friends.
5. Because I want to see the goods.
6. Because I want to get what I pay for.
7. Because every dollar I spend at home stays
at home and works for the development of
the city.
8. Because the man I buy from stands back of
his goods.
9. Because I sell what I produce, here at home.
10. Because the man I buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.
11. Because the man I buy from helps support
my school, my church, my lodge and my
home.
12. Here is where I live and here is where I buy.
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CottAitTS
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FURN., FOLK ART, & KENTUCKY CRAFTS
• ANTIQUES
• REPRO°. TURN.
• COLLECTISLIS
• WE BUY SELL TRADE
• CALICO GIFTS
mon..s.• 'fl,.*, sitS p.m.
After Hours by Appointment

•

'87
Yamaha
4 wheelers
are here!

527-3471 ,,,„
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0
Town Sz -Coimtry 0
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0
Yam
aha
0
f Hwy. 94E
753-8078 0
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HOUR •

You Are
Invited
To Shop

t,

Michael D. Pierce and

Cash plans benefit concert
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Country music
entertainer Johnny
Cash plans a "Toys for
Tots" benefit concert
Dec. 18 at the Grand Ole
Opry House.
The 90-minute show
will include performances by the Carter
Family, Tom T. Hall,

• FREE GIFT EVERY
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LONDON (AP) —
Former U.S. National
Security Adviser Robert
C. McFarlane and Lt
Col. Oliver North visited
Iran twice this year and
arrived with 23 tons of
armaments on the second trip, a former Iranian president was
quoted as saying
Friday.
The Independent also
quoted former Iranian
President Abolhassan
Bani-Sadr as saying one
of the Americans' Iranian contacts was a
leader of the group of
students that held 52
Americans hostage at
the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran for 444 days
after seizing the
building on Nov. 4, 1979.
McFarlane's mission
and the Reagan administration's confirmation that it sold arms
to Iran and the mone'y
was channeled to Contra
rebels fighting in
Nicaragua sparked a
crisis in Washington,
with the resignation

SATURDAY & SUNDAY • ET Y•UR TI KET • DRAWING EVERY HO
•

Iranian says McFarland and North
brought armaments on visit to Iran
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Milerray Ledger & Times
Eastern Illinois throws for 326.1 yards a game

Murray State must handle
top passing attack in FAA

A check from HT-Marketing
Elizabeth Whitmire of HT-Marketing presents MSU Racer Club director Joe Ward and Lady Racer
basketball coac.h Bud Childers with a check for the Hawaiian Tropic Classic. For the second season in a
row, HT-Marketing of Murray is sponsoring the MSU Lady Racers' season-opening tournament, which
runs Dec. 1-2 at Racer Arena. Appalachian State, Arkansas State, Cumberland University and MSU are
cdmpeting in the tourney.

Tight ends Ellis and Jacobs
top All-State football team
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
— Tight ends Jeff
Ellis of Louisville Male
and Frank Ja:cobs of
Newsiort Catholic rated
among the top talents in
the nation. head The
Associated Press 19Se
..All-Kentucky football
team.
Heath's Rodney
Bushong and Warren
Central's Joe Hood were

selected co-coaches of
the year by the 29 sports
writers and sportscasters that voted on
the team_
• its cj.,ite an tionor,'v
said Bii§fiong. whose
team is in the Class A title game with a 12-1
record • Its puts you in
awe when you look
around and see what the
other coaches are
doing."
Hood guided Warren

Central to a school-best named to the honor
11-2 mark and Class squad while Fort
AAAA-State finals.
Thomas Highlands had
"Last year was our one player, Ben
first time in the Sutkamp, selected as
playoffs.': Said Hood, linebacker and punter.
who took Louisville
Rounding out the firstButler to a championship in 1979. "This year team offense were
the players got the idea linemen Kent Clark of
Corbin, Bobby
of how to win."
Louisville Fairdale, Craycraft of Boyd CounDanville, Paducah ty, Walter Underwood of
Tilghman and Corbin Fairdale and Todd
each had two players (Cont'd on page 15)

By KENT BROWN
Sports Editor
To say Eastern Illinois has had some success throwing the football this season is to say
Bruce Springsteen has
had some success selling records.
Eastern Illinois (10-1)
ranks first in passing offense in Division I-AA,
averaging 326.1 yards a
game through the air.
Quarterback Seaf
Payton has completed
222 of 423 passes for
3,456 yards and 23
touchdowns. He has had
15 passes intercepted.
Payton ranks 12th in
Division I-AA in passing
efficiency.
"Eastern Illinois is a
great throwing team,"
Murray State head
coach Frank Beamer
said. "Without question,
it is the best throwing
team we've faced since
I've been here."
Beamer said it isn't so
much Payton's arm but
the way he reads
defenses that makes the
Panthers' passing game
so successful. .
"Their quarterback
has a good arm, but
what he does better than
anything is read
defenses," he noted.
"I'd say 80 percent of
the time he's calling the
play at the line of scrimmage. He's a senior,
and he has a great
knowledge of the game.
He knows where to go
with the ball.
"They like to put two

receivers on one side
and one on the other,
though they will put
three receivers on one
side at times. All three
of their wide receivers
are outstanding players.
When you put two
receivers as good as
theirs are on one side, it
causes all kinds of problems for your
defense."
Those two receivers
are slotback Calvin
Pierce and flanker Roy
Banks. Pierce, who is
6-1, 205, leads the Panthers in receptions, having caught 65 passes for
1,200 yards and seven
touchdowns. The 5-11,
190-pound Banks has
caught 53 passes for
1,014 yards and 11
touchdowns.
Willie Cain, the lone
wide receiver on the
other side, and tight end
Derick Wilhelms are
two other favorite
targets of Payton.
"People tell me that
Banks could be -a first
round draft choice,"
Beamer said, "and I
don't doubt it one bit. He
has exceptional speed
and is very dangerous
when he gets you oneon-one.-'
"Pierce is not far
behind Banks, either.
He is not as fast as
Banks, but he still runs
about a 4.6 40. I think he
is just as impressive as
Banks."
The Panthers' leading
rusher is James
M.arable, who has gained 683 yards in 154 carries. Marable is the 10th
leading scorer in Division I-AA, with 16
touchdowns.
"In watching the

films, I saw as many
"Eastern Illinois uses
long plays on runs as I an eight-man front like
did on passes," Beamer we do," Beamer said,
said. "They get teams "and does a good job of
defending the pass then mixing up their
they hand it off to one of defenses. They have two
their quick, little backs big defensive tackles —
and he's downfield on 6-2, 260-pound John
you before you know it." Jurkovic and 6-0,
Beamer said it is 260-pound Aaron
tough to blitz Eastern Il- Thomas — who make it
linois, because Payton tough to run the ball up
will read it, take a three- the pike. When you have
step drop and throw to two active defensive
one of the wide tackles, you really have
receivers, who probably an opportunity to play
will have man-to-man good defense."
coverage.
The Panthers allow
"You are really tak- 16.6 points a game and
ing a chance when you score 37 points a game.
go after Payton, but it is The Racers allow 17.6
something we are going and score 21.5.
to have to do," he said.
Both teams bring win"We have to mix our ning streaks into Saturdefenses up and try to day's 1 p.m. contest.
keep him off balance. Eastern Illinois has won
We want him to think 10 straight games after
we're in one defense losing to Illinois State in
when we are in another. Its season opener. MurIf we can't do that, it ray State (7-3-1) has
could be a long after- won five straight after
noon for us."
losingto Akron.
Unless the Racers can
The Panthers have
keep the ball out of beaten Northeast
Payton's hands.
Missouri, Northern
"Of course, the best Michigan, Southern Ildefense would be a good ,linois, Liberty College,
offense," Beamer said. Northern Iowa, Western
"We need to control the Illinois, Southwest
ball on offense, pick up Missouri, Winona State,
first downs and keep Indiana State and
their offense off the Western Kentucky.
field."
-Eastern Illinois is
Murray State's runn- the third-ranked team in
ing game has been ef- the country and is deserfective in its last five ving of that," Beamer
games — all victories — said. "However, we feel
as a Racer has run for we have a good football
over 100 yards in each of team, too. There are onthose games. Last week, ly 16 teams in Division IBill Bird gained 136 AA still playing football.
yards in 20 carries.
and we are one of
Eastern Illinois has them."
had some problems
MSU is ranked 18th.
defending the pass this
year, giving up 231
yards a game.

Kentucky opens
with Austin Peay

LINCOLN TOWN CAR

BEAUTY
AND THE LEASE.

SPECIAL LOW LEASE TERMS ON
THIS FULL-SIZE BEAUTY WITH
FORD CREDIT'S RED CARPET LEASE
PLAN—NOW THROUGH DEC. 31, 1986.

THE LEASE•

This 4ft month iease is available to qualified lessees by
participating Dealer.s through Ford Credit Lessee has the
option, but is not obligated, to purchase the car at lease
end at a price to be negotiated with the Dealer at lease
inception Lessee is responsible for excess wear and tear
Refundable security deposit, cash downpayment and first
month's lease payment due in advance

'Lease payrner it 111( hides Lille use/sales tax destination
hal qes and luPose tee Lease sublect to appriival and
adequate visor cirILe d5 I teterrnifled tiY F-1/1 I LI elk

3 Vehicles Available

MONTHLY LEASE PAYMENT
NUMBER OF MONTHS

48

REFUNDABLE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CASH DOWNPAYMENT
TOTAL CASH DUE AT LEASE INCEPTION
TOTAL AMOUNT OF PAYMENTS
TOTAL MILEAGE ALLOWED
MILEAGE CHARGE OVER 72,000

MERCURY

4395.29
$400.00
$1,500.00
$2.295.29
$18,973.92

0

It's easy to see why
the Governors are
similar to the Wildcats.
They are coached by
Lake Kelly, an assistant
coach at Kentucky from
1983-85.
Austin Peay will probably start an all-senior
lineup of guards Richie
Armstrong and Mike
Hicks. center Bob
Thomas andforwards
Darryl Bedford and
Lawrence Mitchell.
Bedford is the tallest
starter at 6-foot-8, and
at 260 pounds, is by far
the heaviest. He averaged 9.1 points and seven
rebounds last season.

Racers host William Penn
The Murray State Racers open their basketball season tonight by hosting William Penn College at Racer Arena.'Game time is 7:30 p.m.
MSU hosts Belmont College Saturday night at
7:30 p.m.
The Racers return two starters from last
year's 17-12 squad — sophomore guard Don
Mann and sophomore forward Jeff Martin.
Both were named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference Freshman Team.

HONDA
ails'
FOLLOW THE LEADER
125
ATC' 250R

72,000
4.08 per mlo

Ford
Credit

LI NCOLN

Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street - Murray

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — While it's the
season opener for the
Kentucky Wildcats
Saturday night against
Austin Peay, some of
the players may think
it's another Blue-White
scrimmage game.
"Austin Peay is a
great opening opponent
for us secause they mirror our team," said
Kentucky assistant
coach Wayne Breeden.
"They play a man-toman defense and they
like a passing game
with the offense spread
on the floor. They're a
very sound, fundamental team."

Phone 502 753-5273

Big Rede

Discount Prices
on 3 and .
4 Wheel ATVs

ASPENCADEe

Flash!
5.9% A.P.R.
Financing for
Gold Wings

Layaway Now for Christmas!

OVERBY HONDA
II•1-Air Shopping Contor

733-4092

Local
Bowling
Magic Tri
1116-61
Bowling League

Team
W
Economy Tire
38
Joyce Noel Tax Service 36
Peoples Bank
as
Photography by Hal
33
Thurman Furniture
27
Paradise Kennels
264
Dennison-Hunt
26
Lucky Seven
214
Dallas Willoughby Ins
20
Apple Tree School
17
Futrell 711e
17
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
15
High Team Game I fiCi
Economy Tire
Peoples Bank
Thurman Furniture
High Team Game IHO
Economy Tire
Thurman Furniture
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
High Team Series ISC1
Economy Tire
Peoples Bank
Thurman Furniture
High Team Series (NCI
Economy Tire
Thurman Furniture
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
High lad. Game (90
Donna Greer
Cheryl Darnell
Vicki Oliver
High hid. Game INC)
Donna Greer
Cheryl Darnell
Jenny Wood
High lad. Series ifICI
Cheryl Darnell
Vicki Oliver
Sondra Rice
High lad. Series ilfei
Cheryl Darnell
Jenny Wood
Donna Greer
High Averages
Susanne Cotton
Lois Smith
Sondra Rice

L
14
16
17
19
25
254
26
304
32
35
35
37
ITT
839
799
1029
1023
996
2530
2396
2274
2066
2946
2848
227
217

260
254
243
570
537
523
681
642
633
176
175
168

Diller Sr Dollar
11-21.11111
Bowling League
Team
Joyce Noel Tax Service 30
Tabers Acoustical
30
Crawford's Shell
28
D Smith Auto Repair
25
The Beauty Box
24
Paradise Kennels
21
McCuiston Auto Electric 17
Storey'• Strikers
17
High Team Game (SC)
The Beauty Box
Smith Auto Repair
Crawford's Shell
High Team Game (Pei
The Beauty Box
Smith Auto Repair
Noel Tax Service
High Team Series (SC)
The Beauty Box
Smith Auto Repair
Crawford's Shell
Mgt Team aeries (HC)
The Beauty Box
Smith Auto Repair
Noel Tax Service
High lad. Game (210
Lob Smith
Nancy Todd
Maxine Jones
High lad. Game (NC)
Lots Smith
Maxine Jona.
Nancy Todd
_
1110 lad. Rorke (IIC)
Loislimith
Nancy Todd
•
Joyce volf$Moina
Nigh led. Series (MC)
Lou Smith
Ir5Yr Bogisio
Martha Smith
High Averages
Lots Smith
Nancy Todd
Patty Harris

18
18
20
23
24
27
31
31
Me
507
602
722

en
622
1531
1475
1446
1903
1647
1744
WM
251
210
273
268
252
Me
681
MO

881
Me
III
179
1411
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Mayfield's Jackson selected to AP's first-team squad
(Godard from page 14)
George of Covington
Catholic; center Courtney Longacre of Fairdale; quarterback Keith
Morgan of Danville;
running backs Jimmy
Baughman of Danville,
Dale Fox of Corbin and
William Dishman of
Lexington Bryan Station; 4and place-kicker

Bryan Barrett of
Cawood
Selected to the defensive unit with Sutkamp
were ends Joe Phil of
Tilghman and Jamie
Jaggers of Louisville
Pleasure Ridge Park;
tackles Dennis
Guillaume of Louisville
St. Xavier and Jerry
Bell of Louisville
DeSales; noseguard

Associated Press
All-Kentucky
football team
LEXINGTON. Ky lAP, — The 1986 All Kentucky
selected by sportswriters and sportscasters
First Team
Offense
Pos. Name, School
Jeff Ellis. Lou Male
E
E
Frank Jacobs, Newport Cath
OL Kent Carter. Corbin
Bob Craycraft, Boyd County
OL
OL Walter Underwood, Lou Fairdale
OL Todd George. Coy Catholic
Courtney Longacre, Lou Fairdale
Keith Morgan, DanvWe
QB
Re
Jimmy Baughman. Danville
RB
William Edelman. Lek Bryan Station
RB Dale Fox. Corbin
Pit
Bryan Barrett. Cawood

E
E
T
T
NG
LB
LB
LB
DB
DB
DB
P
1

OL
OL
OL
OL
QB
RE
RB
RB
PM

Defense
Joe Phil, Pad Tilghman
Jamie Jagger". Lou PFtP
Dennis Guillaume, Lou St Xavier
Jerry Bell. Lou DeSales
Keith Marcum. Belfry
Rick Burkhead, Clark County
Billy Swanson. Pad Tilghman
Ben Sutkamp. Highlands
Larry Jackson Mayfield
Vic Johnson. Lex Lafayette
David Gibson. Laurel County
Ben Sutkamp, Highlanda
Second Team
Offense
Eddie Thomas, Fbrt Knox
Phil Logan. Lou Holy Cross
Stacey Overlln. Pad TUghrnan
Ernest Thompson, Laurel County
Carl Satterly, Clark County
Greg Armstrong. Heath
Tim Smith, Owensboro
Freddie Maggard. Cumberland
Dwayne Depp. Glasgow"
Henry Bowling. McLean County
Maurice White, Owensboro
Jim Art. Boone County

football teams as

Ht.
64
6-5
6-5
6-4
6-34
6-5
6-4
6-3
5-9
6-1
6-0
8-3

6-4
6-3
6.1
6-34
6-1
6-1
6-0
6-1
6-i
6-0
6-0
61

Wt.
232
220
255
248
270
266
220
200
180
196
200
210

185
345
=2
258
215
215
220
215
170
166
185
215

Cl.
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr

Jr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr

6-0
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-3
6-2
6-1
6-3
5-9
5-11
6-0
5-11

190
183
226
235
250
266
215
200
168
175
185
160

Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Sr
Sr

6-14
6-3
6-4
6-3
6-1
6-3
6-4
6-1ti
6-1
6-1
6-3
5-11

191
205
225
270
205
215
185
220
175
180
200
170

Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Sr
Jr

Defense

it

NG
LB
LB
LB
DB
DB

Chris Johnson, Warren Central
Gary Henson, Cawood
Stacey Overtin. Pad TUgharnn
Joe Mahorney. Dixie Heights
Mark Heruley. Cortitn
Derrick Thomas. Lax Bryan Station
Kurt Barber. Pad Tilghman
Darren Hayden, Lou Fairdale
Joe Lee Johnson Mayfield
Dennis Davis. Mercer County
Freddie Maggard. Cumberland
Taylor Colby, Mayfield

Ce-Desebee of the Veer: Rodney Buahong, Heath. and Joe Hood, Warren
Central

Honorable Meation
Offense
Ends - Jimmy Bailey, Lexington Tales Creek. TritcheU Chapman.
In's Creek. Chris Crutchfield. HopkirurvUle , Shawn Evans, Madison
seMtral . John Hayden. Owensboro Catholic David Hickman, Christian
County, David Hogle. Campbell County, Kirk Johnson, Paducah
TUghman, David lageay. Covington Catholic. J R. Lyons. Greenup
County. Russell Melton. Leslie County. Mark Miller, Murray,
Harvey
Miracle, Bell County. Keith Tarter,(...eey County, Tag Taylor, Glasgow
Linemen - Joe Avila, Ashland. Terry Clark, Bowling Green Jeff Dick,
Mayfield. WW Duncan, Fort Knox. Dean Ewing. Owensboro. John Gabe.
Henderson County. Alex Goforth, Middlesboro, Teddy Hatfield.
Owensboro Apollo, Woody Hicks, East Hardin. R J Jones. Paducah
TUghman. Gary McIntosh. Todd Central. Mike Porter. Raceland. Chris
Rgedy. Elizabethtown. Walter Thomas. Ashland, Robert Tyler. Paducah
Tilghman. Travis Uplinger. Henderson County: Scott Williams, Trigg
County
Center Rob Campbell, Somerset. Kenny Dearborn. Franklin County.
Greg Deel. Barren County. Tom Elliott, Fort Campbell. Tootle Kitchen,
Boyd County. Steve Nagle. Middlesboro. Mike Pennington. Cawood ,
Mike Porter Raceland, Tony RuUedge. Henderson County Eddie Thur
man, Paducah Tilghman, Rusty Webb. Greenup County
Quarterback Brad Armatead, Henderson County. Scott Brown, East
Hardin, Brian Browning. Edmonton County. Scott Etter, Lexington
Tales Creek, Dwayne Francisco. Belfry, Mike Jackson. Corbin, Mike
Lockett, Marshall County, Reggie Marshall. Heath. Gene Pinson,
Pikeville, Travis Powers. Middlesboro, Doug Schweitzer. Campbell
County. Eddie Thompson. Fort Knox. Chris Turner. Warren Central;
Mark West. Murray, Robbie White. Todd Central
.
Running back - Shawn Asher. Laurel County. Spencer Barnett. Anderson County: Tom Bishop, Raceiand. Keith Blanton, Clark County,, Randy
Bowling. Laurel County. Bobby Brock. Bell County, Tony Brown,
Mayfield. Steve Carmen. Mayfield Anthony Carter. North Hardin. Mike
Carter. Bowling Green. Kevin Chinn, North Hardin, D D erne.
Owensboro Catholic. Russ Daniel. Williamsburg: Roger DeSpain. LaRue
County. Charles Dixon. Harrison County, Ron Greene. Cavern&, Tim
Harris. Henry County. Tommy Hensley, Cawood, Kevin Hergott,
Highlands, George Hodge, North Bullitt, Charlie Hutchinson, Pulaski
County. Jamie Jones. Heath, Tim Jones. Lexington Tates Creek. Andy
Lester. Phelps. Jonathan Little. Fort Knox, Anthony Looney. Elkhorn City, Martel Marshall, Covington Holmes, Donnie Phillips, Crittenden
County, John Ransdell. Boone County, Keith Reed. Frankfort. Rob
Richardson. Madison Central. Raleigh Roberts, Virgle, Fticky Roberts.
Anderson County, Shawn Russell. Boyd County. Eugene Sanders.
Paducah Tilghman. Terry Sandlots, Newport Catholic David Scott. Jet
fersontown , Jeff Shirley. Barren County. Kenny Sinkhorn, East Hardin,
Kevin Skinner, Heath. James Terrell. Louisville Pleasure Ridge Park,
Scott Terry. Henderson County. Denny Turner. Middlesboro. Craig
Walker, Louisville Fairdale. Darwin Washington. RusaellvIlle, Rob
Williams, Beechwood
Placekicker. David Bradley, Fort Knox, Mark Freer. Owensboro,
Brett Halcomb. East Hardin. Flovrle Harmon, Taylor County. Joe Daniel
Herrington, Harrison County. Jason Major. Trigg County, Brian Khmer, Corbin, James Payne. Murray, Kevin Stinson. Mayfield Mike
Ward, Beechwood. Brian Williams. Paducah Tilghman
Henerable Menthe
Defense
End Matt Axline, Shelby County. BUJ Carver, Barren County. Shawn
Evans. Madison Central, Darren French. Union County. Roger
Holloway, HopkinevUle, Chris O'Keefe. LouirrWe St Xavier. Shawn
Russell, Boyd County. Mitch Scott. Belfry, Tim Shackleford. Cawood,
Ronnie Walls, Boyle Comity, Maurice White. Owensboro, Bart Whltnell,
Mayfield. Andy Williamson. Ptkevtlie Demetrius Wingate, Lexington
Tales Creek. Mike Woolf, Covington Catholic
Tackle. Frank Barton, Grayson County. Matt Beard, Henderson County , Chris Brown, Cumberland, Billy Collins. Mayfield. Ronnie Crit
chfield. Danvthe. Richard Cunningham, Anderson County. Brian
Deaton. Clay County. Mike Dempeey, Cawood, Eric Derr, Bowling
Green; Tim Donavan. LaRue County. Steve Lynch, Elizabethtown, Ed
Nicholson, North Hardin; Todd Perry. North Hardin; Brian SItton,
Ballard Memorial, Walker Thomas. West Hardbi. Mark Thompson. Mar•
shall County, Mike Wedding. Henderson County.
Noseguard
Dean Ewing, Owensboro, Michael Jones, Paducah
TUghnian, Frank Jacobs, Newport Catholic, Tony Rutledge, Henderson
County
Linebacker Mark Barrett. Western Hills. Jimmy Baughman. DanvtUe, Steve Carman. Mayfteld, Joey Couch. PaintavUle, Russ Daniel.
Williamsburg. David Dawson, LaRue County. Brian Detwiler, Dixie
Heights. Greg Devaney, Russell. Matt Elder. LoutsvWe Trinity. Jeff
Ellis. Louisville Male , Patrick Evans. Cumberland, Ed Gant. Henderson
County, Tony Garner, North Hardin, Chip Grafton. Henderson County,
David Helton. Pulaski County. Julius Hooks, Warren Central. Mike Hudson. Fairview , Steve Kelly. Hopkinavthe, Kevin Lanier, Heath, Kevin
Kramer, Boone County, Richard O'Grady, Bowling Green. Ken P'Pool.
Trigg County. Chris Rummage, Owensboro. Bruce Shelton,
Williamsburg. Mike Smith. Clay County. Tim Thomas. Harlan. Will
Worth. Davies. County
Defensive back - Brad Armstsad. Henderson Comity,, Mike Clevenger.
DanvUle • Dwayne Depp, Glucose% Chris Franklin, Anderson County.
Marti Hayeraft. Grayson County. Ernie Herring, HapkinsvWe. Leon
Hill. Fort Campbell. Hugh Johnson. West Carter, Phil Logan. Louisville
Holy Cross. Brian kfahm Pikeville. Tim McDaniel, Danville, Taylor
McDougal. Warren Central; Bobby Meyer, Newport, Robert Morando,
North Hardin. Brian Renaud, Anderson County, Jackie Roby, Bell County. Terry SandfOse. Newport Catholic. Kelly Sandidge. LaRue County.
Kevin Skinner, Heath. Jeff Stokes. Marshall County. Eddie Thomas,
Fort Hnex7 Marteeribeld, Paducah TftglitMeir, Thiry Wrifttrelfte. 141idturili
Tilghman
Punter t. Tim Beek. t.ouiayIIleStoma. Hobbit Matins. Board County, —
Paul Herd, Clay County. Ton Jones. Lexingtarfilltse Creek Jimmy Per•
Clulstien °aunty; Kelly atnIkhorn, East Hardin: Chris Turner. Warren Central
Coach - Larry Adams. Corbtn, Dan Danko, Clark County. Tom Duffy.
DarrrWst, Larry French, Mercer County, Owen Hauck, Boone County.
Phil Haywood. Belfry. Floyd Moe, Ladle Comity. Mike Holcomb,
Br.athltt County. Joe lagers, Fort Knox, Dick', McDonald. McLean
Otrunty, Doc Sanders. Marshall County; Tim Saylor, PlnevUle

Keith Marc-um of
Belfry; linebackers
Rick Burkhead of Clark
County and Billy Swanson of Tilghman; and
defensive backs Larry
Jackson of Mayfield,
Vic Johnson of Lexington LaTayette and
David Gibson of Laurel
County.
Ellis, 6-foot-4 and 232
pounds, is the son of
former heavyweight
boxing champion Jimmy Ellis. He caught 36
passes this season, 10
going for touchdowns.
"He has good hands,
good speed. He's just an
excellent athlete," said
Male coach Jim Jordan,
adding that Kentucky,
Louisville, Alabama,
UCLA, Ohio State, Louisiana State and Penn
State would like to sign
Ellis.
Jacobs, who is 6-5 and
220, is in the same class
as Ellis as far as national attention, with
Kentucky, Louisville,
Notre Dame, Florida,
Boston College and
Michigan are among
many schools interested
In signing the two-time
All-State selection.
"He has excellent
hands and he's worked
hard to develop into an
outstanding blocker,"
said Newport Catholic
coach Bob Schneider.
Jacobs has caught 32
passes for 486 yards and
nine touchdowns in
leading his team to the
Class AAA championship game.
Carter, a 6-5 and 255,
was a three-year starter
at offensive tackle. He is
being recruited by Kentucky, Tennessee,
Eastern Kentucky and
Western Kentucky.
Craycraft, 6-4 and 248,
led Boyd County to a 9-1
record and the Class
AAAA-State playoffs.
Ohio State, Kentucky,
Louisville, Tennessee
and Vanderbilt are
among the schools
recruiting him.
Underwood has
received attention from
Alabama, Kentucky,
Louisville, Eastern Kentucky and Western Kentucky after helping
Fairdale post a 10-2
record and a spot in the
playoffs.
"He's a very strong
kid," said Fairdale
coach Mike Fletcher of
the 6-3%, 270-pound
lineman. "He's very
tough. He's also a
heavyweight wrestler."
George, a 6-5 and

265-pound tackle, was a
two-year starter at Covington Catholic and is
being courted hv such
schools at KE -tucky,
Pittsburgh, Ohio State,
Cincinnati and
Tennessee.
Courtney Longacre, a
6-4, 220-pound senior,
"is like having another
coach on the field," said
Fairdale's Fletcher.
"He's a very smart kid
with good size and
quickness."
Morgan, a four-year
starter, made a successful transition from a
wishbone quarterback
to a dropback passer
this season at Danville.
He completed 108 of 162
passes for 1,339 yards
and 12 touchdowns and
rushed for 420 yards and
four TDs.
"He's got a good arm
and runs well," Danville
coach Tom Duffy said of
the 6-3, 200-pound
player. Kentucky and
Richmond are among
the schools recruiting
Morgan.
Baughman, 5-9 and
180, is making the team
for the second straight
year. He rushed for over
1,300 yards this season.
William Dishman, 6-1
and 195, rushed for 1,568
yards and scored 13
touchdowns for Bryan
Station. Purdue,
Michigan, Michigan
State, Kentucky . and
Western Kentucky are
among the schools vying
for his services.
"He's a great one, one
of the top five in the
country," said Bryan
Station coach Steve
Parker.

GMC

Fox, a 8 -foot,
200-pound senior, rushed for over 1,300 yards
this season at Corbin.
Among the schools after
him are Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky,
Western Kentucky,
Louisville and
Morehead State.
Barrett, 6-3 and 210,
connected on 35 of 39
extra-point attempts
and four field goals, including one for 53 yards.
He is being recruited by
several schools.
Phil, the only junior
on the team, "seems to
be where the ball is all
the time," said
Tilghman coach Allan
Cox of the 6-4, 185-pound
defensive end. "He
makes big plays and
makes things happen."
Jaggers, 6-3 and 245,
"has real good speed for
a person his size," said
Pleasure Ridge Park
coach Louis Pfaadt.
Guillaume, 6-1 and
222, is "is very intense.
He's made an awful lot
of big plays for us this
year," said St. Xavier
coach Mike Glaser.
Jaggers and
Guillaume are being
recruited by Kentucky,
Louisville, Eastern Kentucky, Western Kentucky and Austin Peay.
Bell, a 6 - 3
258-pound defensive
tackle, has attracted the
attention of Kentucky,
Ohio State, Michigan,
Indiana, Purdue and
Tennessee.
Marcum, a 6-1,
215-poung1 noseguard, is
being recruited by
Morehead State, Union
and Salem.

Burkhead, 6-1 and 215,
is being recruited by
Kentucky. Furman and
Eastern Kentucky.
Swanson, 6-0 and 220,
was an all-state pick as
a defensive end last
year
Kentucky.
Missouri and Louisville
are among the schools
after Swanson.
Sutkamp, 6-1 and 215,
averaged 43 yards a

punt and exceled at
linebacker at
Highlands. Cincinnati,
Kentucky and Vanderbilt are interested in
Sutkamp.
Jackson, a 6-1,
170-pound defensive
back, is another twotime selection and is being recruited by Kentucky. Murray State and
Louisville.

Johnson, 6-0 and 175,
was a three-year starter
In the Lafayette secondary. Kentucky.
Mississippi and the Ohio
Valley Conference
schools are recruiting
Johnson.
Gibson, 6-0 and 185,
being considered by
Eastern Kentuck,.
Western Kentucky and
others

1

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

ismegeorv
,
. ..tono•
-

AGENT

753-8355

a

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct Pt
N Y Jets
10 '2 0
833 308
New England
9 3 0
750 326
Miami
6 6 0
5(5I 321
Buffalo
3 0 0
250 232
Indianapolis
0 12 0
COD 144
Central
Cincinnati
8 1 0
667 296
Cleveland
8 4 0
667 '2•76
Pittsburgh
4
0
333 206
Houston
3 0 u
250 225
West
Denver
9 3 0
750 287
L A Raiders
8 4 0
587 255
Kansas City
7 5 0
583 263
Seattle
7 6 0
538 254
San Diego
2 10 0
167 250

N Y Giants
Washington
Dallas
Philadelphia
St LOULII

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
10 2 u
833 244
10 2 0
833 283
7 6 0
538 305
3 0 0
250 176
3 9 0
250 183

PA
248
200
293
273
322
258
263
258
272
191
228
263
253
312

174
210
261
233
217

Central
10 2 0
833
6 6 0
500
5 0 0
386
3 10 0
231
2 10 0
167
West
1. A Rams
8
4 0
667
San Francisco
7 4
1
625
New Orleans
8 6 0
500
Atlanta
151,
5 6
1
Thursday s Games
Green Bay 44 Detroit 441
Seattle 31 Dallas 14
Sunday's Games
Buffalo at Kansas City
Houston at Cleveland
Los Angeles Rams at New York Jets
New England at New Orlean
Pittsburgh at Chicago
San Diego at Indianapolis
Tampa Bay at Minnesota
Washington at St Louis
Atlanta at Miami
CInctnnati at Denver
Philadelphia at Los Angeles Raider,
Monday s Caine
New York Giants at San Francisco

Chi,agc
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

THE INSURANCE CENTER

OF

251
278
241
203
188

140
214
263
324
331.

218 193
280 170
210 193
208 218

MURRAY

901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

SALE
Sat. Only Nov. 29th
First Quality

Men's Slacks
Only $

0
°°

Choose from entire slection of
men's first quality slacks

1980 AUDI 4000
4 door, A/C, 4-Speed

2,250.00

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
At New Location — East South and 5th St. (Dillon Manufacturinc Buildingl
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Mrni.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Visa & Mastercard Accepted

*APR
Financing
%. (24 Months)

TICKETS
TICKETS
TICKETS
Murray State
vs.
William Penn
Racer Arena - November 28

Murray State
vs.
Belmont College
Racer Arena - November 29

Jeep Comanche

Now until Jan. 6th,
1987 you can get
0.0% APR financing on "1986 Jeep
Comanche (24 Months)

3.9%

*APR
Financing
(24 Months)

On The New
1987 G.T.A.
Hurry In While Selections Are Good

Get Your Tickets at the Door
for Both Games
s5!" Adult-- Oral Admissiwv.a
$2" Child- General Admission

Offer Ends Soon

CAIN'S AMC JEEP
- RENAULT INC.
Hwy. 641 N.

753-6448
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Report...

Anti-intoxication
drug promises help
for many alcoholics
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Animal tests show that a new
synthetic chemical can block the
intoxicating effects of alcohol,
and scientists say the drug
might be used to wean alcoholics
away from their destructive
habit.
Researchers say the drug,
which instantly prevents or
reverses the intoxicating effects
of alcohol in animals, offers the
potential of a new way to treat
chronic alcoholics or to sober up
drunks.
However, ethical and legal
considerations probably would
prevent using the alcohol antidote as a routine way of getting
party-goers ready for the road
or as an instant sober-up pill
dispensed at the nation's bars,
they added.
In a paper published today in
the Dec. 5 issue of the journal
Science, researchers at the National Institute of Mental Health
say the drug blocks the intoxicating and anti-inhibition effects of alcohol in rats.
Dr. Peter D. Suzdak, the principal scientist on the project,
noted, however, that the
chemical neither lowers the
levels of alcohol in the body nor
does it affect other aspects of
alcohol overdose such as
respiratory depression or coma.

(Coned from page 1)
diversion program have been
expanded to include a study of
the roles played Ity the CIA'and
its director, William Casey.

"We have a drug that appears
to block some of the effects of
ethanol (pure alcohol I, but by no
means do we imply that it will
block all the effects," Suzdak
said in an interview.
Testing in monkeys has just
begun, but if the chemical works
in humans as well as it does in
animals, the most obvious use
would be in treating chronic
alcoholics, he said.
"The drug probably has many
clinical implications," Suzdak
said. "Using it, we may be able
to find out what makes an
alcoholic drink — the antiinhibitory effects, anti-anxiety
effects, whatever.
"If the compound then blocks
these reinforcing effects, we
might have a drug that could be
used to treat alcoholic patients,"
he continued, noting that an
opiate blocking drug called
Naltrexone is being used to treat
reforming heroin addicts.
A drug that would quickly
sober up people who have drunk
too much offers the possibilities
of big problems as well as big
profits, Suzdak said. Such a product could encourage people to
drink in excess, leaving them
vulnerable to adverse alcoholic
effects not blocked by the
compound.

Quoting unnamed "informed
sources," The Post said the probes focus on the CIA's role in setting up a Swiss bank account for
Iranian payments for arms and
on the agency's efforts to funnel
aid to the Nicaraguan rebels,
known as Contras.
Sources told the newspaper
Casey has acknowledged setting
up a Swiss account for Iran's
payments, but they said it was
not clear if that account was used to transfer funds to help the
Contras.
Patrick Korten, a Justice
Department spokesman, declined to confirm or deny the report,
but said,"The investigation will
be thorough and complete and
cover every aspect."
In other developments:
—One well-placed official
who declined to be publicly identified, said North, an aide to National Security Adviser John
Poindexter, regularly briefed
White House Chief of Staff
Donald T.,Regan on the transfer
plan.
"Regan ... would know
everything that Poindexter
knew," said the official, who like
others interviewed Thursday
spoke only on condition he not be
named.

Regan, asked about the report
as he emerged from a
Thanksgiving dinner at his hotel
in Santa Barbara, Calif., said,
"It's ridiculous. I was not briefed thoroughly on all this, never
heard of it until the news came
out on Monday about the Iranian
money and the Contras."
—The Los Angeles Times today quoted "an official with consistent and accurate knowledge
of the unfolding Iran scandal"
as saying North told several people he personally briefed Regan
on the transfer of the arms sale
profits at the conception or early
in the history of the program.
North also claimed the diversion w,as done with the
knowledge and appproval of his
superiors, including Regan and
Poindexter, the newspaper said.
However, it also said the source
cautioned that North's credibility has been shattered by the
revelations and his allegations
may be in doubt.
North was fired and Poindexter resigned as Attorney
General Edwin Meese publicly
outlined the Iran-Contra link on
Tuesday, saying as much as $30
million in arms-sales profits
could have been funneled to the
Contras through numbered
Swiss bank accounts.
Meese told reporters North
was "the only person in the
United States government that
knew precisely about this" and
added that Poindexter "did
know that something of this
nature was occurring."
—A Senate source said the
Senate Intelligence Committee
is planning to hear sworn
testimony in mid-December
from administration officials involved in the arms sales.
Among the officials likely to
be called are North, Poindexter,
Casey and former National
Security Adviser Robert
McFarlane, the source added.
North declined comment
Thursday on allegations he
shredded documents. But he told
reporters he would make "a full
exposition" of the fact..4 "in the
appropriate forum" and with
the advice of his lawyers.

Come To The

FREE

Popcorn
Cokes
Weekend Special

6 Movie Rentals $ 10
Members get 7 Movies $10
Each additional 990
movie only
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday

VCR Rental
Only $895
for the weekend.
Choose from over 2200
Movie Titles and 50 VCRs.
Open til 8:00 Friday
and 6:00 Saturday.

Register for Christmas Give-Aways
12 Movie Club Memberships — A Movie a Day for a Month

HITACHI

Panasonic
14-Day 1-Event
with Remote
Renewed with
1 Year Warranty

$239"
Hitachi VCR

3
4995

With HQ and 3 Heads $
14-Day, 4-Event
Wifeless Remote
2 Years Parts Warranty

Movie Club Membership Only
$10 with VCR Purchase Fri. & Sat.

Panasonic
14-Day 4-Event
with HQ
Wireless Remote

$29995

Large Selection of Stereos Starting at $229
Large Selection of Display Model VCRs Marked
Down for Clearance with Full Warranty.
Give Movie Club
Memberships for
Christmas $5 Off
Fri. & Sat. Only
We Service What
We Sell. Use A
Free Loaner While
In The Shop.

Program...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the decision to implement the
policy after negotiations failed
to produce an agreement. The
program would include unannounced searches of individuals,
personal property, work areas
and desks, and would mandate
urinalysis if officials suspect illegal drug use.
Steve Courtney, president of
the Paducah local said union

SALT...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Reagan over the hostages-forequipment swap and the way
that that was done is going to
damage" future congressional
approval for Contra aid.
Sen. Sam Nunn of Georgia, the
senior Democrat on the Senate
Armed Services Committee,
said Reagan's decision would
aid the Soviets, distress U.S.
allies and hinder the armscontrol process.
In a statement, Nunn said:
"I believe the president's decision ... gives the Soviet Union a
military advantage, with its
near-term missile production
capabilities, as well as a
substantial world propaganda
advantage. It will cause our
allies abroad considerable
political discomfort, and it will
now be much harder to reach a
bipartisan consensus on
strategic weapons and arms
control here at home."
Gorbachev, concluding a visit
to India, accused the United
States of showing "contempt"
for arms control by treaty
limits.

Relations...
(Coned from page 1)
question the four Israelis involved in the transactions — David
Kimche, the former directorgeneral of the Foreign Ministry;
Amiran Nir, the prime
minister's adviser on terrorism
Arniran ''Nir; and two arms
dealers, Al Schwimmer and
Yaacov Nimrod'.

leadership does not believe
there Is just reason for drug
testing. He noted that a search
by guard dogs this year turned
up no illegal drugs.
Mayfield lawyer Dennis Null,
who represents the union, said
there have been two accidents at
the plant involving lost work
days — neither involved drug
use. He said during the last 15
years, no plant worker has been
disciplined because of action
that could have resulted in an
accident.
Null, who also represents
guards at the plant, said he had
not received word from their
union on whether they oppose
drug testing.
Debbie Wattier, a
spokeswoman for the plant at
Paducah, declined comment,
saying the company would not
discuss litigation.

Electric Board
chooses not to
create position
The Murray Electric System
board of directors rejected a
proposal to employ a
warehouseman to oversee
distribution of supplies and tools
for the system, MES director
Ron Underwood said.
The position was not approved
at Tuesday's board meeting,
Underwood said, because there
would be no economic gain by
hiring such a warehouseman.
"It would cost us more to
establish the position than we
would save," Underwood stated.
In other business, Underwood
said the system's consulting
engineer has completed writing
the specifications for a new
substation transformer to
replace the transformer now in
operation in West Murray. The
director said the old substation
had previously failed during
routine maintenance.
Once the bids are received, it
will be up to the board to approve the , construction. Underwood added that the new substation, if approved, will take about
six months to complete.

State could get 74 million from
federal windfall, latest reports say
4:
;

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) —
Kentucky stands to reap an annual windfall of more than $20
million from changes in the
federal tax law, but that amount
would multiply if the state acts
to take advantage of thesituation.
Revenue Cabinet officials on
Tuesday estimated that if the
state changes its tax code to
mirror the federal system, the
additional state collections over
the next three years would be
$374.6 million.
Budget Director Larry Hayes
said the Collins administration
does not plan to become involved in the decision of whether the
state should move to take full
advantage of the situation.
"It's going to be this
legislature's and the next administration's call," Hayes said.
Without any action on the
state's part, it can expect to
receive an additional $24.2
million in individual income tax
payments in 1987 because of the
federal Tax Reform Act of 1986,
Revenue Secretary Gary Gillis
told the interim joint Committee
on Appropriations and Revenue.
Similar amounts could be expected in 1988 and 1989, Gillis
said.
If the state makes the
necessary (Jianges, additional
individual income tax receipts
of $64.1 million can be expected
in 1987, $90.8 million in 1988 and
$111.1 million in 1989, Gillis said.
If the state changes its corporate income tax code to conform to federal law, the state
can expect additional revenues
of $10.4 million in 1987, $13.7
million in 1988 and $11.3 million
the following year, Gillis said.
The smaller sums would come
because federal taxes are
deductible on state returns. With
lower federal tax rates, individuals will have less to
deduct.

SEMO
INVITATIONAL
BRANGUS SALE
Saturday, Nov. 29
1986
Poplar Bluff, MO
Central Livestock
Auction Barn
Hwy. 67 So.
Selling pairs, bred
females, open heifers,
. .
For'information or

cataldq
—
BJ Sales Co. •
(314)683-4641

Extra revenues would come
from such things as changes in
deductions for business expenses, taxation of unemployment compensation, restrictions
on deductions for individual
retirement accounts, limitations
on interest deductions, repeal of
sales tax deductions and
elimination of capital gains
exclusion.
According to a Revenue
Cabinet study, Kentuckians can
expect to save an average of
$266 on their total tax bill for
1987 if the state does not conform
to federal rules. If the state does

act to capture the entire windfall, individual tax savings
would be $217 for 1987.
The co-chairman of the committee, Sen. Mike Moloney, DLexington, said the state must
act quickly to get all it can.
"If we're going to get anything
more than $25 million, we're going to have to act in 1987 to get
it," he said.
The legislature is not scheduled to meet again in regular session until 1988, and it would be
up to Gov. Martha Layne Collins
to make the call for a special
session.

Your Individual
Horoscope

e"

Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1986
Charm and charisma are yours
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Olt today. Some buy a new outfit for a
Though partners agree about the very special evening on the town.
use of joint funds, they'd both profit Parents have reason to he proud of a
from some extra investigation. Sex child.
SAGITTAR S
appeal is high now.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
TAURUS
Quiet times alone with a loved one
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
will suit you fine now. You'll also find
You shouldn't pass up an invitation
to an extra special affair. The accent time to do a favor for someoner and
is on romance for both singles and to clear up some unfinished projects.
married couples. Benefits come from CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan_ 19)
friends.
Your popularity is on the upswing.
GEMINI
Be sure to accept imitations you
May 21 to June 20)
The good will you extend today receive now. Some find themselves
comes back to you tenfold. Some very much in love. Pleasant news
meet with a new career opportunity. comes tonight.
You should come out this day well AQUARIUS
(Jan. 2(1 to Feb. IS)
ahead.
You'll make a nice impression on
CANCER
those you meet now. You'll find
(June 21 to July 22)
You may fall in love today and if combining business and pleasure
not, you'll certainly be attracting the much to your advantage. ('areer
attentions of others. There's a special prospects are good.
accent on fun and leisure now.
PISCES
mow
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•alait
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Luck may come from in-laws.
Luck may come through a family Travel and romance make a lovely
member. Entertaining at home is combination. Somebody profits from
especially favored. For some; it's a your good advice and sincere friendnew possession for the house that ship.
thrills them.
IF BORN TODAY, you are idealistic
VIRGO
with genuine humanitarian leanings.
(Aug. 23 to Sept 22)
You are highly original and your work
You are in a romantic. perhaps is often ahead of its time. At times
)etif mood. Creativity is favored as you have a battle with your own
well as relations with close ties. The temperament for you are inclined to
be highstrung. You're most at home in
evening is especially fortunate.
creative fields and sometimes you
LIBRA
have a message that is important to
cSept„2JtoOct.221
Not only will you find useful ways you to espouse. law, education and
to Spend your money today, you'll publishing ate some of the fields that
also meet with chances to improve also may interest you. Birthday of:
your income. A new pos.session is Busby Berkeley, film director; Louisa
May Alcott, novelist; and John Mayan.;
likely.
singer_
SCORPIO
COE
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
-c i955 Krng Features Syndicate. Inc
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Kentucky news in brief
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — Daviess County
Fiscal Court has joined other groups that oppose
a proposed debt restructuring plan for Big
Rivers Electric Corp. because it could lead to a
rate increase.
"The United States Rural Electric Corp.
should provide a different debt restructuring option that would provide for the construction debt
of the D.B. Wilson power plant and make the rate
increase for the Big Rivers Electric Corp. unnecessary," the court said in a resolution
adopted Wednesday.
The Kentucky Public Service Commission
begins hearings next week on the proposed rate
Increase, which could total 36.7 percent during
the next five years.
Big Rivers is in default of about $1 billion in
federal loans, most used to build the Wilson
power plant that has not been needed.
Several large companies in western Kentucky
that are supplied power by Big Rivers have said
a rate increase will force them to close.
————
OWENSBORO,Ky.(AP) — The first phase of
construction proposed for the new Owensboro
Community College campus includes seven
buildings, but one would have to be put on hold to
stay within the school's $12.5 million limit, officials say.
James McDazinel, acting director of the college, said the proposed buildings include:
science, technology, administration, a library, a
student center,a telecommunications-classroom

C
011‘Goo
1°dS
for
5 Days
Only!

FREDONIA, Ky. (AP) — A group of
legislators has toured the Western Kentucky
Farm Center in an effort to decide whether the
state's penal farms could be run more efficiently
by a private company.
The prison farms subcommittee of the interim
joint Committee on State Government is
evaluating a Corrections Cabinet proposal to pay
a private company an annual fee to run the
state's four minimum-security prison farms.
The subcommittee on Wednesday toured the
1,600-acre farm near Fredonia, on which 80 to 100
inmates raise crops, livestock and poultry to
help feed the state's prison population. The farm
center also has a cannery.
The subcommittee members also met with
three bidders, whose offers to run the farms
were rejected because they exceeded the $1.6
million limit set by the Corrections Cabinet.

Items and prices in this
ad effective Nov. 28th thru
Dec. 2nd,1986. Quantity
right reserved. None
sold to dealers.
Copyright 1986.
The Kroger Co.

Higginson to participate in conference

Advertised item Policy
Each of these items is required to be readily
avail
able for sale in each Kroger store, except as
speci
flcally noted In this ad If we do run out of
an ad
vertIsed item, we will offer you your choice
of a
comparable item when available, reflecting the
same savings or a Raincheck which will entitle
you
to purchase the advertised Item at the
advertised
price within 30 days Only one vendor coupon
will
be accepted per Item

ference is a non-profit
professional organization composed of individuals who share an
interest in research and
dissemination of information on oral and written language acquisition
and use.

Sprite, Tab, Diet or Reg.

Occasionally, we have
to contact people even if
they have arranged for
direct deposit. If we.,
cannot locate the person, we may have to
stop sending out his or
her monthly check.
A change of address
can be reported by mail
or phone. If it is
reported in writing, both
the old and new ad-

dresses, including the
ZIP code, should be included, as well as the
Social Security claim
number and the names
of all family members
who are receiving mail
at the new address.
For more information
about changing your ad-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The Lilley Cornett Woods in Knott
County in eastern Kentucky had the nation's
second most acidic rain
sample in 1984, exceeded only by a sample
taken south of Boston,
according to an environmental group.
The National Clean
Air Coalition said rain
at the Kentucky site was
380 times more acidic
than normal rainfall.
The Massachusetts site
was 417 times more
acidic than normal, the
coalition said.
Another monitoring
site in Kentucky, at
Clearfield in Rowan
County, also ranked
high. The sample was
128 times more acidic
than normal, the 14th
highest in the nation, the
coalition said Tuesday
in Washington, D.C.
Other high readings
were reported by the
group in Illinois,
Michigan, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
Chris Rice, a
Spokesman for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
downplayed the coalition's information. He
said the readings are
often influenced by
meteorological conditions and one sample is
not significant.
The data is the most
recent available and
came from 118 monitoring sites across the
country, the coalition
said. It said the figures
were obtained from the
EPA, but that the agency has not yet released
them.
The coalition said the
information should give
officials In the MIdWesta reason to act against
acid rain.
Opposition to proposals that would control acid rain by limiting
sulfur emissions has
come from the Midwest,

which has coal-burning
utilities and high-sulfur
coal deposits.
Besides the 20 most
acidic samples, the
coalition listed the 17
monitoring stations that
got the most acidic
precipitation averaged
on an annual basis.
The Clearfield site
was ranked 17th with its
average acidity 20 times
the normal level. The
LWey Cornett Woods
site was not mentioned.
The site with $he most
acid rain on an annual
basis was Penn State in
Pennsylvania, followed
by Zanesville, Ohio, the
coalition said.

in! les
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Regular or Light

Kroger Buttercrust

Kraft
Mayonnaise

White
Bread

32 oz. jar

20 oz. loaves

Wes: Broadway - May`le.d

2 $139

14
29

Selected Fall
Merchandise

for

'PRODUCE.
"New Crop' Sunkist 113 Size
SEEDLESS

20-50%
OFF

'FROM OUR DEL!.
Wafer-Sliced

Chip Chop
Navel
Ham
Oranges

ir Guess Jeans
25% OFF

pound

(Bag of 10

et et

511.29)

13c

each

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

Kellogg's

MAIL-IN REBATE

Quarters

SAVE

10 oz. pkg.

89c

dress, contact either the
Paducah Social Security
office located at 546
Lone Oak Road,
telephone 443-7506; or
the Mayfield Social
Security office located
on US Highway 45
North, telephone
247-8095.

sr

' 4

Jeno's
Pizza

2 liter btl.

Meletelf, 1.1

Acidic rain sample
in Knott County 2nd
worst reported in '84

Frozen Crisp 'N Tasty

Coca
Cola

She joined the Murray
State faculty in 1979 and
earned the B.S., M.S.
and S.C.T. degrees at
MSU.

Report address change to social security
It is important for
people getting Social
Security-ttenefits to inform Social Security of
any change of address,
Bettye Williams, Social
Security District
Manager in Paducah,
said recently. This is
important even if the
person has arranged for
direct deposit of his or
her checks in a financial
institution.
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building that woad include a 447-seat lecture
room, and a hunumities building.
McDarinel said because of budget constraints,
the humanities building, which would house art,
music and other classrooms, probably won't be
built in the first phase of construction.
McDannel said the plans are preliminary, and
other cuts might be necessary to keep costs
down. "The first things to go would be what we
consider luxuries. That includes the greenhouse,
cafeteria, office space — the last thing would be
classrooms."

Dr. Bonnie Higginson, tion into the Self- symposium, chaired by
coordinator of the selected Study Norm Stahl of Georgia
Lowry Learning Center Strategies Used by State University. Sherand an assistant pro- College-bound Secon- rie Nist and Kate Kirby
fessor in the Depart- dary Students: Implica- of the University of
ment of Special Educa- tions for the College Georgia and William
tion at Murray State Reading Specialist," is Brozo and Carol Curtis
University, will par- a presentation of results from Northern Illinois
ticipate in a symposium of research conducted University are also
at the annual meeting of at several West Ken- scheduled to
the National Reading tucky high schools.
participate.
Conference Dec. 2-6 in
Austin, Texas.
"Colleg Reading: A
Mrs. Higginson exMrs. Higginson's continuum of Instruc- plained that the Napaper, "An Investiga- tion" is the theme of the tional Reading Con-
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99
Whole Slab

Pork BBO Ribs or Red Wax Hoop Cheese lb

Rice Krispies

1302.
box

Blue Bonnet Margarine

40t:100

2

lb.

pkgs.

(Ex. Lean Byran Sausage...lb. $2.29) Fresh Picnic

Pork Roast

lb.

(Boneless English Roast...lb. $1.78)3 lb. or 5 lb. Chub Pak

Ground Beef

Get a mail-in rebate on
ECHO models. CS4500,
CS550EVL. CST660EVL
or CST610EVL
See Dealer for Details.

lb

S2.99

5149

$100
II

78C
siva
NI

(Rib Half Pork Loin...Ib. $1.68)Ziegler

Sliced Bacon

120z.
pkg.

Pampered
Pork Sausage
Better hating Cuts
Mean
Better Tasting'Sausage

Reg. Price
$359.99
LESS REBATE -40.00
FINAL COST $ 319.99

14114411RID PORA SALLSAGI
4.

•

51.00 CASH REFUND
AT PARTICIPATING ECHO DEALERS ONLY
'N•,•,;•

•

•

0, •

Grade 'A' Holly Farms
Family Pak Mixed Parts of

Frying
Chicken
poOnd

Less Mfg.
Refund
$1.00

„

S.
•••••E
•
.• •

•
00eSS

YOUR
COST

•
f

Special
Price it) S2109

5129
IN

10

lb $1.09

With Mall In Refund
•
'MVO

•

400)

USDA Mice Gale fill MO Bootless

Top Sirloin steak

lb $2.92

+Ws.
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Slang course teaches foreign speakers American idioms
ASHINGTON (AP)
- Let's say someone
suggests you do luncb
before going to the Hill
to check out that mud-

slinging filibuster on the
House floor.
To most people in the
Washington establishment, that sounds like a

THE ACES'

plausible schedule for
an afternoon on Capitol
Hill
But to others,
specifically those not

BOBBY WOLFF

,Icrinition is the enclosing a wilh"-oss of Idea within a wall of

NORTH

11-28 A

•K J 10 8 2
VK

•A Q 105
47 5

- Samuel Butler

EAST
WEST
A hat signal does partner convey 46 5 3
•4
•A Q 8 6 2
ucn he p.lays a deuce on your winJ 10 9 3
•K J 7 3
trick on opening lead? If you •9 4
•Q J 10
think it should be a suit preference 4 9 8 4 3 2
s• gnal. read -on The play of a single
SOUTH
.• ird cannot have two meanings.
_4 A Q 9 7 6
‘/14 est leads the heart jack and
V54
•8 6 2
holds the trick as dummy ducks and
4A K 6
Kast plays the deuce. How should
A est continue'
Vulnerable North-South
.niess it is obvious to both de- Dealer East
tenders that a continuation in the The bidding
same suit is unthinkable, East's sigNorth
West
South
nal is an attitude signal instead of a East
34
Pass
14
1•
suit preference signal. In today's
All pass
44
Pass
case It says, "I want a shift to anotherstnt
Opening lead Heart jack
If West continues hearts, the defense is finished. East wins and
BID WITH THE ACES
shifts to clubs. South wins, draws
11-28-B
trumps. ruffs a club in dummy and South holds
returns to his hand with another
trump - A diamond to dummy's 10
44
•A Q 8 6 2
cia East's jack completes the job
•K J 7 3
..annot lead safely. and South
•Q J 10
his 10 tricks_
•\ club shift at trick two fares no
North
better South strips the black suits South
1
1
as before and then gives East the
2
•
2
•
inviting
to
surhim
lead in hearts,
render a 10th trick with any lead.
ANSWER: Pass. North's preference
West must shift to diamonds after
neither forcing nor invitational.
is
;As heart jacli. wins. Dummy's 10
minimum opening is not worth
This
goes to EaSt's jack but East can now
another move.
avoid the end play He cashes his
heart ace; exits safely in clubs and
Sind bridge questions to The Aces, PIO BOX
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225 with self-addressed.
then waits patiently for the setting
stamped envelope for reply
trick in diamonds.
Copynght. 1986. United Feature Syndicate

well-versed in idiomatic
English, the proposal
might elicit only a blank
stare.
These are the people
who are the target of the
Smithsonian Institution's "American
English" course.
Students in the class
include German
business executives.
French interpreters, Sri
Lankan Embassy
employees, Bolivian
housewives and Thai
diplomats.

All are fluent in
English, except when it
comes to the endless
vocabulary of idiomatic
expressions: terms that
are an integral part of
everyday American life
but which leave a
foreigner befuddled if
he or she attempts a
literal translation.
For instance, what's a
hung jury? Or a lame
duck president? Or why
does someone say
"Sorry, Charlie" when
talking to a person nam-

GET OUT
OF THE
DARK.

ed Mary? What's a
political landslide, and
how does someone "put
it on his tab?"
"It's things we take
for granted but that a
person who is foreign
wouldn't know," said
Kathleen Diamond,
owner of Language
Learning Enterprises, a
private company that
put together the
American English
course for the Smithsonian's Resident
Associate Program.

"They'll say,'Let's do
lunch,' and the diplomat
isn't sure what his
response is supposed to
be."
'A woman brought in
an ad about an eye
cream. The ad said
something about crows'
feet," said Pamela
Monder, who teaches
the course. "She said, 'I
know I have crows' feet,
but where are they?"
Ms. Diamond said the
course was created
because "there was a
big hole out there in the
market." Students
could learn perfect book
English, but would not
be able to look up in
grammar books or dic-

Open your eyes and see just hoW many subjects are
covered in the new edition of the Consumer Information
Catalog Its free just tor the asking and so are nearly
half of the 200 federal publications described inside
Booklets on subjects ,ike financiat and career planning.
eating right exercising. and staying healthy, housing
and child care, federal benefit programs Just atoicit
eye',thing you would need to know Write today

Legal

1

HILLIARD LYONS
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Stock Market
Industrial Average
-04.22
Previous Close
1901.76
Air Products
36% -1/e
American Telephone
27 unc
Briggs & Stratton
36% + lAs
Chrysler
39% +/
1
4
CSX Corp
29% + 1/s
Dean Foods
29% -1/e
Dollar Gen. Store
14/
1
2B 14%A
Exxon
18% -1
/
4
581/4
Ford
G.A.F.
401/
4 unc
General Motors
73 unc
GenCorp, Inc.
833
/
4 unc
Goodrich
44% -1
/
4
Goodyear
42% -1
/
4
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobs,cco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

126%
57%

+%
4.5/4

19%B 19/
1
4A
50% unc
307
/
8 -1
/
4
42% -1
/
4
/
2
82% +1
50% unc
82/
1
4 unc
43% unc
34 +1/4
11 +%
42% + 1/4
47% unc
11% •1/s 2
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753-3366

Not i c e.

NOTICE

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUN1

Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday,
Thursday and Friday.

By GARY LARSON

;.k.!.-405 'SANTA SMO6E 7

Purdom
Motors Inc.

)

1300 121 Bypass

Murray, Ky.
753-5315

W.ZER

Open daily till 6p.m.
MURRAY Christmas
sweats & buttons at
(
-LET

Faye's, next to
Pagliai's. Open until
6p.m.. Wed. 8p.m.

ji

CHRISTMAS
HOMECOMING
IN TENNESSEE
Sun. Dec. 7th
1-5 p.m.
•Bequette's Antiques
& Refinishing
•Brenda's Antiques
& Country Home
•Country Expressions
Handcrafted Country
Accessories
Fulton-Martin Hwy. 45 E
South Fulton, Tn.

WTI-7TM_
IT WAS LIKE THI5,JON. IT
HAPPENED TO BE A ROGUE
DOUGHNUT WOUNDED IN A
JUNGLE BAKERY

CRAZED WITH FEAR AND PAIN,
IT Cl4ARGE2 MY MOUTH AND I
WAS FORCED TO EAT IT IN
SELF- DEFENSE

"Barbara! I'm goin' for help — tread soup!"

ITS TIMES
LUKE THIS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1 W151-I I
UNDERSTOOD
Him

ACROSS
3?Ail P4V?5

\ A SERGEANT FROM
' ANOTHER CAMP
-4EARI2 OF I-41S
2EPLJTATION AKIP
CHALLENGED
HIM

2ANII5H PASTRY
AT TEI-J PACES

•

•
:

MAKE SOME
EV SANOWiC:i_ ES

•
OH NO

,
tot
,

,.

47 Spare
49 River in
Scotland
51 Employment
54 Storage
compartment
56 Beam
58 Tiny
59 Footwear
62 Ocean
64 "Let it -•'
65 Indisposed
66 Food fish
68 Skin of fruit
70 Honey maker
71 River duck
72 Hindu
cymbals

1 Everything
4 Roster
8 Jump
11 Tract
12 Jot
13 Solemn
wonder
14 Neon symbol
15 Pale
17 Longs for
19 Finish
21 Article of
furniture
23 Cover
24 Shadow
26 Seine
28 Pinochle term
31 Moccasin
33 Tennis stroke
35 Born
36 Either
38 Worldly-wise
41 Atop
42 Marry
44 Unit of
Bulgarian
currency
45 Taboo

Answer to
Previous Puzzle
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OM 0000 00151
13000 00
SU 000 0000D0
O D
110000D00
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pei00
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D I 000E1000 ODU
OUDEIMO 00M OM
00 001100
UOM0 =IOU 000
00M 00008 MUU
00 0000
000
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1 Sphere of
action
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2
article
3 Ordinance
4 White-sate
item
5 Maiden loved
by Zeus
6 Eye

1
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c

inflammation
7 Unit of
Chinese
currency
8 Solidity
9 Possess
10 Footlike part
11 Dillseed
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(expired) HC Box 326,
New Concord.
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2 .Notice

GilIs Trucking
and Coal
N. 17th St., Mayfield
We Have Lump and

Stoker Coal
Call 247-3797

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE IV
Unless still in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance

753-4199
'Sr.'.' 101'al I'lairll

ITTE-M1-1717FE—C—ives
side of square.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14Ict. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee It ,. Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
509 North 7th St.

SP A.D.E
PERIL

N OW
A * R- A

,

WHEN )Ciu ADORE55 THE PRE-510ENT
OF BANGALLA , WATCH ltDUR
LANGUA6E. GOT

1802 Monroe, Murray;
Mrs. Martha Cain, Box
137, Hardin;
Mrs. Beulah Gordon,
707 Chestnut St., Murray; Mrs. Edna Kingins

In accordance with the Kentucky Public
and Semi-Public Water Supplier Regulation 401 KAR 6:015, Section 11 (3), the So.
641 Water Dist. Hereby gives notice that the
maximum contaminant level (MCLI for
coliform bacteria was exceeded during its
recent reporting period of Sept. 1986, to the
Kentucky Division of Water.
The test results for coliform bacteria indicate that some contamination may have
occured. Coliform bacteria is not considered harmful, but its presence is an indicator that harmful bacteria could have
been present. If the presence of coliform
bacteria have continued to occur, a boil
water notice would have been issued.
Frequent testing is done by the So. 641
Water Dist. to assure the quality of your
drinking water.

name on all appliques
done at Faye's, next to
Pagliars, 753-7743

(_;44PFiEL i7 PIP ,-.)0L/ EAT MY
iLLL- FiLLEP POOGI-INOT ?

(Coned from page 7)

LEGAL NOTICE
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

FREE monogramed

G‘,t3G1 GL-OGI

Hospital...

CS ifieds 1

Consumer Information Center
Department TD, Pueblo, Colorado 81009

THE FAR SIDE

\‘\100L_D BE A
544.401E TO LEAVE ONE
DIRTY GL.P6S 6TTTING
IN TI-lERE

Uonaries the idiomatic
expressions that come
up constantly in
conversation.
The course covers
media English, commercial English,
government English
and cocktail English.

16 Hebrew
month
18 Intent
20 Brief swim
22 Utter
25 Once around
track
27 Small child
29 Baseball's
Ourocher
30 Lair
32 Mountain
pass
34 Baby's
napkin
36 Night bird
37 Female ruff
39 Conducted
40 Cry of crow
43 Work in
superficial
manner
46 At present
48 Penpoint
50 ArtiSt's stand
52 "— Without a
Cause'
53 Ship bottom
55 Bird's home
57 Did -pronoun
59 Bone of body
60 Rubber tree
61 Fish eggs
63 Likely
67 Note of scale
69 Babylonian
deity

Due to the death of
my beloved sister,
Joan White Anderson, we will be
closed until Mon.,
Nov. 30.

Tr-Tz

Holiday season is
almost here & at Pam's
Cake Hut we want to
dress up your dinner
table with a delicious
homemade cake. How
about a fresh coconut.
carrot, Italian cream,
German chocolate,
pecan pie or pumpkin.
We use only the best of
products & family recipes for our homemade
cakes. So let us ease the
holiday work load- just
call 759-4492 or come by
410 Main St - Pam's
Cake Hut.

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance
Are you paying
over $360 a year?
Do you really have
the best plan?
Are prescription
drugs covered?
Dbn't pay more
than necessary!!
Call

Bennett &
Associates
753-7273
305 N. 4th
Murray
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CLASSIFIEDS
2 . No tics

6. Help Wanted

aevER 'LENT

•v.
Face
Brick

1666
jobslits.
$16,040459,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
1000 GOVERNMENT
jobslits.
$16,040-$59,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 806-6876000 Ext. R-10706.
LADY to live-In with
invalid lady. Board k
salary. Call 759-1661.
RN or LPN position is
available for the 11-7
shift. Employee would be
scheduled Mon.-Fri.
with every weekend off.
Excellent salary & benefits. Apply in person
at Care Inn. 4th &
Indiana. Mayfield or
call 247-0200.
TYPIST- $500 weekly at
home. Information send
self addressed stamped
envelope to R. Renfroe,
Rt. 5 Box 561-A,
Murray, Ky.

Start At
$

140

Per 1000

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
387-2301

FISHERMAN'S
GIFTS
•New Procraft
Boat Seats
Special $60 pair
•Redwood Boxed
50 Hook Trotlines
$15.95
•Also just received
super nice "slide
in" truck camper
theta self
contained.
•L.P. Gas-partial
fills metered.
Thanks
for
your
business this fishing
year. and best wishes
for holidays

9. Situation Wanted

55 YEAR old man
experienced in driving
all types and sizes of
trucks, needs job
Prefer local but will
take anything. Call
436-2349.
EXPERIENCED dry
wall hanger needs
work. Call 489-2117.
Murray Bait Co.
typist
753-5693
and bookkeeper will
work at home.
CHRISTMAS idea' We accept
Any job large or small.
copy & restore old
photographs. Also, hand Call 753-8799.
tinting. Carter Studio, WILL clean
759-4723.
3rd & Main, 753-8208.

rRPERIENCED

WILL rake

753-0019.
WILL stay with elderly.
Will also clean houses.
Good references. Call
753-3677.

Santa
Claus
Suit Rental
MR.
TUXEDO

14. Want to Buy
6" WOOD planer/ shaper, prefer Craftsman. Phone 753-6215.
A REGISTERED
miniature black poodle
puppy. Call 753-3796.
DEALER wants to buy
old wood furniture and
glassware, depression
& Fiesta. Call 753-3642
days, 753-5738 nights.
WANTED: a used desk
in good condition. Call
753-6915.
WANT to buy raw furs.
Stanley Owen McClellan, Pulaski, Ill.
Phone 618-342-6316.
WANT to buy standing
hardwood saw timber.
Call John lover at
753-0338.

759-4073
Ask about New
Year's Eve Special.

Happy
Birthday
Daddy
Love, Tammy
Marisa, Alyshia,
& Derek

By

the way

he's 40 today!

15. Articles for Sale
COPPERTONE 22 ft.
side -by -side refrigerator/ freezer
with ice maker. Call
753-7438.
'WHIRLPOOL refrigerator. only $8 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear-Whirlpool,
753-M95.
16. Home Furnishings
5. Lost and Found

FOR

sale: Ethan Allen
wing back, three cushion, cushion sofa, good
condition. Hotpoint 16
cubic ft., includes
freezer storage, frostfree refrigerator. Excellent condition. Mrs.
Mak Carman- 753-1562.
PRE-Christmas sale.
Drastic savings store
wide!!! Specials on all
recliners & swivel
rockers starting at
$89.95. Curio & gun
cabinets, cedar chests
all reduced for Christmas. See us before you
buy. Carraway Furniture, 105 N. 3rd St.
SOLID oak corner T.V.
cabinet and VCR tape
player. Call 753-6762.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool.
753-0595.

LOST
last seen Mon. 17th
east of Murray approx.
34 mi. on 732 from
Durican's Market. Red
female Chow, med.
size, approx. 40-45 lbs.
has collarlbut no tag.
Family pet. Recently
spayed. On medication.
If found (or seen) please
call Animal Shelter
759-4141 or leave
message 436-2933,
753-6774, 753-6855,
436-2615 Or contact
any vet. Reward
offered for her return.
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Thanksgiving Special
Rent 3 movies Wed. to Fri.
Wish us a Happy Thanksgiving
and get 2 movie rentals free.
That's 5 movies for only $7.50.
Also VCR Wed. to Fri. only
$9.95, you get 1 free movie.
Don't forget Showtirne Movies
Open on Sun. 1-5
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Purdom Furniture
202 S. 5th

/LOVING, must sellWarm Morning gas
elctriHAMOND
or- heating stove with
gan. Yamaha guitar. Call blower & all ac753-078 after 5 pm.
cessories. Call 759-1835.
IIPRIGHT piano. Cali
30. Business Rentals
753-2484.
22. Musical

OFFICE space & small
business space, SouthsAM/FM stereo with ide Shopping Center.
'cassette, 28" speakers, Four bay shop on North
40 watts, like new, still 4th St. Lake front home
under warranty. Any on Ky. Lake. 753-6612 or
reasonable offer accep- 753-4509.
ted. 753-6328.
RETAIL space availaBABY bed, complete, ble in Bel Air Center
baby high chair, Royal January 1, 1987, 3300 sq.
manual typewriter $35. 5 ft. Call Bob Bllllngton
hp front end tiller, needs 753-4751.
repair -$25. Singer sewing
machine -$25. Call 753Office space for rent
3268 after 5 m.
on Court Square.
mats for all makes
$150 a month
& models of pick-up
Month-to-month
trucks! Tool boxes for
compact trucks. Stokes
Rental.
Tractor 753-1319.
Call 753-1916
GOOD clean 55 gallon
ext. 41
drums. Ag Brokers,
Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
32. Apts for Rent
JUST arrived- new
shipment of Lawn 1 & 2 BEDROOM apts.
Sweepers- Stokes near downtown Murray.
Equipment Co. 753-1319, Call 753-4109, 762-6650.
Industrial Rd.
1- 2 BR unfurnished, 1- 1
KEROSENE heaters: BR furnished. Lease.
12,300 BTU- $79.99; Deposit. Call after
16,000 BTU- $99.99. 4p.m. 753-9208.
Wallin Hardware, 1 BEDROOM upstairs
apt. Outside entrance.
Paris, TN.
LANDSCAPING ties for - Stove & refrig. fursale. $3 each you pick nished. Reasonable
up, $4 delivered. Call utthties. 1/2 block from
hospital. No pets. $175
435-4383.
LARGE, large, large month. 713 Elm. Call
selection of storage 395-4756.
buildings in stock for 1 BR apt. Beautiful
immediate delivery. older home on Main St.,
Acree Portable close to MSU. $205 per
Buildings, Mayfield, month. Call 753-0151.
2 BEDROOM duplex in
Ky1-502-247-7831.
Northwood, $285 per
LEAVES, LEAVES
pick up those leaves month. Call 759-4406.
with a new Lawn 2 BR apt. 001 Sunny
Sweeper from Stokes Lane, located 2 blocks
Equipment Co. 753-1319, West of Big Johns.
Unfurnished. $225 rent
Industrial Rd.
& deposit.. Call 753-3415,
MEMORIAL Gardens
753-7123.
lots in Devotional Gar- after 5 .m.
dens. Will sell 2 BR apt., nice
separately. $1500 for all. neighborhood, appliances furnished, carpeted,
Call 437-4873.
$245 per month. Call
MOVING sale: couch
759-4406.
chair, chest, bed
2 BR upstairs apt.
w/box springs & matPrivate entrance. Furtress, coffee table & 2 nished.
Deposit reend tables, 2 desks, quired.
Water furother odds & ends. Call nished. Call
after 6p.m.
436-2569.
753-0087.
ATTENTION APARTMENTS for
rent.
collectors: We have Phone 753-2411.
anumber of old comic
FURNISHED apartbooks for sale. Call
ments, 1 or 2 BR's. No
753-8799 for details.
children. No pets.
OAK firewood. Also, Zimmerman Apts. S.
have slab wood. Phone 16th St. 753-6609.
753-5476.
FURNISHED, extra
P ORTABLE nice, large 3 room apt..
BUILDINGS- any size near Hospital & Unavailable- to fit any iversity. Couple or
available budget. graduate student
Sturdy construction, preferred. Heat & water
attractive designs. For furnished. No pets or
more information call children. Private. Call
L. Williams 489-2663.
753-8756 or 753-3415.
SEASONED firewood. 141UR-Cal apts. NorOak, hickory, mixed thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
hardwoods- min. order- Now renting. Equal
2 ricks- $30/rick de- Housing Opportunity.
livered. For a full 759-4984.
measure- call John NEW 2 BR apt. No pets
Boyer at 753-0338.
please. Call 753-0475 or
SEASONED oak slab 753-0621.
wood. $15 rick you haul. NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
437-4829.
apts. at Embassy, CarSPLIT-rail fence & post, dinal & College Farm
approx. 300 ft. Call Rd. Ants. Call 753-3530.
753-5805.
ONE bedroom Apt, 2
USED Singer sewing blocks from University,
machine, A-1 condition, stove and refrigerator
fully guaranteed, full furnished. Available Dec
cash price- $49.95. Call 2nd, Call 753-4845 from
Martha Hopper 7:30 am - 4:30 pm. 4354181 after 7 pm.
354.6075.
UTILITY trailer, TAKING applications
sturdy, good looking. for Section 8. Rent
4x7 bed, ideal for wood Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
hauling. 759-4510 after BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin. Ky.
5p.m. 513 Whitnell.
WEST KENTUCKY E qual Housing
HARDWOOD KILN 395- Opportunity.
5900.
34. Houses for Rent
W HIRLPO 0 L
microwave oven, only 2 BEDROOM house,
$4 per week. Rudolph stove, ref., washer/ Goodyear- Whirlpool, dryer furnished. Deposit & references
753-0595.
Phone 753-3177.
WOOD, $20 rick, you
1 BR, 2 bath, partially
haul. Call 436-2261.
furnished house. No
pets. $200 per month
26. TV -Radio
plus $200 deposit. ReNIAGNAVOX console fesences required. 753color TV., only $7 per 9213.
week. Rudolph 2 BR, newly
remodeled
Goodyear- Whirlpool, house
one 641 N.
753-M96.
Available Dec. 1st. $250
2ENITH VCR with a month, $250 deposit.
wireless remote, 14 day, Call 759-4717.
4 event timer $379.95;
13" color T.V. $249.95;
19" color T.V. $299.95.
Layaway now for Xmas
at Tucker T.V. 753-2900.
24. Miscellaneous

riED

starting as low as $9995

90 days some as cash available

LITERACY TRAINING
1. Learn to read
JTPA
2. Get a GED
3. Improve basic skills.
4. Instruction FREE
Call 762-3027
762-6971

MSU Adult Learning Center
Room 206
Roy Stewart Stadium

Mirrray Ledger 8t Times
34. Houses for

Rent

27. Mobile Homes for UM

Extra nice 1981
14x52 2 BR
Mobile Home.
Like new
condition.
Call
753-3263 days,
753-5086 nights
TIOLLYPARK 197 .
14x70. 2 BR, central gas
heat/aIr. 2 acres
wooded lot. N. 121,
153-1953 or 489-2854.

TRAILER and lot near

Sat. Nov. 29th
7 a.m.
Village Shopping
Center
Christmas
ornaments, brand
new smoker, baby
equipment, black
wicker furniture,
glassware,
nic
nacs, brand new Tshirts! Some new
items. You won't
want to miss this
one!

(Inside)
Fri. 8 til

Sat. 8 til
Sun. 1-5
Consignment
items.
(Space
available)
AG BROKERS
Industrial Road
(Next to Ryan Milk)
753-4533

Garage Sale
Friday 8-5
Saturday 8-12

121
North to
Stella, take Hwy.
299 North 4 miles
on left.
Sliding glass door,
recliner, stereo,
clothes of all sizes.
43. Real Estate
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes in the
city dt in the county. -All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.

Our business is for people
who want quality at a good
price, and service after the
sale.
We have been in the
business for 26 years and
won't be moving to Paducah
later.
We will be here to service
what you buy from us today.
Shop and Compare
"Layawady Now For Xmas"

2$. Mobile Homes for Rent

P.S. We do not sell rebuilt stereosi
Financing Available - MC/Visa

Call

4 7 . Motorcycles
125 M 3 wheeler, excellent condition, $700. Call
435-4218.
1981 YZ YAMAHA 100.
Good condition Asking
$375. Call 474-2785 after
4 .m.
CHRIS'S Motorcycle
Salvage & Repair Call
474-2313
48. Auto Services .

Flea Market

222 So. i2th

489-2811.

Pets-Supplies

INDOOR
YARD SALE

Coldwater. Call
489-2811.

inerrtir
, mr7, -tear,
Murray: No pets.

38

LARGE remodeled ENGLISH Setter
house, 1004 Maln $325 puppy, registered.
monthly. Yearly lease, shots, champion stock.
deposit. Carpet. Central Call 753-0919.
H/A. Stove, refrigera- POINTER- male, d
tor, freezer furnished
years old; female, 14
Would sell 756-1286
months old. Call 753NICE 6 room house, 6024 after 7p.m
Lynn Grove Rent $225
plus deposit Call 205 44 Lots for Sale
766-8402 after 7p.m.
2 LOTS- 1 mile east of
FOR rent- 2 BR home on Murray. 21 0 x 1 5 0
north side of town. Call Maplewood Estates
435-4318.
Leave message Call
'TWO bedroom house, 762-2451
west of Murray, stove and PRICE reduced on
refrigrator furnished. wooded lot. 4 miles from
$200 per month. Call 753- Murray 94 „East turn on
4010.
McDougal Rd. 1/53-9572
TWO bedroom house, 3166 after 5p.m.
plys deposit. Available
46 Homes for Sale
Dc 1. Call 753-1513.
2 BR house & lot in
36. For Rent or Lease
county. 10 ft. satellite
OFFICE building for sale included, price reor lease, 2000 sq ft on asonable. Phone 492Court Square in Benton 8414 or 492-8685.
Ky. Call 527-0916 8am - 3 BEDROOM. 2 bath
home on 15 acres east of
4:30 pm.
Murray for sale or trade
37. Livestock-Supplies
for home in Murray.
3 YEAR old red Brah- Phone 436-5574
man bull, registered, 3 BR. 1 1/2 bath, ranch
$800. Call 436.2824 or house, excellent location. within city limits
436-2152.
gIMMENTAL and Low 50's. Call 753-0485
Simbrah bulls. Per- after 5 .m.
formance & semen 3 BR brick house, real
tested. Excellent qual- nice family room & carity. $650 & up. Cadiz, port. Located in
Lynnwood Estates. Must
Ky. 522-8794.
sell. 753-3975.
38. Pets-Supplies
3 BR house, 1 1/2 bath,
AKC Registered rec room, double garLabrador Retriever age with lots of storage.
puppies for sale Call Approx. 1900 sq. ft. 2
miles south of Murray.
753-2338 or 762-4496
AKC registered, 2 male Shown by appointment
beagles. Phone 753-4641 only. 753-3610.
POf sale or trade for
9a.m.-5p.m.
AKC registered country, town, or lake
Pomeranian puppies, .8 property- 4 BR, 2 bath,
weeks old, $75 & $100. 2600 sq. ft. 602 Main St.
753-7307.
Call 753-5950.
ELFIEW Pointer, male, TWO story house, new
3 years: Setter female, roof, new wiring, gas
6 years; two door heat, sits on large lot at
Main Call
aluminum truck dog 1105 W
box, $350 for all. Call 753-3642 days. 753-5738
nights.
753-0462 sitet 6p.m.
VERY nice 3 BR brick.
41. Public Sales
806 Guthrie, 1 1,2 bath,
central air, large LR.
den, recently redecorated, appliances,
draperies, lots of trees,
garden spot. Reduced to
$44,500 753-7820

World of Sound

Street

Across from Ward-Elkins- 733-4872

Rockers

20- Sports Equipment
2s. Mobile Homes for Rent
NVAT Fitness 'as er
simulated cross - 2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
Country exercise unfurnished, some new
machine. Original price furniture, natural gasS470; asking $300. Also, • electric, air conNorwegian Jotul green ditioned. Shady Oaks
enamel airtight wood- 753-5209.
burning stave, $300 Call
753-8799.
29. Heating and Cooling

PAC', 19

753-5865

Parts
Minor Repairs
Interior Work
- Detailing

753-8087
49.Used Cars
1973 VOLKSWAGON
Beetle, rough. $450.
Good work car. Car
753-0448.
1974 FORD Elite. V700
or best offer. 1965 Ford,
2-door hard top, $600 or
best offer. Call 753-3633.
1977 BLTICK 4 door. 350
engine. local 1 owner
car with new Michelin
radials, extra good
condition 438-2427
1977 CADILLAC Sedan
Devine, white. $2500
Call 489-2802 after 6 .m
egal
1979 BLTICK
Limited. ps, pb. power
seats, air, tilt. cruise.
AM/FM 9-track, new
motor, new raised letter
tires, chrome wheels
Phone 753-0801.
1979 FORD LTD. good
condition. Call 753-8908
1979 MAZDA RX-7
AMFM radio, 26 miles
per gallon. good condition. $3495 Call 436-2240
1980 RIVIERA. full
power, clean, gas engine. grey, 73,000 miles.
14295. Call 753-7729 after
5:30p.m.
1980 ILVER Z-28, pb, ps
tilt, new carpet, new
paint job, 73,000 miles
Call 759-1562 ask for
Mlsaev.
1982 MAZDA 626. one
owner, 4 door, auto, air.
AM-FM stereo, 56,000
miles 753-7275 after 6 pm.
1083 OLDSMOBI
wagon, 3 seats, excellent condition, $6500
1977 Ford Granada,
good second car. $800.
Call 492-8861.
1083 TOYOTA Celica
G.T Call 436-2165.
1984 RED Firebird, 1
owner, 23,500 actual
miles. AM/FM cassette, excellent condition $6750. 753-7196 or
after 5 .m. 753-0292.
1985 MAZDA 826. one
owner, silver. $7400
Call 753-0563
'78 280ZX. silver with
black interior, $3800. 82
Mercury. Cougar, 4
door, $2950 Call after
m. 750-1059.
9 OLDS Delta 8g
Royale, 1 owner Call
437-4714 after 5p m
-79 Z-28, LOADED. Ttops Must sell Call
after 5p m 435-4557.

49

Used Cars

1986 YAMAHA 225 4wheeler, Hi-Lo & reverse, electric start
Ca11489-2184 after 6p.m
73 OLDS Cutlass, 356
auto . good motor &
trans Body in fair
condition $325. Call
489-2578

Need An
Extra Car For
A Few Days?
14 Per Day
14` Per Mile

53

Services Offered

_

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING For all
your carpet k uphoist
cry cleaning For a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203
ISOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair
leveling, underpinning
roofs, floors, plumbing
wiring, hurricane
straps 759-4850

Rent From Gene At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding Custom trim
work. References
Call Will Ed Bailey
753 0689

80 PLYMOUTH, 6 cyl.,
door, in excellent
condition, $1250 Phone
753 6215.
NEED work on your
'81 GRAND Prix, ps, pb, trees? We can beautify
air, tilt, cruise, Alpine your yard by toping.
stereo system_ '78 shaping, dead-wooding
Cutlass Calaise, Joaded, or removing dead or
nice car. Call 753-6183 diseased trees For
satisfaction call the
after 6p.m.
81 PONTIAC Firebird, proven professionals at
ps, pb, air cond., Rover's Tree Service 753-0338. The competiAM/FM cassette, nice
tion knows us- you
$3500. Call 753-9478.
should too.
MUSTANG convertible,
blue & white interior, 5 ODD job specialist.
liter, GLX, excellent ceiling fans, electrical.
condition, $6750, ps, pb. plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it You
Call 247-5154.
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 43650. Used Trucks
2868 evenings
1971 FORD truck Can PAINTING = Paper
be seen at 1407 Vine St.
hanging. commerical or
1984 MAZDA B-2000, nice, residential. Free es29,000 miles Call 759-1959 timates, References. 25
after 6p.m.
years experience.
1985 CHEVROLET S10 Tremon Farris 759-1987
4x4. L W B 9,000 miles.
V-6 4-speed, nice truck
Call 489-2184 after 8p.m.
'85 GMC S.W.B. pickup,
ps. pb.ac, atod..
AM.:FM cassette.
black with grey interior, 7.000 actual miles.
762-2451 leave message.
53

Services Offered

Puryear
Brick & Supply Co.
Oak Firewood
'30" per rick
Puryear, Tn. 247-3232
2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery.
hauling & wood for sale.
No job to big or small.
Free estimates. References, experience.
Call Ronnie 753-0680Earl 759-1683.
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick.
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 25 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser%ice, 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 4365848 ( home I.
APPLIANCE repairwashers- dryersrefrigerators- rangesair cond. George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 7534669.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
CARPET installation,
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfaction guaranteed. Glenn
I3ebber 759-1247.
CONTRACTOR- carpentry. painting. Big or
small we do it all.
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
489-2663.
b&G Builders. Experienced builders of
houses. garages &
storage buildings. Call
474-8000.

Will Rake
Leaves
From Your Yard
Call 753-6481
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinkspanels.. custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
NSULATION blown In
by Sears TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate
irrigation Residengeat
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie, In
Cell Collect
901 352 3671 nr
901 362 5704

Frew Estimates

Repair and refinish
furniture
Qualified & expenencea
Have choice
Antique Furniture

Hubert Coles
Antiques
641 South
492-8714
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Services (Weir

A- 1 Fireplace al.
Gas Repair.
Cleaning, Masonii.,
Work, Damper, He •
and Firebox Repaii

753-0953
DRIVEWAYS. seer
rocked or gravel. I
Also. top soil
753-1537
PENCE salesat
- 7(
7. now Call Sears 75?.'
for free estimate
your needs.
FOR service 4.11
makes of se ve t
machines & vaccleantrs 45 sear'
perience with r.ble rates 354-6075
GENFRAI. Buit'
Repair 2t, yearperience Roof.
painting, indoor k
door Odcl jobs N,•
to small 474-*057
,•••-- eft

REX CAMP
Backhoe and tre,
ching service, iii
stalling city sewer
water lines, septic_
tank, lateral line
master plumber
30 years

753-9224

I% 0 OF

N

Concrete
C1121011.5.

General ('arp•-•:- t
P A Molony
Free Estimates
EWING Macho" rt •
pair All make, .1
models Home & I
dustrial Bag
machines Also :••
sharpening 41)
r
experience Al!
guaranteed 1-Kc- • • •
Barnhill. 75?
Stella, Ky.
R
ay
:
Removal. 1"
below%
surface No
age Call for +re.,
Umate 753-5484
TREE WORK Con,
plete removal, topping
trimming sturni•
mechanically rem”).-1
Experienced
I. •ii
Wood 753-0211
TVET BASEMENT st •
make wet baser':'
dry Work comp:et-H.
guaranteed Cal ,
write Morgan
struction Co RI 2 11 •
409A, Paducah,
42001 or call 1-442-7026

Cortinf.s.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
SOLID WOOD

•
•

OPINc
RAISED FONT
Birch • Oak • A' ,1 • •
GUNCASES • MANTLES •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE RE,'sJ
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy & S. Ou• D,p1n.

• 409 Sunbury

Circle

-

753 59 VI

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Closed
;
Yesterday
382.00
Yesterday
Opened
Opened
5 31
385.60 Today
Today
04
3.60
Up
Up
Compliments of:
VERNON S PAWN SHOP
713 S 12th Murray Ky. 42071

DAILY GOLD &
Gold

753 7113

Gold

Silver a Diamond',
Wr• loon money on anything of value
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday
Wt. buy

Public Auction
Sat. Nov. 29th, 1986 at 10 a.m. at the late
Mr. Jim Washer home on Highway 299 near
Kirksey, Ky. Turn off of Highway 121 at Stella.
Ky. onto 299 to auction site. Mrs. Robbie Washer
is no longer able to keep house and will sell at at
tion their house to be moved or tore down. 1
will have 8 months to move or tear down. It ha5 rooms & bath down stairs 3 rooms up•tal,•
storm windows • doors & brick.
Personal Property . Large flat top trunk - ni ••
possum belly kitchen cabinet- nice dinner table.
5 mates, 1 captain - buffet - picture frames old
rocker old bed- chiffrobe - 3 piece bedroom suite
- twin bed. couch & chair- recliner - odd ••hair'
- old Victrola - small table • coffee & end tables
- table lamps - fireplace set - stereo with radi
- oval braided rugs - electric sewing machine
dressing mirror - other mirrors - card tattle & t
chairs - chrome breakfast set & 6 chairs ant('
washer & dryer - G.E. dishwasher. frost free ref
with freezer across bottom - built in electric sieve
- hot water heater. metal kitchen cabinets woriei
cabinets - large air conditioner - kitchen st/w,1
cast iron tea kettle baby buggy Christmas tree
& decorations - pressure canner - punch bowl 8,
cups - lots of pots & pans • Revert. cookware
silverware - some glass & china - butcher kr iv es
- fishing equipment - lawn chairs - clothes lint'
post - tires & wheels - hand & garden tools nice
8 H.P. Snapper riding mower - consigned to this
sale B. Farman tractor - plow & disc
1976
Cadillac Eldorado - other misc items Auction
held rain or shine- not responsible for accidents
- lunch available. For more information & your
auction needs phone.,05
:
49,41, j,,ynn Grove, Ky..,

Dan MillerAuctioneer
Licenribd & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn.
01281 Darrell Beane & Terry Paschall
Auctioneer*

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays'
Pt
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Edna Kingins
Mrs. Odie L. Edwards
Mrs. Odie L. Edwards, 94, formerly of
Kirksey, of Sedalia,
Mo., died Thursday at
1:30 p.m. at a hospital at
Sedalia.
Her husband, Barber
Edwards, died Nov. 7,
1947. She was a member
of Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Born in Calloway
County, she was the
daughter of the late
R R. McCallon and
Nora Elizabeth
Lawrence McCallon.
Mrs. Edwards is sur4:
vived by one son, James
Vaughn Edwards and
his wife, the former
Jean Workman,
Sedalia, Mo.; four
sisters, Miss Johnnie

McCallon and Mrs.
Mary Magness,
Mayfield, Mrs. Treva
Smith, Detroit, Mich.,
and Mrs. Lillian Hanley,
Jupiter, Fla.; one
brother, Raymond McCallon, Mayfield.
Also surviving are two
grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
Graveside services
will be Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Church
Cemetery, located north
of Kirksey off Highway
299. The Rev. William
Mulroy will officiate.
Friends may call
from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Saturday at BlalockColeman Funeral
Home, Murray.

Mrs. Margaret Tidwell
Services for Mrs.
Niargaret Tidwell are
today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-,
Coleman Funeral
Home The Rev. Jim
Simmons is officiating
with Mrs. Otto Erwin as
organist.
Pallbearers are John
Youngerman, Jerry
Gunton, Gillard Ross,
Frank Hill, Sammy
Tidwell and Charlie
Warren
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs Tidwell, 68,

Locust Drive, Murray,
died Tuesday at 1:15
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. She was the
widow of Raymond
Tidwell.
She is survived by one
son, Richard (Rick)
Tidwell and wife, Mary,
and two grandchildren,
Lisa Tidwell and
Margot Tidwell, Chapel
Hill, N.C.; two sisters,
Miss Eddie Noles,
Paducah, and Mrs. Nettie McKeel, Murray;
one brother, Bob Noles,
Paducah.

IBunk Scarborough
The funeral for
Harold M. 1Bunk I Scarborough was today at 11
a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale and
Philip Dunn officiated.
The song service was by
singers from Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ with Jerry Bolls
as director.
Pallbearers were
Leslie Blane, Bill
Cohoon, Lonnie
Eastham, Ed Hendon,
Gene McDougal and
Earl Steele.
Burial was in
Hillcrest Cemetery at
Dover, Tenn.

Mr. Scarborough, 76,
of 1713 Olive St., Murra,
died Monday at his
home.
He is survived by this
wife, Mrs. Estella Dunn
S'carborough; one
daughter, Mrs. Susan
Stark, Bradenton, Fla.;
one son, Dr. Charles
Dunn Scarborough,
Jacksonville, Fla.; two
sisters, Miss Ann Scarborough, New York,
N.Y., and Mrs. Charlene
Bucy, Montgomery,
Ala.; one brother, Edward Scarborough, El
Paso, Texas; seven
grandchildren.

Mrs. Noma Usrey Dunn
Final rites for Mrs.
Noma Adeline Usrey
Dunn were today at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev.
Rick Dye and the Rev.
Mark Coursey officiated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and
soloist
Pallbearers were
Charles Bondurant,
Auburn Wells, J.D.
Usrey. Alvin Usrey,

Harold Dunn and J.D.
Lassiter.
Burial was in Mt.
Carmel Cemetery.
Mrs. Dunn, 92, of 1005
Fairlane, Murray, died
Tuesday at 10:34 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, D.Y. Dunn;
two brothers, Carl
Usrey, Kirksey, and
Fred limy, Springfield,
Mo.; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Edna Kingins,
73, of New Concord died
Thursday at 3:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a retired
postal clerk at New Concord postoffice and a
member of Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 23, 1913, in
Stewart County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late Isaac Page and
Pearl Harris Page.
She is survived by her
husband, W.T. Kingins,
to whom she was married on Dec. 16, 1933:
one daughter, Mrs.
Joseph (June) Curd, Rt.
2, Hazel; two sons, Billy
Joe Kingins and wife,

The funeral for Mrs.
Ludie L. Milam will be
Monday at 1 p.m. at St.
John's Missionary Baptist Church. The Rev.
W.E. Chaney will officiate and the Church
Choir will provide the
music.
Pallbearers will be
Jiles Jackson, Eddie
Brandon, Lewis
Hudspeth, Roscoe Stubblefield, Leslie Blaine
and James Payne.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery
with arrangements by
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Friends may call

from 7 to 9 p.m. Sunday
at St. John's Church.
Mrs. Milam, 90, died
Monday at 2:45 p.m. at
West View Nursing
Home.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Robert
(Edith) Stratter,`
Detroit, Mich.; two
sons, Samuel Milam,
Memphis, Term., and
Mason Milam, Columbus, Ohio; one sister,
Mrs. Laoura Cooper,
Cleveland, Ohio:
several nieces and
nephews including Mrs.
Ludie Tharpe of Murray; eight grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.

At Only

0
/0
Amount Borrowed:
Mo. Payment (36 mos.)
Mo. Payment (48 mos.)
Mo. Payment (60 mos.)

Example
5,000.00 $10,000.00 $15,000.00 $20,000.00
161.10
322.20
483.30
644.40
126.57
253.14
379.71
506.29
105.98
211.97
317.96
423.95

(Recording Fee, V.5.1., Credit Life Insurance not included)

Caller claiming to be suspect
in police shootings an imposter
NEW YORK (AP) — want to give up .to police
A call to a television sta- because -he feared he
tion by a man claiming would be beaten or
to be the suspect in the killed.
wounding of six police
Police investigators
officers was actually a who listened to the tapes
hoax, police said.
between the suspect and
Police spokesman reporter John Johnson
Sgt. Raymond O'Don- initially said the caller
nell said Thursday that was Davis. Davis'
investigators made that mother contended that
conclusion after com- he was not.
paring the tapes of the
A woman who
calls to a WABC-TV answered the phone at
reporter to tapes of con- the WABC newsroom
versations that the Thursday night said no
suspect, Larry Davis, one from management
had with employees of was available to comthe police department's ment on the report.
Civilian Complaint
Davis, 20, allegedly
Review Board as far wounded six police ofback as 1980. In the ficers during a shootout
tapes, Davis said he was at a Bronx apartment
beaten by police Nov. 19 when 27 officers
officers.
came to arrest him. He
A man who identified is a suspect in the
himself as Davis execution-style killings
telephoned WABC-TV of four suspected drug
on Nov. 21, two days dealers Oct. 30, and the
after the officers were slaying of another drug
shot, and said he did not dealer Sept. 16.

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Larry
(Lynda) Pace, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Ray
(Margaret) Yearry, Rt.
4, Murray, and Mrs.
Kim (Gina) Duncan,
Murray; two sons, Jimmy Colson and wife,
Linda, Rt. 4, Murray,
and Ronald Colson and
wife, Cindy, Lansing,
Mich.; her mother, Mrs
Alice Thomasson, Rt. 5,
Benton; two sisters,
Mrs. Charlotte Ann
Dunn, Ledbetter, and
Ms. Sylvia Fowler,
Chicago, Ill.; one
brother, Robert Jamerson, Rt. 5, Benton; 11
grandchildren; five
stepgrandchildren.

We Still Like
To Say
"YES"
to Auto Loans

Mrs. Ludie L. Milam

Mrs. Maggie Faye. Colson
Services for Mrs.
Maggie Faye Colson are
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The
Rev. Dwight Wya.nt and
the Rev. Jerry Oliver
are officiating. Music is
by Cherry Wyant,
soloist and organist.
Pallbearers are Darrell Broach Sr., Ray
Yearry. Kim Duncan,
Larry Pace. Darrell
Broach Jr. and Curtis
Yearry.
Burial will follow in
Kirksey Cemetery.
Mrs. Colson, 56, of 526
Broad St., Murray, died
Tuesday at 7:25 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Aug. 28, 1930, in
Bale, Term., she was the
daughter of Mrs. Alice
Hutchins Fowler
Thomasson and the late
Fred Fowler. She was a
member of Poplar Spring Baptist Church.

Shirley, Rt. 4, Murray,
and David Kingins and
wife. Debbie, New
Concord.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Evelyn
Petty: Mt. Clements,
Mich., and Mrs. Rymon
(Louise) Sholar, Bumpus Mills, Tenn.; one
brother, Isaac Austin
Page, Detroit, Mich.;
seven grandchildren;
twogreatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home.
Burial will follow in
New Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Friday).

Now you really can drive home a bargain because our rates on auto
loans are as low as can be! Just give us a call or stop in for an aPplicaion
to fill out. It doesn't take much time,' and once yov receive approval(often
on the same day you apply) you'll be on the road in the car you want
and with a repayment plan that's geared to your budget.

"We have some low rates now on new
and used cars, so come in and check us
out! We will be happy to talk to you
anytime regarding auto, personal, home
equity loans, or any other banking service."

Gedric Paschall, Vice President
Installment Loan Department

"Our rates are now very competitive!
Come by to see us for your financial
needs."

GM

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

A. R. Hatcher, Vice President
Installment Loan Department

1980 Pontiac 1000
4-Speed Transmission, Air Conditioning,
Tilt, 4-Door, 68,XXX miles, Red in color.

.!2,900•fr

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
753.1617

"Need an auto loan? See me at the
University Branch! 9.9 APR."

$2,700"
PURCHASE
AREA

641 S. Storrey

elowt
DEALER

„,,,„„,,,y,7,,,7,„N„\,,,„,,,\
-•1
'The Pantry Restaurant ,
4/
\

Bobby Manning, Vice President
Installment Loan Department

Coldwater Road (formerly The Rib Shack)
Open daily 11:00 a.m. til 8:00 p.m.

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance
Up To 100% of
Doctor's bills not
paid by Medicare.
Also pays on
office visits.
Want prescription
drug coverage?
•
'Call

Tony
Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

Under New Management

Grand Opening Specials
Plate Lunches *2.75
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
4

All you can eat $4.95
Catfish, fiddlers, fillets & steaks. Served with potatoes, slaw w
& hushpuppies.
w
*Homestyle pies, cokblers
& apple ,dumplings
-.
_ .
.
Starting Monday, Dec. 1, Breakfast will be served daily
from 6:00 a.m. til 11-:00 a.m.
'
Stop and say "Hi" to Flo & Granny
.
Division of H.R.H. Inc.
L
V. / / V'
\ \ - \c•-\ \-7

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

